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SUMMARY
Focused fluid flow in marine sediments affects the evolution of sedimentary basins by altering the integrity 
of sealing caprocks and by transferring fluids as well as pressure. The formation of focused fluid conduits 
initiates, when the pore pressure within a reservoir exceeds the seal’s resistance against fracture or capillary 
failure. In seismic data, focused fluid conduits manifest as vertical zones of anomalous seismic amplitudes, 
which are known as seismic chimneys or pipes. The understanding of focused fluid flow manifestations is of 
great importance for hydrocarbon exploration because these structures may act as indicators for hydrocarbon 
reservoirs and sub-seafloor operations, as they may pose a hazard to drilling operations and influence the long-
term efficiency sub-seabed storage of CO2. 

The geological storage of CO2 known as carbon capture and storage (CCS) is a key technology for the mitiga-
tion of climate sensitive greenhouse gas emissions recommended by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change. Marine saline aquifers are a favorable storage option, because such systems have virtually infinite 
capacity, no influence on ground water production and bear the least conflict potential with the public. Howe-
ver, the success of CCS as a climate change mitigation technology depends on its public acceptance and builds 
on a reliable and transparent risk assessment, which is studied by the interdisciplinary, international ECO2 
project. The project’s main aims are to investigate the likelihood of leakage from marine CO2 storage sites and 
its potential effect on marine ecosystems, to develop monitoring strategies, and to define best environmental 
practice guidelines for implementing and managing storage sites. 

Within this framework, my PhD thesis concentrates on the investigation of focused fluid conduits in the Sou-
thern Viking Graben and their implications for the Sleipner CO2 storage project, where CO2 is injected into a 
~850 meter deep saline aquifer known as the Utsira Formation. My studies are based on the interpretation of 
3D and time-lapse 4D seismic data covering more than 2000 km2 of the Southern Viking Graben, numerical 
fluid flow simulation, and field geological observations. 

My thesis builds on a detailed description of the fluid flow system in the Sleipner area, which is characterized 
by the interplay between deep hydrocarbon reservoirs, the Utsira Formation and the overlying strata hosting 
various fluid flow features. The key elements of seal-bypassing fluid flow in the strata overlying the Utsira 
Formation are several hundreds of meters-wide chimney structures. The study area hosts at least 46 of these 
focused fluid conduits, which are categorized based on their seismic appearance into three types (A, B and C). 
Type-A-chimney shows similarities to “blowout pipes”, which are known from different sedimentary basins 
around the world and generally associated with rapid expulsion of fluids. Type B is very similar to large “gas 
chimney” structures, which have been identified above several leaking hydrocarbon reservoirs and which are 
interpreted as gas filled fracture networks crosscutting a low permeable seal. Type-C-chimneys cause seismic 
disturbances in bands of up to 6 km length and correlate with overlying tunnel valleys.

The formation of focused fluid conduits requires high pore overpressure. The analysis of the Sleipner palaeo 
fluid flow system indicates that there may be a link between chimney formation and the last glacial cycle.  
Building on this, we present a novel hypothesis, which predicts that undrained fluid flow systems could pro-
duce significant overpressure as a result of the interplay between loading and unloading during a glacial cycle 
and resulting gas compression and sediment compaction. 

The closest chimney structures with a probable connection to the Utsira Formation are 7 km away from the 
Sleipner CO2 injection point. We have evaluated the propensity of leakage along these structures by perfor-
ming numerical modeling of the CO2 plume evolution with the multiphase fluid flow simulator DuMux. The 
simulations revealed that it is not likely that the modeled CO2 plume will ever reach the chimney structures. 
Additionally, it is unlikely that the injection of CO2 itself may cause the formation of chimney structures at 
Sleipner. 
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Although seismic pipes and chimneys are very common features in seismic data and their interpretation as 
focused fluid flow conduits is well-established, only little is known about the underlying geological processes 
and how these link up with their seismic image. The comparison of field analogues of focused fluid conduits 
from the Colorado Plateau (USA) and seismic chimneys revealed that specific seismic signatures correlate well 
with certain field-based examples. The integration of field geological observations may help to improve seismic 
interpretations of chimney structures and fluid flow systems in general.

The importance of focused fluid flow conduits for the evolution of sedimentary basins is not sufficiently 
addressed yet. The results of this thesis highlight the relevance of focused fluid flow conduits for long-term 
integrity of sub-seabed storage of CO2 operations and that focused fluid flow conduits have to be considered 
for site selection of storage projects. A deeper understanding of focused fluid flow will help to understand the 
flux of fluids from the geosphere into the hydro- and atmosphere as well as geological and climatic processes 
of the past and future.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Fokussierter Fluidfluss in marinen Sedimenten beeinflusst die Entwicklung von Sedimentbecken nachhaltig, 
indem er die Permeabilität von zuvor undurchlässigen Schichten erhöht und so den Transport von Fluiden als 
auch den Transfer von Drücken ermöglicht. Fokussierte Fluidflussstrukturen entstehen, wenn der Porendruck 
innerhalb eines Reservoirs die Widerstandsfähigkeit einer Deckschicht gegen Bruch- oder Kapillarversagen 
übersteigt. Fokussierte Fluidflussstrukturen zeigen sich in seismischen Daten als Zonen mit gestörter Ampli-
tudensignatur, welche als seismische Chimneys oder Pipes bezeichnet werden. Das Verständnis fokussierter 
Fluidflussstrukturen ist von großer Bedeutung für industrielle Anwendungen unter dem Meeresboden, weil 
diese als Indikator für Kohlenwasserstoffreservoire dienen, aber auch ein Sicherheitsrisiko für Bohrungen 
darstellen und die Langzeiteffizienz von CO2-Speicherstätten unter dem Meeresgrund beeinflussen könnten.

Die geologische Speicherung von CO2, die als „Carbon Capure and Storage“, kurz CCS, bekannt ist, stellt 
für das „Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change“ eine Schlüsseltechnologie für die Verringerung von 
Treibhausgasemissionen dar. Die  Nutzung mariner saliner Aquifere ist eine bevorzugte Speicheroption, weil 
solche Systeme nahezu unerschöpfliche Speicherkapazitäten aufweisen, keinen Einfluss auf die Grundwasser-
produktion haben und nur ein geringes Konfliktpotential mit der Öffentlichkeit bergen. Der Erfolg von CCS 
als Technologie die Folgen des Klimawandels abzumildern, hängt von der öffentlichen Akzeptanz gegenüber 
dieser Technologie ab und muss auf einer belastbaren und vertrauenswürdigen Risikoabschätzung beruhen.  
Eine solche wird vom ECO2-Projekt, dessen Hauptziele die Abschätzung der Wahrscheinlichkeiten von CO2- 
Leckagen, sowie deren Einfluss auf marine Ökosysteme, als auch die Entwicklung von Überwachungsstra-
tegien und das Erstellen von Richtlinien für die Implementierung und die Organisation von Speicherstätten 
sind, vorangetrieben.

Meine  Doktorarbeit richtet den Blick auf die Untersuchung von fokussierten Fluidflussstrukturen im Süd-
lichen Viking-Graben und deren Einfluss auf die Sleipner CO2-Speicherstätte, bei welcher CO2 in die Utsira 
Formation, einen salinen Aquifer in einer Tiefe von 850 Meter unterhalb des Meeresbodens, injiziert wird. 
Die Arbeit beruht auf der Interpretation 3D- und 4D-seismischer Daten, die mehr als 2000 km2 des Südlichen 
Viking-Grabens abdecken, numerischen Fluidflusssimulationen und feldgeologischen Beobachtungen.

Die Grundlage meiner Arbeit ist eine detaillierte Beschreibung des Fluidflusssystems im Sleipner-Gebiet, wel-
ches durch ein Zusammenspiel tiefer Kohlenwasserstoffreservoire, der Utsira Formation als temporäre Koh-
lenwasserstoffspeicherformation und deren durch fokussierten Fluidfluss gekennzeichnetes Deckgestein. Das 
Schlüsselelement des Fluidflusses sind große Chimney-Strukturen, die das Deckgestein der Utsira Formation 
durchstoßen. Das Untersuchungsgebiet beherbergt mindestens 46 dieser Strukturen, die auf Grund ihrer 
seismischen Erscheinung in drei Typen (A, B und C) unterteilt werden können. Typ-A-Chimneys ähneln 
Blowout-Strukturen, welche aus verschiedenen Sedimentbecken weltweit bekannt sind, und können mit 
dem schnellen Ausstoß von Fluiden erklärt werden. Typ B ähnelt stark Fluidflussstrukturen, die oberhalb von 
undichten Kohlenwasserstoffreservoiren identifiziert worden sind und im Allgemeinen als mit Gas gefüllte 
Brüche in niedrig permeablen Sedimenten interpretiert werden. Typ-C-Chimneys erzeugen bis zu 6 km lange 
Bänder gestörter seismischer Amplitude und ihre Lage korreliert mit glazialen Tunneltälern, von denen es im 
Untersuchungsgebiet sehr viele gibt.

Die Entstehung fokussierter Fluidflussstrukturen setzt hohe Porenüberdrucke voraus und die Untersuchung 
des Paläofluidsystems des Südlichen Viking-Grabens deutet darauf hin, dass ein Zusammenhang zwischen 
Chimney-Entstehung, Überdruck und dem letzten glazialen Zyklus besteht. Darauf aufbauend präsentiert 
diese Arbeit eine neue Hypothese zur Entstehung fokussierter Fluidflussstrukturen als Resultat von Belastung 
und Entlastung während eines glazialen Zyklus. Diese Hypothese sagt voraus, dass ein hydraulisch abge-
schlossenes Fluidflusssystem signifikante Überdrucke, die auf einem Zusammenspiel von Gaskompression 
und Sedimentkompaktion beruhen,  produzieren kann.
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Manche Chimney-Strukturen weisen augenscheinlich eine Verbindung mit der Utsira Formation auf und sind 
gerade einmal 7 km vom Sleipner CO2-Injektionspunkt entfernt. Die Wahrscheinlichkeit für eine Leckage 
von CO2 entlang dieser Chimney-Strukturen wurde durch numerische Simulationen mit dem Fluidflusssimu-
lator DuMux evaluiert. Die Simulationen zeigten, dass es nicht wahrscheinlich ist, dass das CO2 jemals die 
Chimey-Strukturen erreichen wird. Auch ist es unwahrscheinlich die CO2-Speicherung bei Sleipner selbst zur 
Formation neuer Chimney-Strukturen führen kann. 

Obwohl seismische Chimneys und Pipes sehr häufig in seismischen Daten identifiziert werden und ihre 
Interpretation als fokussierte Fluidflussstrukturen etabliert ist, weiß man doch nur sehr wenig über die sie 
zugrundeliegenden geologische Prozesse und wie diese die seismische Abbildung beeinflussen. Der Vergleich 
feldgeologischer Analogien von fokussierten Fluidflussstrukturen im Colorado Plateau (USA) und seismischen 
Chimneys zeigt, dass bestimmte seismische Signaturen mit Feldbeobachtungen von Sandinjektionen, Sedi-
mentverflüssigungen und Bruchnetzwerken korrelierbar sein könnten.

Die Ergebnisse meiner Doktorarbeit verdeutlichen die Relevanz von fokussierten Fluidflussstrukturen für die 
Speicherung von CO2 unter dem Meeresboden. Fokussierte Fluidflussstrukturen müssen bei der Standortwahl 
von CO2-Speicherstätten berücksichtigt werden. Die Wichtigkeit von fokussierten Fluidflussstrukturen für die 
Entwicklung von Sedimentbecken ist noch nicht ausreichend gewürdigt und ein tiefergehendes Verständnis 
dieser Strukturen ist notwendig, um die mit dem Fluss von Fluiden von der Geosphäre in die Hydro- und 
Atmosphäre verbundenen geologischen und klimatischen Prozesse in der Vergangenheit und in der Zukunft 
besser zu verstehen.
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1.1. MOTIVATION
The migration of fluids in marine sediments is an important geological process in the marine environment and 
has influences on hydrocarbon resources, benthic and sub-seafloor ecosystems, natural and exploration-related 
geohazards, the carbon cycle and Earth’s climate. The biogenic and thermogenic formation of hydrocarbons in 
sedimentary basins creates fossil fuel reservoirs, which have profound implications for energy production and 
economic growth. The migration of fluids at hydrothermal vents and cold seeps are the foundation of chemo-
synthetic biological communities, which may represent the oldest microbial ecosystems on Earth (Martin et 
al., 2008). The emission of greenhouse gases, such as carbon dioxide and methane from the production and 
burning of hydrocarbons has a direct influence on global warming, which will be one of the major challenges 
for the global community in the next decades to centuries (IPCC, 2013).

Natural fluid flow has a direct impact on geotechnical operations both on and beneath the seafloor, including 
exploration and exploitation of resources as well as in sub-seafloor storage activities. A lack of understanding 
of shallow fluid flow systems has resulted in numerous operational and life-threatening hazards (e.g. the North 
Sea blowout in 1990) causing the uncontrolled release of hydrocarbons. Focused fluid flow manifestations 
are often sourced from deep hydrocarbon reservoirs and may therefore be used as indicators for hydrocar-
bon prospects, while the release of fluids on the other hand may destroy seal integrity and drain promising 
reservoirs (Heggland, 1998, 2005; Løseth et al., 2009). Seal integrity also plays an important role for the sub-
seabed storage of carbon dioxide, which is a key technology for the mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions. 
The injection of carbon dioxide into marine saline aquifers or depleted hydrocarbon reservoirs may have the 
potential to reduce emissions to amounts that limit the expected global temperature increase to 2°C (Metz 
et al., 2005; IEA, 2012). However, most marine sedimentary basins are densely populated with shallow fluid 
flow manifestations and the influence of such natural focused fluid flow on the long-term performance of 
storage operations is only poorly constrained. Sub-seabed exploration, exploitation and storage activities have 
left a multitude of wellbores on the continental shelves worldwide. These structures connect deep fluid flow 
systems with the seafloor and represent focused weakness zones in the sealing overburden of fluid reservoirs.  

Many of the several hundred thousand wells on the continental shelves show integrity issues resulting in the 
leakage of hydrocarbons (Vignes et al., 2006; 2011). The interaction between abandoned wells and shallow 
fluid flow systems often results in the seepage of methane, whose quantity and impact on methane budgets 
requires integrated investigations. As the flux of methane from shallow reservoirs into the hydrosphere has an 
important role in the global carbon cycle and may affect the ongoing process of global warming, it is of signi-
ficant importance to understand the subsurface focused fluid flow systems. A detailed understanding is also 
required for the utilization of sub-seafloor resources and the implementation of large-scale geological storage 
operations of greenhouse gases. 

1.2. GLOBAL WARMING
Global warming and climate change have been in the focus of scientific research in the last decades, and since 
1988 the climate science community is organized as the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). 
The IPCC’s main aims are to inform society and policy makers about the connection between anthropogenic 
greenhouse gas release and global warming as well as giving advice for strategies to mitigate the consequen-
ces of climate change. Non-anthropogenic climate factors on time scales of thousands to several millions of 
years are orbital processes controlling the amount of solar radiation reaching the Earth, tectonic processes 
controlling the area and distribution of landmasses and volcanism (Crowley, 2000; Zachos, 2001).  The re-
moval of these non-anthropogenic influences from the temperature trend of the last thousand years reveals 
a pronounced warming for the 20th century, which correlates with the predicted effect of greenhouse gas 
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forcing (Crowley, 2000). The atmospheric concentrations of the greenhouse gases carbon dioxide, methane 
and nitrous oxide have all significantly increased since pre-industrial time (Fig. 1.1) and their concentrations 
exceed those concentrations reconstructed from ice core records dating back 800,000 years (IPCC, 2013).

 

Fig.1.1: Atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) over the past 
2000 years (Solomon et al., 2007, Chapter 2).

Over the past decades, the anthropogenic link to global warming has been unequivocally established by 97% 
of all climate-change related scientific studies (Cook et al., 2013). The ongoing global warming has already 
manifested itself by an increase of surface and upper ocean temperatures, partial melting of the Greenland 
and Antarctic ice sheets and an average sea-level rise of ~20 cm during the last century (IPCC, 2013). Con-
tinuing greenhouse gas emissions will cause further temperature increase with severe and irreversible impact 
on surface temperatures, water cycles and ocean currents, and will have a direct feedback on the Arctic ice 
cover, global sea-level and precipitation (IPCC, 2013). According to the IPCC (2013), the warming of the 
global climate system is “unequivocal” and the IPCC claims that a significant reduction of greenhouse gas 
emissions, most importantly of CO2, is necessary to limit global warming to a tolerable amount of 2°C. The 
emissions of CO2 are of special interest, because it remains in the atmosphere over hundreds (to thousands) of 
years  (IPCC, 2013). To achieve the 2°C goal, global energy production and consumption have to be reduced, 
so that the concentration of CO2 within the atmosphere will not exceed 450 ppm according to the World 
Energy Organization (IEA; 2012). This 450 ppm scenario requires a combination of different strategies and 
technologies to significantly reduce CO2 emissions including improvements in energy efficiency, the usage of 
less CO2 intensive energy sources like nuclear power, renewable energy sources and biofuels as well as the 
development of carbon capture and storage (CCS) projects (IEA, 2012). CCS has the potential to reduce CO2 
emissions by 2 to 3 Gt/a (17% of the total reduction potential by 2035; IEA, 2012). However, CCS cannot be 
the solution for reducing CO2 emissions to a tolerable amount, but it may provide time for the development 
and implementation of more sustainable energy sources.
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1.3. THE ROLE OF METHANE IN MARINE SEDIMENTS ON THE GLOBAL 
CARBON CYCLE
The formation of methane and other hydrocarbons by microbial degradation and thermogenic breakdown of 
organic matter in marine sediments is a key element of the global carbon cycle (Judd et al., 2002). The global 
methane release to the atmosphere is about 600 Mt per year, where 18% (or 110 Mt) of the released methane 
consists of 14C-depleted carbon that can be attributed to fossil methane from hydrocarbon exploitation and na-
tural seepage (Kvenevolden and Rogers, 2005; IPCC, 2013). The release of methane from marine sediments 
into the water column is a common process and global flux estimates are 6 – 65 Mt per year (Hovland et al., 
1993). The amount of methane that ultimately reaches the atmosphere and becomes a concern for global war-
ming has been estimated to be 6.6 – 19.5 Mt per year for marine sediments (Judd et al., 2002) and 45 Mt per 
year for all natural geological sources. However, recent analysis of specific seeps (e.g. offshore Svalbard) shows 
that the amount of methane from seafloor seepage reaching the atmosphere is limited (Fisher et al., 2011). 

The far more significant mechanism for transporting carbon from marine sediments into the atmosphere is the 
global exploitation of oil, gas (combined 25 Mt per year) and coal (40 Mt per years) reservoirs (Kvenevolden 
and Rogers, 2005). Most of the global hydrocarbon resources were formed within marine sediments by the 
thermogenic cracking of kerogens, which are the remains of organic matter that make up to 2% of sedimen-
tary rocks (Judd and Hovland, 2007). When kerogen-bearing source rocks get buried due to basin subsidence 
and ongoing sedimentation, they reach temperature and pressure conditions that initiate their maturation 
to dry gas, wet gas, condensates and crude oil (Judd and Hovland, 2007). The maturity of hydrocarbons is 
controlled by the duration of their exposure to certain temperature conditions. There are two ways to form 
thermogenic methane: either by exposing hydrocarbons to temperatures beyond the “oil window”, or during 
the upward migration of hydrocarbons by the breaking down of complex hydrocarbon molecules into simpler 
molecules and ultimately into methane (Judd and Hovland, 2007). However, methane released at most seaf-
loor seeps is microbial in origin, formed by the degradation of organic matter by methanogenic archaea (Judd 
and Hovland, 2007).  The biochemical processes leading to the formation of methane are acetate fermentation 
and CO2 reduction and are promoted by anoxic conditions, high sedimentation rates, low temperatures and 
limited availability of sulfate (Katz, 2011).  

A large portion of marine methane is bound in gas hydrates, which are mainly found in water depths greater 
than 300 m and bottom water temperatures less than 2°C (Kvenevolden, 1995).  Gas hydrates are ice-like 
compounds, in which gas molecules, primarily methane, are hosted within crystal lattices made up of ice mo-
lecules (Kvenevolden, 1995). Estimates of the global gas hydrate reserves have varied over the last decades 
reaching from 2,000 to 4,000,000 Gt of carbon (Kvenevolden, 1988) over 500 to 2500 Gt (Milkov, 2004) to 
4.18 to 995 Gt (Burwicz et al., 2011) and ~550 Gt (Piñero et al., 2013).

The impact of methane from marine sediments on the global carbon cycle is determined by complex coupled 
fluxes between the geosphere, the biosphere, the hydrosphere and the atmosphere (Judd and Hovland, 2007). 
For example, the influence of gas hydrate dissociation on global climate and the stability of submarine slopes 
has been the focus of much scientific research during the last decades (Vogt und Jung, 2002; Kennett et al, 
2005; Bünz et al., 2003; Mienert et al., 2005; Berndt et al., 2009). The global sea-level drop during glacial pe-
riods in the Quaternary (120 m during the last glacial maximum) is believed to have caused shoaling of the gas 
hydrate stability zone (GHSZ), a process with the potential to generate overpressured gas from the dissociating 
hydrates that could have destabilized continental slopes and contributed to landslides (Judd and Hovland, 
2007). Another potential mechanism for destabilizing gas hydrates and thereby influencing continental slope 
stability is ocean warming (Vogt und Jung, 2002). The dissociation of gas hydrates is also a favored explana-
tion for the formation of focused fluid conduits in glacially affected marine sediments (Forsberg et al., 2007). 

The most prominent climatic extreme event with a correlation between methane concentration in the atmos-
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phere and the global temperature is the Paleocene- Eocene thermal maximum (PETM; Zachos, 2001). The 
PETM marks a prominent warming signal in the global temperature curve, which is based on ∂18O record 
obtained from marine sediment cores and is unique to the last 65 million years (Zachos, 2001). ∂13C measu-
rements indicate that the PETM correlates with a sudden and massive release of light carbon, indicating that 
it may be explained by the release of methane from hydrates, pore water venting, turbidite oxidation, or me-
tamorphism of marine sediments as the result of volcanic intrusions (Zachos et al, 2001; Higgins and Schrag, 
2006). The global warming associated with the massive release of carbon makes the PETM the best historic 
equivalent for present-day global warming.

1.4. FLUID FLOW IN MARINE SEDIMENTS
1.4.1. CONTROLS OF FOCUSED FLUID FLOW 
Fluid flow in marine sediments is driven by different hydrodynamic potentials, which are equilibrated by 
diffuse fluid discharge through the connected pore space (Bjørlykke, 2010).  The resistance of a fluid system 
against equilibrating a pressure gradient (grad(P)) through diffuse (Darcy) flow for a given fluid viscosity (µ) is 
defined by its permeability (k), and is described by the Darcy equation (Bjørlykke, 2010):

F= grad(P)*k/µ          (Eq. 1.1)

The most important requirement for diffuse and focused fluid flow is the availability of unbound fluids, which 
can be either water or hydrocarbons. In the marine environment, water may be sourced by groundwater flow 
of meteoric fresh water from onshore, burial of seawater during sedimentation, dehydration of minerals, hy-
drothermal venting from volcanic activity, or compaction of sediments (Berndt, 2005; Bjørlykke, 2010). The 
biogenic and thermogenic generation of hydrocarbons in marine sediments contribute additional fluid phases. 

Diffusive fluid flow through the pore space is oriented perpendicular to isopotential lines in homogeneous 
porous media, but is strongly influenced by the distribution of permeability barriers (Bjørlykke, 2010). The 
permeability (k) of sediments generally correlates with the grain size (d) of the matrix material and this relati-
onship can be described by the following equation (c is a constant varying between 1.11 and 2.05; Shepherd, 
1989):

k= cd2           (Eq. 1.2)

Permeability barriers inhibit the discharge of fluids and may result in accumulations of pore overpressures. A 
lithological unit with permeability low enough to impede or retard the flow of fluids to the surface is defined 
as a seal (Cartwright et al., 2007). Seals have the potential to accumulate overpressures in the pore space of 
underlying sediments. The generation of pore overpressure is a common process in sedimentary basins, and 
according to Osbourne and Swarbrick (1997), it can be attributed to (1) increased compressive stress and 
reduction of pore volume, (2) changes in the fluid volume due to diagenesis or hydrocarbon generation and 
(3) fluid migration due to different hydraulic heads, osmosis or buoyancy. 

The formation of focused fluid conduits initiates when the pore overpressure exceeds the permeable barrier’s 
resistance against capillary or fracture failure (Clayton and Hay, 1994. The creation of fractures in response 
to pore fluid overpressure is called hydrofracturing (for water) or pneumatic fracturing (for gas), and occurs 
when the pore pressure is higher than the combined least principal stress and tensile strength of the sedi-
ment (Hubbert and Willis, 1957). A capillary failure initiates when a non-wetting phase (e.g. gas) enters the 
pore space of a low-permeability, fine-grained sediment as the result of exceeding its capillary entry pressure 
(Clayton and Hay, 1994). Both processes correspond to a rapid loss of the sealing potential, which leads to the 
focused discharge of overpressured fluids.
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1.4.2. FOCUSED FLUID FLOW MANIFESTATIONS AT THE SEAFLOOR
Focused fluid flow manifests itself at the seafloor in numerous ways, including the development of biological 
communities, carbonates, pockmarks, mud and asphalt volcanoes, seafloor fractures and gas hydrates (Judd 
and Hovland, 2007). The occurrence of specific features depends on the venting fluids, the seepage rate and 
the physical conditions at the seafloor. Perhaps the most widely known fluid flow manifestations are black 
smokers, whose discovery during dives with the submersible Alvin in 1977 at the East Pacific Rise in a depth 
of 2500 m was a scientific sensation (Spiess et al., 1980; Macdonald et al., 1980). The discovery of extremo-
phile biological communities including tube worms, clams and crabs, which build on chemosynthetic bacteria 
and withstand temperatures around 380°C, changed our perspective on the origin of life on Earth (Baross and 
Hoffman, 1985). 

At the same time, bacterial mats associated with hydrocarbon seepage were discovered in Santa Barbara 
Channel offshore California (Fig. 1.2a; Spies and Davies, 1979) and in 1985 deep sea trawling in the Gulf 
of Mexico recovered tube worms comparable to those found at hydrothermal vents (Kennicut et al., 1985). 
This finding initiated an intense study of seepage related biologic communities at cold seeps, which build on 
chemosynthetic, methane-oxidating, symbiotic bacteria (Kennicut et al., 1988). Ever since, chemosynthetic 
cold seep communities have been identified around the world at vent sites including Hydrate Ridge offshore 
Oregon, the Laurantian Fan, at several mud volcanoes and even in deep sea trenches (Hovland and Judd, 
2007). The consumption of methane due to sulphate reduction coupled anaerobic oxidation of methane by 
archaea and bacteria leads to the precipitation of authigenic carbonates (Hovland 1987; Boetius et al., 2000). 
Methane-derived authigenic carbonates (MDAC) are clear indicators for fluid flow and form crusts, concreti-
ons and small chimneys, which have been identified all around the world (Fig. 1.5b; Hovland 1987; Boetius 
et al., 2000; Judd and Hovland, 2007; Magalhães et al., 2012).

 
Fig.1.2: A) Bacterial mats in the Santa Barbara Channel offshore California (Spies and Davies, 1979). B) Methane-deri-
ved authigenic carbonates from the Gulf of Cadiz (Magalhães et al., 2012)

Bacterial mats and MDAC are generally associated with steady, prolonged seepage, but the release of fluids 
at the seafloor can also occur more explosively with much higher flow rates, which cause the mobilization 
of seafloor substrate resulting in the formation of crater-like depressions known as pockmarks (Judd and Hov-
land, 2007). The term pockmark was introduced in a study by King and MacLean in 1970, who reported 
cone-like depressions on the Scotian shelf. Since then, pockmarks have been identified by sidescan-sonar, seis-
mic and echosounder surveys around the world (Judd and Hovland, 2007). The morphology and size of pock-
marks are very diverse and it is possible to differentiate between circular to elliptical pockmarks, elongated 
and asymmetric pockmarks, merged composite pockmarks, pockmark strings, small unit pockmarks forming 
around a larger centric pockmark, and giant pockmarks (Fig. 1.3; Judd and Hovland, 2007). There are several 
observations of MDAC found in pockmarks (Judd and Hovland, 2007, Andresen, 2012), which indicate that 
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a continuous, less rapid vertical fluid flow may persist after the expulsive formation of a pockmark.

Fig.1.3: A) Two pockmarks with several unit-pockmark strings. B) Parent pockmark in the center of seven satellite 
pockmarks surrounded by numerous unit-pockmarks (Hovland et al., 2010).

Several other seafloor fluid flow manifestations exist, including mud volcanoes (Kopf, 2002), asphalt volcano-
es (MacDonald et al., 2004) or the recently described seafloor fracture just 25 km north of Sleipner (Pedersen, 
et al., 2013). The so-called Hugin-fracture is about 3 km long and was discovered using AUV-mounted high-
resolution synthetic aperture sonar by the University in Bergen within the framework of the ECO2 project in 
2011 (Fig. 1.4; ECO2, 2014). The structure was not visible in 3D seismic data or in the conventional multi-
beam bathymetry data (ECO2, 2014), which highlights the potential of discovering new types of seafloor fluid 
flow manifestations with advancing technology.

    
Fig.1.4: HISAS sidescan sonar mosaic showing the Hugin Fracture north of the Sleipner CO2 storage site  (ECO2, 
2014).
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1.4.3. FOCUSED FLUID FLOW MANIFESTATIONS IN HYDRO-ACOUSTIC AND SEISMIC 
DATA
Hydro-acoustic and seismic data can reveal pathways of migrating fluids in marine sediments, especially gas, 
because a small fraction of free gas in the pore space has a strong influence on velocities and attenuation of 
seismic waves travelling through marine sediments (White, 1975). This effect causes significant changes of 
the bulk modulus of sediments, leading to a disturbed seismic appearance, as well as amplitude and velocity 
anomalies (Granli et al., 1999). Seismic anomalies associated with subsurface fluid flow and gas accumulati-
ons have been summarized by Løseth et al. (2009) and include:

•	Bright spots and zones with increased seismic amplitude

•	Dim spots and zones with decreased seismic amplitudes

•	Phase reversals

•	Changes in the continuity of seismic reflections

•	Structurally deformed seismic reflections, e.g. mounds and depressions

•	Push-down or pull-up of seismic reflections caused by changes in the seismic velocity

•	Non-lithological reflections, e.g. flat spots and bottom simulating reflections (BSRs)

These anomalies may be associated with various focused fluid flow manifestations, including gas accumulati-
ons, vertical/sub vertical fluid conduits, sediment deformation processes (e.g. sediment mobilization, polygo-
nal faulting) and gas hydrates. The understanding of focused fluid flow gained tremendous momentum with 
the advent of 3D seismic technology (Cartwright and Huuse, 2005). 3D seismic datasets collected by the 
industry for exploration purposes provide the possibility to seismically analyze large areas in high resolution 
(e.g. spatial resolutions often higher than 15 m). Industrial 3D seismic datasets have been used to reveal the 
nature of geological structures within sedimentary basins, which had previously not even been recognized 
(e.g. Cartwright and Huuse, 2005). New technology for recording and processing conventional 3D seismic 
data, the availability of powerful interpretation workstations, calculation of 3D seismic attributes and the 
usage of ultra-high resolution 3D seismic systems (e.g. P-cable) are further advancing our understanding of 
subsurface geology and fluid flow.

1.4.3.1. GAS ACCUMULATIONS AND GAS HYDRATES IN SEISMIC DATA
In seismic data, gas accumulations commonly manifest themselves as bright spots accompanied by a phase 
reversal of the seismic reflection at the top of the gas pocket (Fig. 1.5a). In settings where pressure and tem-
perature conditions allow the formation of gas hydrates, bottom-simulating reflections (BSRs; Fig. 1.5b) are 
another indicator for the presence of gas. BSRs mimic the seafloor topography in depths of up to 1000 mbsf, 
have a reversed polarity compared to the seafloor reflection and indicate the base of the gas hydrate stability 
zone (Kvenvolden, 1988; Hyndman and Spence, 1992). BSRs are the result of accumulation of free gas below 
the gas hydrate layer (Hyndman and Spence, 1992).
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Fig.1.5: A) Different gas associated seismic anomalies (Løseth et al., 2009). B) Seismic profile showing a bottom-
simulating reflection (red arrows) affected by fluid flow (Crutchley et al., 2014).

1.4.3.2. SEISMIC CHIMNEYS AND PIPES
Gas accumulations may be formed in-situ or have migrated laterally within a highly permeable layer, but in 
many cases gas originates from greater depths and migrates vertically via focused fluid conduits, (sections 1.4 
and 1.4.1). The seismic image of vertical, strata crosscutting, focused fluid conduits are generally labeled as 
seismic pipes or chimneys (Fig. 1.6; Cartwright et al., 2007, Løseth et al., 2009, Andresen, 2012). The term 
seismic chimney or gas chimney originally described dimmed or wiped-out zones n seismic data, which have 
been identified above several hydrocarbon fields in the North Sea, e.g. Ekofisk (Hovland and Sommervile, 
1985), Hild (Lønøy et al., 1986) and Tommeliten (Granli et al., 1999). Some of these features represent a di-
rect connection from deep reservoirs to the seafloor and feed active seafloor seeps (Ekofisk; Hovland and Som-
mervile, 1985; Tommeliten; Schneider von Deimling et al., et al., 2011). Such “classical gas chimneys” may 
have diameters of several km (e.g. Tommeliten; Løseth et al., 2009), which distinguishes them from another 
type of vertical seismic anomalies known as seismic pipes. Seismic pipes have been described in the Nyegga 
area, offshore Norway (Fig. 1.6b; Mienert et al., 1998). While the term chimney was originally used for very 
wide structures and the term pipe for comparably narrow structures, the terminology of fluid flow-associated 
vertical seismic anomalies has become somewhat arbitrary over time and both terms are nowadays used in-
terchangeably for similar structures. This becomes obvious when comparing the three most recent fluid flow 
overview publications by Cartwright et al. (2007), Løseth et al. (2009), and Andresen (2012). However, all 
authors agree on associating vertically oriented seismic anomalies with fluid conduits, which are part of seal 
bypass systems (Cartwright et al., 2007), hydrocarbon leakage systems (Løseth et al. 2009) or hydrocarbon 
plumbing systems (Andresen, 2012).
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Fig.1.6: A) Seismic chimneys above the Tommeliten field (Løseth et al., 2009). B) Seismic pipes described by Mienert 
et al. (1998) from a study by Plaza-Faverola et al., (2011).

1.4.3.3. SEISMIC IMAGE OF SEDIMENT MOBILIZATIONS
In some cases, seismic chimneys and pipes show evidence for deforming or mobilizing sediments (Fig. 1.6b).  
The mobilization of sediments may occur within coarse-grained sediments resulting in sand injectites (Hurst 
et al., 2011) as well as in fine-grained clay-rich sediments, where it sources mud diapirism and volcanism 
(Kopf, 2002). The formation of sand injections is generally associated with rapid fluid discharge or strong seis-
micity and affects fluid flow over long time-scales (Hurst, et al., 2011). The North Sea basin hosts numerous 
sub-seafloor sand mobilizations and some of these structures have volumes of up to 10 km3 (Fig. 1.7; Løseth 
et al., 2012). The injection of sands may deform overlying sediments by forced folding for several hundred 
meters (Cartwright et al., 2008).

 
Fig.1.7: Large-scale sand bodies including large-scale sand intrusions (i) and extrusions (e) from Løseth et al., 2014.  
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1.5. CARBON CAPTURE AND STORAGE 
Carbon capture and storage (CCS) is a technology aiming to reduce the emission of CO2 from fossil fuel power 
plants and oil and gas production by transporting and storing it safely in geological formations (Gibbins and 
Chalmer, 2008). By November 2014, thirteen CCS projects were in the stage of operation, including Sleipner 
and Snøhvit in Norway, In Salah in Algeria, Century Plant, Shute Creek and five more in the United States, 
Boundary Dam in Canada and Lula Oil Field in Brazil (Global CCS Institute, 2014). 42 CCS projects are in 
the planning or evaluation phase, mainly in China, the United States and the United Kingdom (Global CCS 
Institute, 2014).  Most operating CCS projects have the purpose of enhanced oil recovery, whereas only the 
Statoil-operated projects Sleipner, Snøhvit and In Salah are dedicated for the geological storage of CO2 (Global 
CCS Institute, 2014).  

The sequestration of CO2 can be applied from waste-gas or natural gas production by wet scrubbing with aque-
ous amine solutions or prior consumption by applying physical solvents to gasified fossil fuels (Gibbins and 
Chalmer, 2008). In the case of Sleipner, the wellstream is transported via pipelines to the Sleipner platform, 
where gas, condensates and water are separated within an inlet separator and the gas is then sent to a gas 
scrubber, filter coalescers and absorbers for CO2 removal using amines (Korbøl and Kaddour, 1995).

Several geological formations have the potential for storing CO2, for example, saline aquifers, depleted oil 
and gas reservoirs, and coal seams, as well as only locally relevant geological formations, such as basalts, oil 
or gas rich shales, salt caverns and abandoned mines (Metz et al., 2005). Depleted oil and gas reservoirs and 
saline aquifers are the most favored storage formations and all 17 operating CO2 storage operations make use 
of these storage opportunities (Global CCS Institute, 2014). The storage of CO2 within depleted oil and gas 
reservoirs makes use of fluid traps, which safely store hydrocarbons over millions of years and which have 
been studied in great detail prior to and during hydrocarbon exploitation (Metz et al., 2005). However, the 
storage capacity of those reservoirs is comparably small and hydrocarbon exploitation may have affected the 
integrity of the sealing layers, which may not support the broad usage of this storage solution (Metz et al., 
2005). A more feasible option is the injection of CO2 during hydrocarbon exploitation for enhanced oil and 
gas recovery, which allows an increase in the oil recovery by 13% on average (Fig. 1.9a; Metz et al., 2005). 
However, it is arguable to understand enhanced hydrocarbon recovery as an action or the mitigation of CO2 
emissions, because 50% to 67% of the injected CO2 returns back with produced oil and needs to be re-injected 
(Metz et al., 2005) and CO2 is used to produce fossil fuels.

Saline aquifers, which are deep, highly permeable formations containing large quantities of brines that are not 
usable for human consumption or agriculture (Metz et al., 2005), may represent the most favorable geologi-
cal storage opportunity for CO2. Saline aquifers have the highest global storage potential for CO2 (Fig. 1.9b; 
Michael et al., 2010). All three CO2 storage dedicated CCS operations (Sleipner, Snøhvit and In Salah) make 
use of saline aquifers. Sleipner, Snøhvit and In Salah have an estimate combined storage capacity of 60 Mt 
and the combined peak injection rate of all three operations was about 3Mt/a (Michael et al., 2010). To put 
this number into perspective, the recently constructed coal power plant Moorburg, in Hamburg, will have an 
estimated CO2 production of 8.7 Mt/a (Vattenfall, web link in reference list). Therefore it would be necessary 
to operate nine Sleipner-sized CO2 storage operations to store the total CO2 emissions of only one modern coal 
power plant. If CCS is to be an efficient tool to reduce CO2 emissions on a global scale, it is necessary to sig-
nificantly increase injection rates and total storage volumes of future operations, which appears only realistic 
for CCS projects using saline aquifers as storage formations (Michael et al., 2010).
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Fig.1.9: Illustration of CO2 storage concepts: A) the storage of CO2 into a saline aquifer at Sleipner, B) enhanced oil 
recovery using CO2 and C) Storage of CO2 in a depleted hydrocarbon reservoir.

1.5.1. THE SLEIPNER CO2 STORAGE PROJECT
The Sleipner area is located in the Southern Viking Graben, which is the northeastern branch of the Late Ju-
rassic to Early Cretaceous North Sea rift system hosting several highly productive hydrocarbon fields (Ziegler 
et al., 1992; Gautier, 2005; Fig. 1.10a). The Sleipner CO2 storage project is part of the Sleipner field deve-
lopment, which was proposed in 1986 and initiated with development of the Sleipner East field in 1993 and 
Sleipner West in 1996 (Kongsjorden et al., 1998). The Sleipner field had an estimated extractable gas reserve 
of 173 billion m3 and 98 million m3 of condensates (Kongsjorden et al., 1998). The gas produced at Sleipner 
Vest is partly used for enhancing condensate production at Sleipner Øst field (Fig. 1.10b; Kongsjorden et al., 
1998).The gas produced at Sleipner Vest has a CO2 content of 4 - 9.5% and needs treatment to fulfill the 
customer’s requirements of a maximum of 2.5% CO2 (Fig. 1.11; Korbøl and Kaddour, 1995; Kongsjorden et 
al., 1998). The CO2 removal is achieved by absorption in an amine tower at a dedicated treatment module 
(Sleipner T; Kongsjorden et al., 1998).   
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Fig.1.10: A) Map of the North Sea. B) The Sleipner are in the Southern Viking Graben with major hydrocarbon fields 
(green) and the Sleipner CO2 plume (yellow).

This complex procedure was implemented to avoid the release of CO2 into the atmosphere in order to not 
increase Norway’s CO2 emissions further, and to avoid payment of a CO2 tax of 55 US$/t (today 65 US$/t; 
Kongsjorden et al., 1998; Cavanagh and Haszeldine, 2014). The sequestrated CO2 is injected at a depth of 
1012 mbsf into the Utsira Formation, which is an 850 mbsf saline aquifer with a thickness of 250 m at Sleip-
ner (Arts et al., 2008). The Utsira Formation extents about 450 km N-S and 90 km E-W and has a potential 
storage capacity of 16 billion tons (Halland et al., 2011).  The Utsira Formation is overlain by the Nordland 
Formation, which is supposed to act as a 200 – 300 m thick, impermeable seal prohibiting the escape of CO2 
from the storage formation (Arts et al., 2008).
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Fig.1.11: A) Sleipner platfrm in the North Sea. B) 3D view on the well paths for gas production (red) and CO2 injection 
(green), the CO2 plume at Sleipner

The local stratigraphy has been extensively investigated by several studies and the following summary is taken 
from Chapter 3.3: The Southern Viking Graben formed in late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous times as a branch 
of the North Sea failed rift system (Ziegler et al., 1992). Post-rift subsidence and uplift of the surrounding 
landmasses led to the deposition of prograding deltaic sequences into the deepened North Sea Basin from the 
Shetland Platform and West Norway in Oligocene and Miocene time (Eidvin et al., 2014). During the Late 
Miocene, the paleogeographic setting remained stable for a period of 8 Ma and a large eastward-prograding, 
deltaic system deposited the 250 – 300 m thick Utsira Formation in a high energy, shelf environment (Gallo-
way, 2001; 2002; Eidvin and Rundberg, 2007; Eidvin, et al., 2014). The Utsira sand is intersected by thin, 
low permeability and apparently fractured mudstone layers, which have a strong impact on the evolution of 
the CO2 plume (Chadwick et al., 2009; Cavanagh and Haszeldine, 2014). The main Utsira sand body is co-
vered by a  >5 m thick mudstone layer, which separates it from another sand layer hosting the shallow-most 
layer of the CO2 plume (Cavanagh, 2013). The Utsira Formation consists of poorly cemented, fine-to-medium 
grained, moderately sorted sand, which is mainly composed of angular to rounded quartz grains with minor 
K-feldspars, plagioclase, calcite, coarse to gravel-sized shell fragments and only little clay-grade material (Au-
digane et al., 2007). The Utsira Formation has excellent reservoir properties characterized by a porosity of 
35 – 40% and a permeability of 1000 – 3000 mD (Chadwick, et al., 2004).

The Utsira Formation is directly overlain by the Nordland Shales, which form the Quaternary section with 
a thickness of more than 800 m in the Sleipner area. The boundary between Utsira Formation and Nord-
land Shales marks the beginning of glacially influenced sediments in the SVG (Ottesen et al., 2014), which 
is characterized by the deposition of the 50 – 150 m-thick Shale Drape, which consists of grey mudstones 
with high clay content in the Sleipner area (Chadwick et al., 2004; Gregersen and Johannessen, 2007). Rock 
physical property tests on a Nordland Shale sample form the Sleipner area revealed a capillary entry pressure 
of 1.6 – 1.9 MPa, a permeability of 4x10-10 mD perpendicular and 10-9 mD parallel to bedding (Harrington 
et al., 2009). A complex of prograding clinoforms sourced by distal-fluvial and fluvial-glacial sources overlies 
this unit (Ottesen et al., 2014; Gregersen and Johannessen, 2007). The Quaternary succession is divided by 
an unconformity (Ottesen et al., 2014), which marks the base of glacially reworked sediments of Pleistocene 
age that are characterized by frequent tunnel valley incisions (Huuse and Lykke-Andersen, 2000; Lonergan 
et al, 2006).
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1.5.2. GEOTECHNICAL INCIDENTS WITH RELEVANCE FOR CCS
The most crucial requirement for the long-term efficiency of a CO2 storage operation is the integrity of the 
caprock. The injection of fluids and the associated increase of pressure within a storage formation have the 
potential to breach a caprock, which became obvious by two fluid injection related geotechnical incidents at 
Tordis (Norwegian North Sea) in 2008 (Eidvin and Øverland, 2009) and at In Salah (onshore Algeria) bet-
ween 2004 and 2011 (White at al., 2014). Potential seal integrity problems at In Salah were discovered after 
the cessation of injection by analyzing seismic data, interferometric synthetic aperture radar data and wellbore 
measurements (White at al., 2014). The data indicated that CO2 leaked into the lower seal from the forma-
tion, where it was supposed to be contained, indicating hydrofracturing or the reactivation of pre-existing 
faults or fractures (White et al., 2014). Time-lapse 4D seismic data revealed two northeast-southwest trending 
features on the horizon map from the lower caprock, which are most likely associated with the leakage of CO2 
(Fig 1.12a; White et al., 2014). 

The Tordis incident was detected by the discovery of an oil slick in the vicinity of the Tordis field.  At Tordis, 
oil is produced by subsea installations with an increasing water cut, which is separated by an on-site installa-
tion from the wellstream (Eidvin and Øverland, 2009). The separated water and sand were supposed to be 
injected at a depth of 1km into a sandstone formation, which was believed to represent the Utsira Formation 
(Eidvin and Øverland, 2009). The injection was stopped after approximately 1100 barrels of oil leaked at the 
seafloor forming a 30 - 40 m diameter crater on the seabed (Fig. 1.12b; Eidvin and Øverland, 2009). This 
incident raised concerns about the operational safety at the Sleipner site due to apparent failure of its storage 
system, which was believed to be also used for the CO2 injection. However, later investigations revealed that 
the wastewater injection mistakenly targeted a sandy glacial deposit with poorer hydraulic properties than 
the Utsira Formation (Eidvin and Øverland, 2009). Nevertheless, this incident emphasizes the importance of 
detailed site surveying prior to CO2 injection.

 
Fig.1.12: A) Map of a seismic horizon above the In Salah storage Formation from 2009. Black arrows indicate seal 
fracturing associated anomalies (White et al., 2014). B) Seafloor crater at Tordis (Eidvin and Øverland, 2009)
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1.5.3. THE ECO2 PROJECT
The evaluation of comparable CO2 storage related incidents is the main motivation of the ECO2 project, 
which is a European Commission funded, international, interdisciplinary project. The ECO2 project studies 
natural (volcanic) CO2 seeps at Panarea, Jan Mayen and Salt dome Juist as field equivalents for leakage events, 
as well as planned and operating CO2 storage projects including B3 field (Poland), Snøhvit and Sleipner.  

The ECO2 project consists of six scientific work packages and four crosscutting themes. Work package 1 deals 
with the architecture and integrity of the sedimentary cover at storage sites.  The main purpose of this work 
package is the assessment and evaluation of potential leakage scenarios for the currently operational storage 
sites Sleipner and Snøhvit. Work package 2 is about fluid and gas fluxes across the seabed at storage sites and 
natural CO2 seeps. The main objectives are the development of effective leakage tracers, leakage quantifica-
tion methods, the assessment strategies of toxic metal mobilization and numerical models. 

The topic of work package 3 is the fate of CO2 and other gases emitted at the seabed. The main purpose of this 
work package is the assessment of CO2 transport mechanisms and leakage in the water column as well as the 
development of risk assessment simulations and best practices for baseline surveys. Work package 4 deals with 
the impact of leakage on benthic organisms and the marine ecosystems”. This work package aims to quantify 
the consequences of CO2 leakage on marine organisms and their ability for adoption of elevated CO2 levels as 
well as the identification of biologic leakage indicators.

Work package 5 purposes are risk assessment, economics, legal studies and policy stakeholder dialogue”.  The 
main objectives are to assess the environmental risks associated with CCS, potential costs for monitoring and 
potential interventions, review the legal framework of CCS. Furthermore, it is this work package’s task to 
communicate the findings of ECO2 to stakeholders. Work package 6: is about public perception assessment. 
This work package investigates the terminology of CCS, public perception and provides guidance for commu-
nication between stakeholders and the public.

The crosscutting themes include the development of monitoring techniques and strategies (CCT1), inter-
facing of the numerical models of the different work packages (CCT2), international collaboration (CCT3) 
and the development of a framework for best environmental practices in the management of offshore CCS 
(CCT4). My PhD studies were conducted within the framework of work package 1, but I also contributed to 
work package 2, CCT2 and CCT4.

1.6. THE INFLUENCE OF FOCUSED FLUID FLOW ON HYDROCARBON 
EXPLORATION AND WELLBORE ACTIVITIES
Shallow focused fluid flow systems strongly influence the safety and success of exploration wellbore activities 
because gas accumulations, especially when undetected, bear high risks for hydrocarbon production (Hovland 
and Sommervile, 1985). Several drilling accidents may at least partly be related to an insufficient understan-
ding of shallow fluid flow systems (e.g. the 22/4b blowout in the North Sea, 1990).

In addition, focused fluid flow may influence hydrocarbon exploration by seismically masking underlying 
prospects. For example, seismic chimneys above the Tommeliten Alpha field cause pronounced seismic dis-
turbance, which prohibit imaging the faulted dome structure of the reservoir (Granli et al., 1999). Similar 
gas chimneys have been identified above numerous hydrocarbon reservoirs including Ekofisk (Hovland and 
Sommervile, 1985) Hild (Lønøy et al., 1986), in block 5604/26 in the Danish sector of the North Sea (Hegg-
land, 1998), the Gulf of Mexico, Nigeria and the Capian Sea (Heggland, 2005). The correlation between 
seismic chimneys and hydrocarbon prospects has two important implications for hydrocarbon exploration: 
(1) Seismic chimneys and other focused fluid flow manifestations may be used as indicators for the presence 
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of deep hydrocarbon reservoirs and (2) seismic chimneys as seal-bypassing fluid conduits may explain several 
dry reservoirs (Heggland, 2005). 

The exploration of hydrocarbons has resulted in more than 15,000 wells in the North Sea (Chapter 7). 18% of 
all active and 38% of all temporarily abandoned wells in Norwegian waters show integrity problems (Vignes 
et al., 2006; 2011). The impact of the associated methane release on the carbon budgets of the North Sea and 
other hydrocarbon provinces has not been constrained yet. The release of methane from wells is generally 
attributed to ongoing hydrocarbon migration from deep reservoirs to the surface (Gasda et al., 2004; Vignes 
et al., 2006, Davies et al., 2014). However, the origin of the gas leaking from abandoned wells is poorly un-
derstood and the leakage of shallow biogenic gas rather than deep thermogenic gas would have important 
implications for the geological storage of CO2. Wells penetrating CO2 storage formations have been recognized 
as potential leakage pathways (Nordbotten et al., 2005). 

 

1.7. AIMS OF THE THESIS

This thesis deals with the impact of focused fluid flow systems in marine sediments on sub-seafloor storage 
and exploration activities and is based on the interpretation of 3D and 4D time-lapse seismic data, numerical 
fluid flow simulations, as well as field geological observations. The analyzed seismic data cover more than 
2000 km2 of the Southern Viking Graben in the Norwegian sector of the North Sea and the field geological 
observations are from different outcrops in the Colorado Plateau (Utah, USA). Some of the findings and their 
implications are site specific, while others may be globally useful for sedimentary basins in general. Within this 
thesis, I seek to provide new insights for the following questions:

•	How did the fluid flow system in the Southern Viking Graben evolve?

•	What caused the formation of focused fluid conduits in the North Sea Basin?

•	 Is it possible to constrain the nature of chimney structures by correlating specific seismic features of 
with field geologocal observations?

•	What are the risks associated with focused fluid conduits in the overburden of sub-seafloor CO2 storage 
sites?

•	What are the implications of shallow fluid flow systems for wellbore activities?
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1.8. INTRODUCTION OF THE CHAPTERS
This thesis consists of eight chapters including an introduction, six manuscripts dealing with different aspects 
of focused fluid flow within the framework of the ECO2 project and a concluding chapter. I authored four of 
the presented manuscripts and contributed relevant inputs to the other two manuscripts. The manuscripts 
have been published, submitted or are planned to be submitted to peer-review journals and are detailed below.

Chapter 2 deals with the reconstruction of the palaeo fluid flow system in the Southern Viking Graben. This 
reconstruction enables the identification of focused fluid flow manifestations including gas accumulations, 
sediment mobilizations as well as chimney and pipe structures in 3D seismic data. The presence of three 
different types of vertical fluid flow conduits highlights the diversity of focused fluid flow patterns within a 
comparably small study area. In order to constrain formation parameters such as timing, migrating fluids, 
duration of fluid flow activity and flow dynamics, it was necessary to analyze the nature of each fluid conduit 
based on its seismic appearance. Additionally, it was necessary to study the interaction of these structures 
with the local stratigraphy and glacial bedforms as well as the correlation with deep hydrocarbon reservoirs 
to understand the formation processes of the focused fluid flow conduits. Chapter 2 is published as “Karstens, 
J., and Berndt, C., 2015.  Seismic chimneys in the Southern Viking Graben – Implications for palaeo fluid 
migration and overpressure evolution” in the journal Earth and Planetary Science Letters. I carried out seismic 
analysis, prepared the illustrations, and wrote the first draft of the manuscript. Discussions with Christian 
Berndt improved it for publication.

Chapter 3 focuses on the investigation of the formation process of the observed chimney structures. The ana-
lysis of fluid flow system revealed that the chimneys crosscut the shallowest glacigenic sediments and glacial 
tunnel valleys, which indicates a relatively recent formation age. This points towards a correlation between 
focused fluid conduit formation and glacial dynamics. However, there has been no convincing mechanism 
that links the generation of high pore overpressure within highly permeable, gas-bearing sedimentary layers 
with loading and unloading by growing and retreating ice sheets. We introduce a novel process for predicting 
generation of high overpressure, which is the result of undrained compaction facilitated by gas compression. 
Chapter 3 has been submitted as “Karstens, J., and Berndt, C. The glacial methane pump: Overpressure and 
focused fluid flow due to gas compression compensated sediment compaction” to Nature Geoscience. The 
idea for this paper and the development of the presented mechanism for the generation of overpressure are 
the result of long and intense conversations with Christian Berndt and based on the findings presented in 
chapter 2. I am responsible for the figures and the writing of the manuscript. Christian Berndt helped me in 
revising and improving the quality of the manuscript.

In chapter 4, I evaluate the risks of CO2 leakage along fluid conduits as part of natural fluid flow systems, 
which has not been done before. Such an evaluation must build on detailed understanding of the natural fluid 
flow system allowing the creation of geological models for fluid flow simulations. Within the framework of 
the ECO2 project, we have performed numerical simulations of multi-phase fluid flow. These simulations are 
the basis for assessing hydraulic properties of the Utsira Formation and evaluating the permeability of chimney 
structures.  Long-term simulations over a modelling period of 200 years were used to evaluate leakage scena-
rios. Chapter 4 is submitted as “Karstens, J., Ahmed, W., Berndt, C., and Class, H.  The impact of chimney 
structures on CO2 storage at Sleipner: Evaluation of numerical fluid flow simulations based on time-lapse 
seismic data” to the journal Geochemistry, Geophysics, Geosystems. I am responsible for the development 
of the geological models, modeling objectives and the evaluation of modeling results as well as the creation 
of figures and the writing of the manuscript. Waqas Ahmed has implemented and executed the simulations. 
Christian Berndt and Holger Class helped in revising and improving the manuscript.
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Chapter 5 deals with the comparison of field geological and seismic observations of focused fluid conduits. 
The seismic analysis in the Southern Viking Graben has revealed that it is possible to differentiate between dif-
ferent types of seismic chimneys based on specific seismic signatures (e.g. upward bended, downward bended 
reflection and zones with chaotic seismic amplitudes).  This chapter aims to correlate these seismic signatures 
with field analogues of sand injections, sediment fluidizations and fracture networks. Chapter 5 is an exten-
ded version of the talk “Karstens, J., and Berndt, C. 2014. Insights into focused fluid conduit formation from 
comparing seismic chimneys and pipes with field observations of fluid flow manifestations in the Colorado 
Plateau”, which I presented at the Fall Meeting of the American Geophysical Union in December 2014. I am 
responsible for the figures and the writing of the presentation. Christian Berndt helped me in revising and 
improving the quality of the presentation.

Chapters 6 is written by Lisa Vielstädte and is based on the geochemical and video-based analysis of bubble 
streams from leaking, abandoned wells in the Sleipner area revealing methane release rates that are compa-
rable to those known from natural seeps. A combined geochemical and geophysical analysis reveals that the 
leaking gas is of shallow, microbial origin and only a small fraction (< 2%) reaches directly to the atmosphere. 
Chapter 5 is submitted as “Vielstädte, L., Karstens, J., Haeckel, M., Schmidt, M., Liebetrau, V., Reimann, S., 
McGinnis, D.F., Linke, P., and Wallmann, K. Quantification of methane emissions at abandoned gas wells in 
the Central North Sea” to the Journal of Marine and Petroleum Geology. My contribution to this chapter is 
the analysis of seismic data in the vicinity of the three analyzed abandoned wells, the part of the discussion, 
which correlates leakage rates and shallow fluid flow manifestations, and the creation of figures 6.2 and 6.5 
presented in the manuscript.

Chapter 7 is written by Lisa Vielstädte and uses the findings of chapter 7 to extrapolate methane emissions 
from leaking wells on a North Sea scale. This extrapolation reveals that methane emission from leaking wells 
may be in an order of 19 (±10) kt per year, which has an impact on the methane budget of the North Sea. 
This chapter will be submitted to Nature as: “Vielstädte, L., Haeckel, M., Karstens, J., Linke, P., Schmidt, M., 
Steinle, L., and Wallmann, K.  Greater focus needed on biogenic methane leakage from oil and gas wells in 
the North Sea”. My contribution to this chapter is the analysis of seismic data in the direct vicinity of the well 
path of 55 wells and the creation of figure 7.1.

Chapter 8 summarizes the results from the previous chapters and draws integrated conclusions for site selec-
tion of   sub-seabed CCS operations. Further, I provide recommendations for future fluid flow and CCS related 
studies and give an outlook on already planned follow-up research activities.
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2.1. ABSTRACT
Detailed understanding of natural fluid migration systems is essential to minimize risks during hydrocarbon 
exploration and to evaluate the long-term efficiency of the subsurface storage of wastewater and gas from hy-
drocarbon production as well as CO2. The Southern Viking Graben (SVG) hosts numerous focused fluid flow 
structures in the shallow (< 1000 m) subsurface. The seismic expressions of vertical fluid conduits are various-
ly known as seismic chimneys or pipes. Seismic pipes are known to form large clusters. Seismic chimneys have 
so far been described as solitary structures. Here, we show that the study area in the SVG hosts more than 46 
large-scale vertical chimney structures, which can be divided in three categories implying different formation 
processes. Our analysis reveals that seal-weakening, formation-wide overpressure and the presence of free gas 
are required to initiate the formation of vertical fluid conduits in the SVG. The presence of numerous vertical 
fluid conduits implies inter-stratigraphic hydraulic connectivity, which significantly affects the migration of 
fluids in the subsurface. Chimney structures are important for understanding the transfer of pore pressure 
anomalies to the shallow parts of the basin.

2.2. INTRODUCTION
The Southern Viking Graben (SVG) is one of the most productive hydrocarbon provinces in the North Sea. It 
hosts several major hydrocarbon fields charged by Jurassic source rocks (Justwan and Dahl, 2005). In many 
cases, the upward migration of hydrocarbons is not limited to the path from the source rocks to the reservoir, 
but it continues to shallower stratigraphic levels (Cartwright et al., 2007; Løseth et al., 2009). Sub-seafloor 
fluid migration manifests itself in a large variety of seismically detectable features, such as vertical fluid con-
duits, sediment mobilization, pockmarks and gas accumulations (Cartwright et al., 2007; Løseth et al. 2009).  
Seismic chimneys and pipes are vertical seismic anomalies interpreted as focused fluid flow structures, which 
hydraulically connect deeper stratigraphic layers with the overburden (Berndt, 2005; Løseth et al., 2009; 
Cartwright et al. 2007). Their formation is generally believed to be controlled by overpressure-induced hyd-
rofracturing of an impermeable cap rock (Løseth et al., 2009; Cartwright et al. 2007). The activity of vertical 
fluid conduits can be limited to blowout-like events, e.g. resulting in pipe structures offshore Nigeria (Løseth 
et al., 2011) or Norway (Bünz, 2003), or fluid flow may be continuous and long-lasting, e.g. the chimney 
structures above the leaking hydrocarbon reservoirs Ekofisk (Hovland and Sommerville, 1985) and Tommeli-
ten (Granli et al., 1999; Arntsen et al. 2007). The terms seismic chimney and pipe are used interchangeably 
in the literature. Following Andresen (2012), we use the term pipe-like for strictly columnar anomalies as-
sociated with stacks of increased or dimmed amplitudes and chimneys-like for anomalies with much larger 
dimensions, complex shape and internal architecture as well as chaotic amplitude distribution.

The understanding of shallow fluid flow systems has always been important for offshore hydrocarbon explora-
tion, because gas accumulations in shallow sediments, especially when undetected, bear high risks for drilling. 
The study area hosts the longest operating offshore CO2 storage project at Sleipner, where CO2 is injected into 
the Utsira formation, a saline aquifer, at a depth of ~1012 m (Arts et al., 2008). This CO2 is a byproduct of 
natural gas production at Sleipner (Korbøl and Kaddour, 1995) and its injection is an alternative to releasing 
it to the atmosphere. Research on the Sleipner CO2 storage has mainly focused on the CO2 migration within 
the storage formation (e.g. Chadwick et al, 2009, Arts et al., 2008), while natural fluid manifestations in the 
overburden of the Utsira Formation including the presence of shallow gas accumulations, mud volcanoes, 
seafloor craters and vertical fluid migration pathways have only been reported briefly by Heggland (1997) and 
by Nicoll (2011). 

Analysis of 3D seismic data is the most effective method for the large-scale investigation of subsurface fluid 
flow systems, but the interpretation of fluid flow structures, in particular when vertically oriented, must inclu-
de careful consideration of seismic imaging phenomena and the influence of seismic processing. Effects like 
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blanking beneath gas accumulations, migration artifacts due to near surface velocity anomalies or bad seismic 
traces may lead to spurious interpretation of vertical conduits. The first objective of this paper is to investigate 
if there is evidence for widespread focused fluid migration in the SVG. To achieve this we have compiled 
an inventory of shallow fluid flow manifestations in the SVG using 3D seismic data, which will extend and 
update the work of Heggland (1997). The second objective is to determine hydraulic connections between 
different stratigraphic levels by analyzing the interaction of different fluid flow manifestations. The main focus 
is on vertical focused fluid flow conduits, whose seismic expressions are known as chimneys and pipes (Cart-
wright et al., 2007; Løseth et al., 2009). Our third objective is to constrain the formation processes for focused 
fluid conduits, i.e. when did they develop, how long have they been active, were they active continuously or 
episodically, and if they transport aqueous fluids or gaseous fluids. 

2.3. GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
The study area is located in the SVG, which is part of a Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous failed rift system 
forming the North Sea Basin (Fig. 2.1; Ziegler et al., 1992; Gautier, 2005). Rifting led to the rapid deposition 
of the up to 3000 m thick, organic carbon-rich Kimmeridgian shales under anoxic conditions, which repre-
sent the main source rock interval for the entire North Sea Basin (Gautier, 2005). Post-rift subsidence due to 
gradual cooling allowed the deposition of more than 2500 m thick post-rift (Fig. 2.2) initiating the generation 
of oil due to thermal maturation in Neogene to Holocene times in the Viking Graben (Gautier, 2005). The 
study area hosts several large hydrocarbon reservoirs including Eirin, Gungne, Sigyn, Sleipner Øst, Sleipner 
Vest and Volve (Fig. 2.1).

 

Fig. 2.1: Map of the study area show-
ing the extent of the 3D seismic sur-
vey (ST98M3; dashed red line), seis-
mic profiles (Fig. 2.3, 2.5, 2. 6 and 
2.7a; red lines), extents of sub-surveys 
(grey lines), location of extracted seis-
mic profiles presented in this paper 
(solid blue lines), deep hydrocarbon 
reservoirs (green), Sleipner CO2-
plume (2006; yellow), wells (purple 
stars) and border between Norway 
and UK (solid black line). Lower left 
Corner: Regional map of the North 
Sea Basin showing: location of the 
study area (purple box), major faults 
(black lines, simplified after Brennand 
et al., 1998).
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The Cenozoic sequence of the SVG includes the Hordaland and the Nordland formations and is well-cons-
trained by an integrated bio-stratigraphic, seismo-stratigraphic, litho-stratigraphic and geochemical analysis 
performed by Eidvin and Rundberg (2007) and summarized in the following paragraphs. The pre-Eocene se-
dimentary succession of the SVG is controlled by gravity flow deposition during the Paleocene and subsidence 
of the SVG relative to the uplifted Utsira High during the Eocene (Eidvin and Rundberg, 2007). The base of 
the Nordland Group consists of brownish mudstones intersected by thin sand beds and were deposited under 
outer neritic conditions (Eidvin and Rundberg, 2007). 

The Utsira Formation was deposited in a highly energetic sandy shelf shoal environment sourced by denudati-
on of the uplifted North Sea basin margins (Galloway, 2001; 2002; Gregersen et al., 2007). The paleogeogra-
phic setting has been stable for a period of 8 Ma facilitating the deposition of a 100 to 300 m-thick sand body 
(Galloway, 2001; 2002), which is intersected by thin layers of shale (Cavanagh and Haszeldine, 2014). The 
base of the Utsira Formation is strongly deformed by remobilized sediments as the result of sand intruding into 
mudstones at the top of the Hordaland Group (Rodriguez et al. 2009; Løseth et al. 2012). 

The transition from a shallow marine Middle Miocene to Early Pliocene deposition environment to a deeper 
marine environment in the Late Pliocene can be recognized in the well data (Fig. 2.2b; Gregersen et al., 
1997). At well-site 15/9-11, the top of the Utsira Formation is overlain by a stack of 8 m-thick mudstones, an 
11 m-thick unit of sands and the Late Pliocene depositional sequence (Fig. 2.2b; Gregersen et al., 1997). The 
top and the base of the thin sand layer directly above the Utsira Formation cannot be resolved by exploration-
type seismic data, but plays an important role in the shallow fluid flow system and we will refer to this unit 
as the sand wedge. The Late Pliocene depositional sequence and the overlying Pleistocene section consist of 
sands and mudstones (Fig. 2.2a; Eidvin and Rundberg, 2007), which are known as the Nordland Shales. Rock 
physical examinations of Nordland Shales samples revealed an intrinsic permeability of 4x10-7 D perpendicu-
lar and 10-6 D parallel to the bedding (Harrington et al., 2009), which effectively inhibits fluid migration by 
diffusion even over long time scales.

During Pleistocene time, the study area was highly affected by glaciations causing strong erosion and rewor-
king of surface sediments in the North Sea Basin (Sejrup et al., 2000). Glacial activity can still be documented 
by iceberg plough marks and streamlined bedforms (Graham et al, 2007) as well as tunnel valleys (Fig. 2.2a, 
seismic section), which were generated by melt water flow underneath retreating ice sheets (Lonergan et al, 
2006). 
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 Fig. 2.2: A) Stratigraphy of the study area based on well 15/9-11 showing the chronostratigraphy in the study area 
(according to International Commission on Stratigraphy; Holoc. = Holocene, Pleist. = Pleistocene Paleo. = Paleoce-
ne, Mooch. = Miocene, Plioc. = Pliocene, Cretac. = Cretaceous, Upper Cr. = Upper Cretaceous), well-logs of Deep 
inductive conductivity , Gamma-ray, Sonic-DT, black box marking zoom-in presented in B),  seismic section with well 
position and colored arrows marking seismic reflections corresponding to important stratigraphic boundaries (SF = 
Seafloor, PT = Pliocene top, PI = Pliocene intra, UT = Utsira top, UB = Utsira base, CT = Cretaceous top). B) Zoom-in of 
the Gamma-ray log between 810 and 860 m. The high API values between 835 and 845 indicate a shale or mudstone 
layer interbedded between the Utsira Formation and the sand wedge.
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2.4. DATA AND METHODS
This study is mainly based on the analysis of the three-dimensional (3D) seismic data set ST98M3, which is 
the result of merging seven independently acquired and processed 3D volumes. Detailed information regar-
ding processing parameters of the specific subsets are not available, while the processing sequence for merging 
the data included resampling, filtering, phase rotation and amplitude adjustments. The final 3D seismic cube 
shows positive acoustic impedance contrasts as positive amplitude (blue) followed by negative amplitude (yel-
low). The bin-size is 12.5 m and the vertical resolution is ~10 m (dominant frequency 45 Hz, seismic velocity 
of ~ 1800 m/s). The dataset extends 62 km from North to South and 46 km East to West covering an area 
of more than 2,000 km². In addition, we used a second 3D seismic dataset (ST9407; Fig. 2.1) with better 
shallow data quality to investigate the relationship of tunnel valleys and fluid flow structures.

The 3D seismic data analysis included tracking of horizons corresponding to important stratigraphic boundari-
es and the interpretation of amplitude anomalies on cross-sections as well as time- and horizon maps. In order 
to highlight amplitude anomalies within specific stratigraphic units, we calculated the minimal (most negati-
ve) amplitude distribution within different stratigraphic units between interpreted seismic horizons. The lo-
wer boundary of the Upper Pliocene section and the sand wedge do not correspond to continuously traceable 
seismic reflections. For mapping amplitude anomalies, we calculated the minimum amplitude 1) between the 
top Utsira and the base Utsira horizons for the Utsira Formation, 2) along the top Pliocene horizon and within 
a time window beneath the top Pliocene horizon (10 ms and 150 ms downshifted) for the Upper Pliocene 
and 3) within a time window above the top Utsira horizon (10 ms and 100 ms upshifted) for the sand wedge. 

2.5. RESULTS
2.5.1. BRIGHT SPOTS – SHALLOW GAS POCKETS
While bright spots are present throughout the analyzed dataset, their abundance is significantly increased in 
specific stratigraphic intervals. These layers are the top of Utsira Formation, the sand wedge and within the 
Upper Pliocene, which are characterized by high sand content (Figs. 2.2 and 2.3). The bright spots at the top 
of the Utsira Formation are mainly limited to the northwestern part of our study area (Fig. 2.4). The bright 
spots at the top of the Utsira Formation show a reversed polarity (compared to the seafloor reflection), strongly 
increased amplitudes compared to the background, sharp boundaries (Fig. 2.3) and their distribution is limited 
to local topographic heights. These observations suggest that the bright spots at the top of the Utsira Formation 
represent gas accumulations.
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Fig. 2.3: Seismic profile showing fluid flow associated seismic features including narrow pipes, sediment mounds 
caused by sand injections and bright spots beneath the top of the Utsira Formation (green colored boxes), within the 
sand wedge (red colored boxes) and within and beneath the top of the Pliocene section (blue colored boxes). Colored 
arrows mark seismic reflections corresponding to important stratigraphic boundaries (SF = Seafloor, PT = Pliocene top, 
PI = Pliocene intra, UT = Utsira top, UB = Utsira base). 

The seismic signature as well as the distribution of bright spots within the sand wedge is similar to those 
beneath the top of the Utsira Formation, whereas the number of bright spots is significantly higher within the 
sand wedge (Fig. 2.4). Figure 2.3 shows two examples for bright spots of the two stratigraphic layers occurring 
in direct proximity. The locations of the overlying (sand wedge) bright spots coincide in one case with the 
sharp boundary and in the other case with a gradual dimming of the deeper (Utsira Formation) bright spots. 

There are two categories of bright spots within the Pliocene section. The first category is present at the top of 
the Pliocene section. They share the properties of those beneath the top of the Utsira Formation and within 
the sand wedge. The second category of bright spots occurs within the Upper Pliocene section (between the 
top Pliocene and the intra Pliocene reflections), shows a patchy, chaotic seismic signature and in some places 
coincides with narrow pipe-like structures (Fig. 2.3). These pipes may indicate a hydraulic connection bet-
ween the Upper Pliocene and deeper sections. The spatial distribution of Pliocene bright spots is dominated by 
elongated bands formed by bright spots beneath the top reflection and a multiplicity of small patchy, randomly 
distributed deeper seated Upper Pliocene bright spots (Fig. 2.4). 
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2.5.1. VERTICAL SEISMIC ANOMALIES
Narrow pipe structures are mostly limited to the Pliocene section, where such features are abundant (Fig. 
2.3). The vast majority terminates beneath the top Pliocene reflection and has no connection to shallower 
stratigraphic levels. We focus our analysis on those vertical seismic anomalies, which can be traced further 
up. These features have a more complex seismic signature and (in most cases) much larger extents compared 
to the Pliocene pipes. Based on their seismic character, we are able to distinguish between three categories of 
vertical seismic anomalies.

2.5.1.1. TYPE-A-ANOMALIES
Type-A-anomalies are prominent vertical seismic features characterized by two or more reversed-phase, high-
amplitude reflections between 50 and 500 ms beneath the seafloor reflection (Fig. 2.5a-c). The depth of the 
bright spots is variable and does not appear to correlate with specific stratigraphic layers. The seismic character 
between the bright spots is chaotic with partly reduced seismic amplitudes. Seismic reflections of stratigraphic 
boundaries crosscut by type-A-anomalies are either dimmed or slightly bended downward, whereas an up-
ward buckling of the reflections occurs directly next to the anomalies (Fig. 2.5a, b).  Most type-A-anomalies 
terminate close to the seafloor or even affect the seafloor reflection (Fig. 2.5a-c). The amplitude anomalies 
associated with type-A-anomalies can be traced as deep as the top Pliocene or the top of the Utsira Formation, 
thus the height of the sedimentary column affected by type-A-anomalies varies between 550 and 800 ms. In 
total, we have identified 21 type-A anomalies. Six have diameters of 300 to 600 m, while the remaining nine 
anomalies have diameters of less than 300 m. With a decreasing diameter, the seismic signature of type-A-
anomalies becomes similar to the Pliocene pipes.

2.5.1.2. TYPE-B-ANOMALIES
Type-B- anomalies form a second, less obvious group of large scale vertical seismic features in the study area 
and are characterized by a chaotic seismic character, caused by a multitude of small, patchy bright spots and 
dimmed and disturbed seismic reflections (Fig. 2.5 d-f). The cross-section of type-B-anomalies is more irregular 
than columnar and the boundaries to the unaffected background geology are diffuse. Many type-B-anomalies 
coincide with amplitude anomalies of the seafloor reflection indicating a very shallow upper termination. 
Type-B-anomalies can be traced for ~500 to 650 ms TWT. The features terminate at the top of the Pliocene 
section or at the top of the Utsira Formation (Fig. 2.5 d-f). The typical width of type-B- anomalies varies 
between 300 and 500 m, but in some instances it exceeds 1000 m. The study area hosts at least 22 type-B-
anomalies mostly in the northern part of the study area (Fig. 2.4).

2.5.1.3. TYPE-C-ANOMALIES
The identified type-C-anomalies differ significantly from concentric type-A- and type-B-anomalies as they form 
elongated, up to 6 km long, slightly meandering bands (Fig. 2.4, 2.6c and 2.7). Type-C-anomalies have a 
complex internal structure. The middle section is characterized by a narrow ~50 to 200 m-wide central vent, 
which causes bending and dimming of reflections and is accompanied by bright spots. The seismic character 
of type-C-anomalies is variable along their path. The three identified type-C-anomalies root at different strati-
graphic layers. C01 can be traced as deep as the top of the Utsira Formation and C03 as deep as the top of the 
Pliocene section. Both show a spatial correlation with funnel-shaped reflections of overlying tunnel valleys, 
which will be discussed in more detail in section 5.2 (Fig. 2.6c).
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Fig. 2.4: Map of the study area showing the location of fluid flow manifestations and seismic profiles (Fig. 2.3, 2.5, 
2.6 and 2.7a; red lines): bright spots beneath the top of the Utsira Formation (pale green), within the sand wedge 
(pale red), beneath the top Pliocene (pale blue), type-A-anomalies (red dots), type-B-anomalies (green dots), type-C-
anomalies (red dots), CO2-plume (rose), deep hydrocarbon reservoirs (grey), deep faults (black lines). 
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Fig. 2.5: A, B, C). Seismic profile showing vertical seismic anomalies with columnar signature (Type-A). Colored ar-
rows mark seismic reflections corresponding to important stratigraphic boundaries (SF = Seafloor, PT = Pliocene top, 
PI = Pliocene intra, UT = Utsira top, UB = Utsira base).D, E, F) Seismic profile showing vertical seismic anomalies with 
chaotic seismic signature (Type-B). Colored arrows mark seismic reflections corresponding to important stratigraphic 
boundaries (SF = Seafloor, PT = Pliocene top, PI = Pliocene intra, UT = Utsira top, UB = Utsira base). Gas readings for 
well 16/7-2 base on Horvig (1982).
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Fig. 2.6: A, B) Seismic profile crossing elongated, sediment-deforming chimneys (Type-C). Colored arrows mark seis-
mic reflections corresponding to important stratigraphic boundaries (SF = Seafloor, PT = Pliocene top, PI = Pliocene 
intra, UT = Utsira top, UB = Utsira base). C) Map showing correlation between tunnel valleys and chimneys C01 and 
C03. Colored lines mark the boundary of the tunnel valleys derived from time slices between

 

Fig. 2.7: 3D view of a semitransparent chimney cube calculated with OpendTect highlighting the vertical seismic ano-
malies and the main seismic horizons (SF = Seafloor, PT = Pliocene top, UT = Utsira top, UB = Utsira base,). The top 
Pliocene horizon shows the location of bright spots in the Upper Pliocene section
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2.5.2. SUBSURFACE SEDIMENT MOBILIZATION
The base of the Utsira Formation is highly disturbed by the mobilization of underlying Oligocene mudstones 
(Figs. 2.2 and 2.8), which form mounds, elongated ridges and complex shaped structures with diameters 
ranging from one to tens of km (Fig. 2.8b). Huuse (2008), Rodriguez et al. (2009) and Løseth et al. (2012) 
interpret these structures as the result of fluidized sand injection within the Hordaland Group.

The well-developed seismic reflection marking the boundary between the Utsira Formation and the underly-
ing Hordaland Group is not present on top of some mud diapirs (Fig. 2.8a), which may indicate reworking and 
mixing of both facies. The structural deformation related to the injection of sands within the Hordaland Group 
affects the overlying sediment column as shallow as the top of the Pliocene reflection. The primary layering 
within the Hordaland mudstone section in areas unaffected by mobilization is strongly disturbed within the 
mounds. 

Fig. 2.8: .A) Seismic profile showing sediment mounds caused by sand injections, deformed sediments, bright spots 
and seismic chimneys. Colored arrows mark seismic reflections corresponding to important stratigraphic boundaries 
(SF = Seafloor, PT = Pliocene top, PI = Pliocene intra, UT = Utsira top, UB = Utsira base). B) Map of the study area 
showing the base of the Utsira Formation (greyscale; time-structure; dark grey = deeper) and the location of seismic 
chimneys and sediment mounds caused by sand injections at that stratigraphic level (seismic chimneys = orange).
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2.6. DISCUSSION
2.6.1. FLUID FLOW OVERVIEW
3D seismic interpretation revealed a multitude of vertical seismic anomalies in the shallow (> 1000 m) 
subsurface. The shallow fluid flow system is controlled by three sandy layers (Utsira Formation, sand wedge 
and the Upper Pliocene section), which host the majority of shallow gas accumulations and are separated 
by impermeable layers of shale or mudstones (Fig. 2.2). The three sandy layers have been (or possibly may 
still be) hydraulically connected as indicated by pipe-like seismic anomalies linking bright spots at different 
stratigraphic levels (Fig. 2.3). The most prominent features are large scale (500 – 800 m long, and 100 to 
1000 m wide) seismic anomalies, which are crosscutting the Nordland shales (Figs. 2.5 and 2.6). Comparable 
seismic anomalies, with either pipe- or chimney-like seismic signa-tures, have been recognized around the 
world and are generally associated with vertical fluid flow (e.g. Berndt, 2005; Cartwright et al., 2007; Løseth 
et al., 2009; Andresen, 2012; Gay et al., 2012). Therefore, we suggest that the interpreted seismic anomalies 
also represent fluid conduits between deep stratigraphic units and the shallow subsurface or even seafloor. 
Based on our interpretations, 46 large-scale vertical seismic anomalies are present in the study area. Large 
scale chimney-like anomalies have so far been described as solitary structures (Gay et al., 2012), in many cases 
above leaking deep reservoirs (Hovland and Sommerville, 1985; Granli et al., 1999).

2.6.2. IMAGING ARTIFACT OR GEOLOGICAL FEATURE  
The presence of three different, seismically distinct types of vertical seismic anomalies is the most important 
observation. Each type can be identified in different subsets of the merged dataset, while several subsets host 
different types of anomalies at once. Thus, this distinction is not skewed by different seismic recording or 
processing parameters of specific sub-surveys. The sub-surveys of the analyzed seismic dataset were acquired 
and processed primarily to image deep hydrocarbon reservoirs. The applied processing procedures have not 
been optimized to image the upper-most 400 ms TWT resulting in rather poor data quality of the section of 
interest to our interpretation. This complicates the analysis of vertical seismic anomalies (chimneys), which 
are defined by their disturbed seismic character, and to differentiate these structures from imaging artifacts.

For type-A-anomalies, the presence of stacked bright spots arranged in a strictly columnar shape, which have 
an irregular spacing between them and vary in width, cannot be explained by imaging artifacts beneath shal-
low gas pockets because internal multiples would be periodic and amplitudes should constantly decay with 
depth.

Several type-B-anomalies show seafloor anomalies indicating the presence of very shallow gas, which may 
suggest interpreting these structures as artifacts due to bad imaging. However, the seafloor anomalies differ 
in size and location from the underlying type-B-structures, which show a depth-varying shape and several 
internal high amplitude anomalies, which would not be expected for acoustic blanking beneath a shallow gas 
accumulation. Therefore, it appears more likely that type-B-anomalies are real gas-related geological structures 
like the ones discussed by Arntsen et al. (2007) rather than seismic artifacts beneath shallow gas pockets.

The probability that type-C-anomalies are seismic artifacts is much higher. The analysis of the 3D seismic cube 
ST9407 revealed that anomalies C01 and C03 are located directly beneath two tunnel valleys (Fig. 2.6c). It 
has been shown that tunnel valley infill with high seismic velocity is capable of causing vertical seismic arti-
facts characterized by upward-bending reflections and poor imaging, if these velocity heterogeneities are not 
attributed during processing (Armstrong et al., 2001; Kristensen and Huuse, 2012). 

However, the presence of small bright spots within type-C-structures, the not perfectly vertical, but laterally 
varying path and their termination at the top of stratigraphic layers with the potential of accumulating over-
pressured fluids cannot be convincingly explained by a seismic artifact. Also, the fact that the seismic anoma-
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lies occur only under distinct sections of two tunnel valleys while they are absent beneath all others would 
require very heterogeneous infill for these tunnel valleys if the anomalies were just seismic artifacts (Fig. 2.6c). 

The location of tunnel valleys is primarily controlled by ice sheet dynamics, but there are indications that 
tunnel valley formation may also be controlled by the presence of weakness zones, e.g. faults, which repre-
sent zones with higher erosional potential than the unaffected sediments (Huuse and Lykke-Andersen, 2000). 
For the Western Baltic Sea, Al Hseinat and Hübscher (2014) have reported a pronounced upward bending of 
seismic reflectors beneath a tunnel valley and could relate this effect to faulting and fluid flow, while being 
able to rule out a seismic velocity effect. The Hugin fracture, an elongated vertical fluid structure, has recently 
been discovered in the SVG (~10 km north of Chimney C-02; Pedersen et al, 2013). Although its width of 
~10 m is much narrower than the observed type-C-anomalies and a connection to stratigraphic layers deeper 
than 200 m has been ruled out, it is proof for the presence for elongated vertical fluid escape structures in the 
SVG. Comparable fluid escape structures may have acted as weakness zones during the latest period of tunnel 
valley formation resulting in the observed correlation. Since we do not have access to pre-stack seismic data 
for reprocessing of the data, we are not able to establish conclusively if the type-C structures are real. While 
the upper part (down to 0.6 s) may be explained by a velocity effect, it is hard to explain the anomalous confi-
guration of deep reflections including bending, brightening or dimming (Fig. 2.6) by the influence of a shallow 
high-velocity anomaly on seismic imaging considering that such an effect should decay with depth (away from 
the velocity anomaly) as these are long-offset data. Fig. 2.6. shows the complex patterns of up-bending under-
neath the type-C-anomalies, which are not easily reconciled with an origin by velocity pull-up. Nevertheless, 
we would like to stress that the possibility remains that the type-C-anomalies are artifacts caused by complex 
seismic wave propagation.

2.6.3. THE NATURE OF TYPE-A-ANOMALIES
Type-A-anomalies are the most obvious seismic features in the study area due to their pronounced stack of two 
or more internal bright spots and their columnar shape. Their seismic character is similar to pipe structures 
offshore Nigeria (Løseth et al., 2011) or Norway (Bünz et al., 2003), which are believed to have formed as 
blowouts as the result of over-pressured reservoirs. The identified type-A-anomalies root in sealed, gas-carrying 
sandy layers, which have the potential to come under high overpressure and subsequent fluid expulsion.  If 
this well-established explanation for pipe-formation is valid for the narrower conduits (e.g. offshore Nigeria 
and Norway), it appears to be a likely explanation for the larger type-A-anomalies as well. Many type-A-ano-
malies host significant amounts of gas indicated by strong internal bright spots that do not coincide with pro-
minent stratigraphic boundaries. This may be evidence for secondary permeability barriers within the conduit, 
which may have formed after fluid expulsion terminated and fluidized matrix material consolidated within the 
chimney. Downward-bended reflections at the sites of large type-A-chimneys may support this explanation, 
although a velocity push-down cannot be ruled out (Fig. 2.5a-c). Post-expulsion plugging of pipes by mobilized 
sediments is known from onshore outcrops on Rhodes (Løseth et al., 2011). Plugging of pipe structures may 
be caused by secondary mineralization or by compaction of the sediments after gas migration has finished. 

Alternatively, it is possible that the observed anomalies represent a stack of gas bearing sand layers, which 
would have in this case been charged by the migration of gas from the deep to shallower stratigraphic levels 
along seal-bypassing fractures and would also represent focused fluid conduits. However, the buckling of 
reflections suggests a displacement of sediments, which favors a pipe-like formation including development 
of fractures. These explanations do not exclude each other, but differ in the degree of matrix mobilization.

Most type-A-anomalies cluster in the central part of the study area (Fig. 2.4). The majority is located at the 
edge or in the vicinity of underlying deep hydrocarbon reservoirs, which may have been the source for the 
involved fluids. Such a correlation is in agreement with observations that Fichler et al. (2005) made for shal-
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low crater structure north of our study area. Assuming type-A-anomalies represent the remnants of focused 
fluid release events, the depth of the shallowest large bright spot may help to determine the formation time 
of type-A-anomalies. Their depth ranges from 200 ms below the seafloor to directly below the seafloor (Fig. 
2.5a-c) indicating that type-A-chimneys have formed at different times during the Late Pleistocene and Holo-
cene. However, there are no indications for geologically very recent events, such as pockmarks or gas plumes 
in the water column. While the absence of craters at the seafloor and in the shallow subsurface indicates that 
type-A’s formation dynamic are not the result of explosive blowout events (e.g. Tordis) or proposed by Løseth 
et al. (2011) for the Nigerian pipe structures, the bending of reflections and the sharp edges of type-A point 
towards a comparably fast and not diffusive formation. 

In conclusion, type-A-anomalies may represent exceptionally large gas pipes, which were formed by more ra-
pidly ascending gas than the Type B structures discussed below. It is likely that after pore pressure bleed-off at 
the end of the formation of such a feature, the mobilized shales plugged the conduit and terminated fluid flow.

2.6.4. THE NATURE OF TYPE-B-ANOMALIES
The chaotic seismic character of type-B-anomalies is very similar to those of much larger chimney structures, 
which have been identified above apparently leaking hydrocarbon reservoirs in the North Sea, e.g. Ekofisk 
(Hovland and Sommerville, 1985) and Tommeliten (Granli et al., 1999; Arntsen et al. 2007). 

Well data penetrating such chimney structures revealed an increased gas content and reduced seismic veloci-
ties compared to the unaffected surrounding rocks (Løseth et al., 2009). These observations were confirmed 
by a shear wave experiment indicating high gas-saturation within a chimney structure at Tommeliten (Granli 
et al., 1999). This kind of chimney is interpreted to be caused by gas saturated fractures within a low permea-
ble cap rock (Løseth et al., 2009). The type-B-anomalies in our study area have smaller dimensions compared 
to the chimney-structures above leaking hydrocarbon reservoirs, but their overall seismic character including 
the irregular shape and the chaotic internal is strikingly similar (Fig. 2.5d-f). 

These observations are in good agreement with high gas-readings in different sections between 242 and 750 
mbsf for the abundant production well 16/7-2, which penetrates the zone of disturbed seismic character of 
anomaly B-22 (Fig. 2.5f: Horvig, 1982). A comparison of seafloor gas flux measurements at wells 16/7-2, 
15/9-13 and 16/4-2 support this interpretation. Wells 15/9-13 and 16/4-2 show no chimney-like seismic 
signature and release 1 t/a and 3.8 t/a, respectively, while the measurements at well 16/7-2 revealed gas 
emission of 18.2 t/a (Vielstädte et al., 2014). Gas emissions at well 16/-2 are of the same magnitude as the 26 
t/a measured above the gas chimney at Tommeliten (Schneider von Deimling et al., 2011). This indicates that 
the availability of mobile gas from the surrounding sediments is higher at well 16/7-2 than the background. 

Bauer and Fichler (2002) reported that a chimney structure with a seismic expression comparable to type-
B-anomalies is associated with a negative free-air anomaly in high-resolution gravity data. The gravimetric 
observations could be reproduced by forward modelling of the seismic chimney as a negative density anomaly, 
which may partly be explained by the presence of free gas.

Most of the type-B-anomalies can be traced from as deep as the Utsira Formation up to the seafloor or the 
very shallow subsurface indicated by amplitude anomalies of the seafloor reflection (Fig. 2.5d, e). In several 
cases, the anomalies root in the direct vicinity of bright spots at the top of the Utsira Formation (Fig. 2.5d-f). 
This observation is valid especially for the most pronounced type-B-anomalies cluster in the north-west, which 
spatially coincides with large underlying bright spots (Fig. 2.4).

Type-B-anomalies form three clusters in the Northwest, the Northeast and in the South of the study area (Fig. 
2.4). The northern clusters are located in the vicinity of underlying hydrocarbon reservoirs, but such a correla-
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tion cannot be established for the southern cluster. The seismic amplitude anomalies at the seafloor reflection 
above several of the type-B-anomalies suggest a young, possibly Holocene (11.7 ka to recent), formation age. 
The seismic data cannot resolve if the type-B-anomalies have been formed by a single event, in multiple acti-
vity phases or as the result of a continuous long-term process that has been ongoing for thousands or millions 
of years. The seismic reflectors affected by type-B-anomalies are not deformed (Fig. 2.5d-f), ruling out major 
displacement of matrix material. This suggests that the formation has been less focused in comparison to type-
A-anomalies and that gas is the dominating fluid for this type of conduit. However, the direct proximity of 
type-B-anomalies and gas accumulations suggests seal-breaching due to a build-up of overpressure as a likely 
reason for their formation, which will be discussed in detail in section 5.6.

2.6.5.  THE NATURE OF TYPE-C-ANOMALIES
Interpreting type-C-anomalies as real geological structures would have important implications for the under-
standing of the shallow fluid flow system, but is not conclusively confirmable by the available data. The most 
important observation regarding type-C-anomalies is their elongated shape (Fig. 2.6 and 7) following the trend 
of tunnel valleys. This observation may suggest that type-C-anomalies are the result of poor imaging due to a 
seismic velocity anomaly, which has been described for other tunnel valleys in the North Sea (Armstrong et 
al., 2001; Kristensen and Huuse, 2012). However, bright spots far below the tunnel valleys, the not strictly 
vertical path of the seismic disturbance and seismic anomalies at deep reflections (as deep as the top of the 
Utsira Formation, Fig. 2.6a) point towards a geological origin of type-C-anomalies although this cannot be 
proven with the available data. There are examples for aligned fluid flow-associated features, such as seismic 
pipes (Løseth et al., 2011), pockmarks (Pinet et al., 2009; Andresen et al., 2011), and seafloor fractures (Pe-
dersen et al., 2013). Stacks of upward-bended seismic reflections (Fig. 2.6) are comparable with observations 
from seismic pipe structures (Bünz et al., 2003; Løseth et al., 2011), which may indicate rapid emplacement, 
if they are real. However, as discussed above the observed deflection of seismic reflections may be due to 
imaging problems. 

Due to their generally weak contrast to the background, especially in the upper section, it is hard to define an 
upper limit for type-C-anomalies. In case of a geological origin, the possible correlation with tunnel valley for-
mation may indicate a Late Pleistocene formation unless the tunnel valleys have formed at locations that were 
weakened by the formation of type-C-anomalies. Type-C-anomalies may represent elongated fluid conduits, 
which are the result of overpressure-driven, focused fluid flow leading to the displacement and/or liquefaction 
of a sandy reservoir matrix; although there is a real possibility type-C-anomalies represent seismic artifacts.

2.6.6. SEISMIC CHIMNEYS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR THE EVOLUTION OF 
THE FLUID FLOW SYSTEM

The presence of vertical seismic anomalies, which we interpret as the seismic image of fluid conduits, de-
monstrates that migrating fluids have by-passed the Nordland Shales in geological times. This process was not 
uniform as indicated by the presence of three types of seismic anomalies. Their different seismic signatures 
highlight formation parameters, which only become obvious by a comparative analysis (Tab. 2.1).  
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Tab. 2.1: Formation parameter of fluid conduits associated with vertical seismic anomalies

Type A Type B Type C
Number 21 22 3
Shape Circular, aligned circular Elongate, continuous
Migrating fluids Gas, water, sediment Gas Water, sediment, gas
Formation character More rapid Less rapid Potentially rapid
Min formation age Holocene Holocene or recent Late Pleistocene
Max formation age Late Pleistocene Early Pleistocene Pleistocene
Evidence for ongoing ac-
tivity

Ambiguous Yes No

Bright spots below and within these seismic anomalies indicate that gas plays a role in the formation of these 
geological structures. In most cases, chimneys or pipes are attributed to hydrofracturing of an impermeable 
cap rock (Berndt et al., 2005; Cartwright et al., 2007; Løseth et al., 2009). In most publications, hydrofrac-
turing is used as a synonym of seal-breaching, which can however be attributed to either capillary or fracture 
failure (Clayton and Hay, 1994). Fracture failure corresponds to hydrofracturing, which occurs if the pore 
pressure exceeds the combined least principal stress and tensile strength of the sediment (Hubbert and Willis, 
1957). Capillary failure occurs, when pore pressure overcomes the capillary resistance to flow (Clayton and 
Hay, 1999) and gas as a non-wetting phase is introduced to the pore space leading to rapid loss of sealing 
capability and thereby rapid fluid release (Cathles et al., 2010). Both seal failing mechanism rely on the buil-
dup of high pore overpressure, which requires the presence of mobile fluids and a highly permeable reservoir 
facilitating fluid migration as well as a cap rock with a low permeability, which inhibits the reduction of pore 
pressure via diffuse flow. The buoyancy of free gas causes a local pressure increase on the sealing cap rock, 
which may result in rapid fluid expulsion if the pore pressure in the reservoir overcomes the capillary entry 
pressure (Cathles et al., 2007; 2010). The amount of pressure increase directly depends on the column height 
of the gas pocket. By knowing the capillary entry pressure of a rock, it is possible to calculate the height of 
the gas column required to cause seal-breaching. Rock physical tests on a Nordland Shale sample revealed a 
capillary entry pressure of 3 MPa for Nitrogen, which can be transferred to other gases using the following 
equation (Harrington et al., 2009):

Pwm= Pwn*γwc/γwn   ,         (Eq. 2.1)

where Pwm is the capillary pressure between Methane and water, Pwn is the capillary pressure between nitro-
gen and water (3 MPa) and γwn is the interfacial tension coefficient for nitrogen and water (72.8x10-3 N/m; 
Harrington et al., 2009). γwc is the interfacial tension coefficient for Methane and water at 8.5 MPa and 48°C 
(~62x10-3 N/m; Khosharay et al., 2013), which represents the pressure and temperature condition at the 
top of the Utsira Formation (Alnes et al., 2010). According to this equation, the capillary entry pressure for 
methane Pwm entering the Nordland Shales should be around 2.55 MPa under Utsira Formation conditions. 
This can be translated to a corresponding gas column height necessary to initiate seal-breaching (Harrington 
et al., 2009):

Hhf=  Pwm/(g*(ρw-ρCH4 ) )  ,        (Eq. 2.2)

where Hhf represents the gas column height required for hydrofracturing, Pwm is the capillary entry pressu-
re between methane and water (2.55 MPa), g is gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s2), ρw is density of the 
formation water (1025 kg/m3; Harrington et al., 2009) and ρCH4 is density of methane (55 kg/m3; calculated 
values for 8 to 9 MPa and 50°C vary between 52.6 and 59.4 kg/m³; Pieperbeck et al., 1991).
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According to this calculation a methane gas column height of ~268 m (more than the Utsira thickness) would 
be necessary to initiate capillary entry of the gaseous phase and thereby a seal failure. Such a high gas column 
is unrealistic considering the high permeability in the Utsira formation, which would facilitate widespread 
gas distribution. Therefore, it is not plausible that gas buoyancy on its own is sufficient to have caused seal-
breaching of the Nordland Shales and additional processes need to be considered for explaining the formation 
of the 46 identified seal by-passing fluid conduits. 

Formation pressure increase

While the buoyancy effect of a gas pocket is limited to the interface between its top and the cap rock, there 
are processes capable of causing formation-wide overpressures, e.g. increased compressive stress and changes 
of pore-fluid or matrix volume area (Osborne & Swarbrick, 1997). The difference between formation pressure 
and hydrostatic pressure would simply add on the pressure effect caused by gas buoyancy and thereby reduce 
the gas column height required for seal-breaching. Monitoring of the wellhead pressure of the Sleipner CO2 
injection well suggested close to hydrostatic formation pressure within the Utsira Formation at present (Chad-
wick et al., 2012). Following our interpretations, this observation may be explained by understanding the 
chimney-like anomalies as pressure valves, which would have released potentially pre-existing overpressure. 
Pressure conditions may have been significantly different in the past. A possible process for the formation of 
overpressure in the study area may be the sand injection controlled intrusion of mobilized sediments at the 
base of the Utsira Formation. In some areas, the mobilized sediments have displaced significant amounts of 
the Utsira sand causing volumetric changes and most likely fluid migration (Fig. 2.8).

Another possible process for the generation of overpressure may be loading and unloading by the Fennos-
candian ice sheet during the last glacial cycle. The thickness of the ice sheet in the Southern Viking Graben 
cannot be conclusively reconstructed, but modeling suggests a maximum thickness of 1500 m (Siegert et al., 
2001) to 2000 m (Kleman et al., 2013) for the last glacial maximum. Such loading could have triggered the 
expulsion of pore-fluids due to compaction and de-watering of clay minerals resulting in overpressure (Osbor-
ne & Swarbrick, 1997). Another possible explanation is the disability of mudstones to return to hydrostatic 
pressure condition after glacial loading, which has been proposed for thin mud layers within the Utsira Forma-
tion by Cavanagh and Haszeldine (2014). The young formation age (Pleistocene to Holocene) of most of the 
identified chimney-like anomalies may point to a link between their formation and loading by ice. 

Seal weakening due to deformation

While the reconstruction of palaeo pressure conditions based on seismic data is difficult, the seismic data still 
show evidence for structural deformation, which may imply a seal weakening. The Utsira Formation is heavily 
deformed by intruding sediments, which affect about two thirds of the formation in the study area (Fig. 2.8b). 
Comparing the topography of the base of the Utsira formation with the spatial distribution of the vertical seis-
mic anomalies reveals that the vast majority (44 of 46; Fig. 2.8b) of these features is located in areas, which 
were affected by underlying sediment mobilization. The intruding sediments have a clearly visible imprint on 
the morphology of the cap rock until about 200 m above the top of the Utsira Formation (Fig. 2.8a). 

This deformation may locally decrease the tensile strength of the cap rock and thereby significantly reduce 
its resistance against hydrofracturing. The comparison of the location of each type of seismic chimney and 
the extent of deformation reveals an interesting relationship. Assuming that deformation is equivalent to seal 
weakening, areas with widespread basal deformation are expected to be more affected by weakening than 
areas, where deformation is limited to distinct sediment mobilizations. Type-B-anomalies are found in areas 
with widespread basal deformation of the Utsira formation (Fig. 2.8), while type-A-anomalies are located in 
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the vicinity of steep and rather distinct mound structures surrounded by unaffected sediments. Therefore, we 
suggest that the cap rock above type-B-anomalies is weakened and seal-breaching may initiate at much lower 
overpressure than the estimated 3 MPa facilitating the generation of a diffuse fracture networks. 

Deep hydrocarbon leakage

The main contribution of deep hydrocarbon reservoirs to the fluid flow system is leaking gas, which represents 
the key element for the understanding of the fluid flow system. Gas may migrate both in dissolved and free 
form and it will cause changes to the buoyancy of the fluids when coming out of solution. The presence of nar-
row pipe structures in the Upper Pliocene section indicates that the bright spots in the Upper Pliocene section 
and the sand wedge have been charged with gas, which previously accumulated in the Utsira Formation (Fig. 
2.3 and 2.8). The sandy Utsira Formation itself is unlikely to be the primary source of gas and was probably 
charged by deeper sources. The sediment mounds formed by the injection of liquefied sand represent efficient 
entries for gas that leaked from deep hydrocarbon reservoirs over long time scales (Fig. 2.9). The Hordaland 
mudstones are highly affected by polygonal faults, which may have facilitated upward migration of fluids 
during their formation. It is likely that a large fraction of the shallow gas has originally been kept within the 
Utsira Formation and that more gas has been released from the sediments via fluid conduits. In addition to the 
above-described buoyancy effect, the gas would have caused overpressure just by occupying pore space within 
the water-saturated aquifer. However, this effect has probably been minor considering the large dimension of 
the Utsira Formation and the high compressibility of gas.
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Fig. 2.9:  Sketch of the local fluid flow system illustrating the different stages of fluid migration: 1) Fluids leaking from 
deep hydrocarbon reservoirs; 2) fluids pass through the Hordaland mudstones via polygonal faults; 3) fluids cause 
mud liquefaction forming a) mud diapirs and b) wide-spread mobilizations; 4) fluids enter the Utsira Formation and 5) 
accumulate at its top; 6) gas migrate from the Utsira Formation towards shallower depth (a) sand wedge or b) Upper 
Pliocene section) using hydrofracturing related pipes; 7) gas a) accumulate within the sand wedge or b) create pipes 
and migrate into the Upper Pliocene section; 8) fluids accumulate within and at the top of the Upper Pliocene section; 
9) high overpressure leads to the formation of hydrofracturing related a) type-A-chimneys, b) type-B-chimneys and c) 
type-C-chimneys a) at the top of the Utsira Formation and at the top Pliocene, which continue to shallower depth; 10) 
chimneys cross-cut buried tunnel-valleys; 11) in some cases chimneys reach the seafloor causing the release of fluids 
to the water column. Colored arrows mark seismic reflections corresponding to important stratigraphic boundaries (SF 
= Seafloor, PT = Pliocene top, PI = Pliocene intra, UT = Utsira top, UB = Utsira base, CT = Cretaceous top).

2.7. CONCLUSIONS
The study area in the Southern Viking Graben hosts a complex fluid flow system, which can be divided into 
a shallow and a deep subsystem with the Utsira Formation representing the boundary between both subsys-
tems (Fig. 2.9). Leaking fluids from deep hydrocarbon reservoirs seem to have entered the Utsira formation 
via underlying sediment mounds formed by the injection of liquefied sand. These fluids accumulated at the 
top the Utsira Formation causing overpressure. The overlying Nordland Shales prohibited migration further 
upward due to their low permeability. Additional pressure increase due to continuing gas accumulation from 
deep sources, loading by the Fennoscandian ice sheet, as well as seal weakening due to deformation by mobi-
lized mud and deep faults must have caused seal-breaching of the Nordland Shales. This evolution is still well 
documented by seismic data by bright spots within the sand wedge and the Upper Pliocene section, which 
are connected to the Utsira Formation by narrow pipe structures.
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The most prominent seismic remnants of this process are large-scale chimney-like seismic anomalies, which 
can be divided into three sub-types (Figs. 2.5, 2.6 and 2.9). Type-A is believed to represent the seismic image 
of large-scale pipe-structures, which have formed due to comparably rapid fluid expulsion. The seismic image 
of type-B-anomalies suggests the presence of slowly-developed, gas-filled fracture networks. Type-C-anomalies 
form up to 6 km-long, linear structures and correlate with overlying tunnel valleys. While there is a real 
possibility that at least the upper section of Type-C-anomalies is the result of poor imaging due to velocity he-
terogeneities in the tunnel valley infill, a number of observations point towards a fluid flow-related geological 
origin of these structures. The detailed analysis of seismic chimneys has been shown to be an effective tool 
for the reconstruction of palaeo fluid flow processes and our findings may help to predict the response of the 
present-day system to natural changes or anthropogenic interactions.

Inter-stratigraphic fluid flow along chimney structures represents an efficient pressure transfer process. The 
creation of chimneys by hydrofracturing implies the transfer of overpressure to shallower depth. This process 
may have repercussions for other fields of geological research. For example, overpressure at shallow depth 
may reduce slope stability and cause landslides. It may also control the location of benthic ecosystems as it 
focuses the advection of methane to the seafloor. Pre-existing fluid conduits may inhibit accumulation of over-
pressure within a chimney-connected reservoir affecting subsurface storage of wastewater and CO2. 
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3.1. INTRODUCTORY PARAGRAPH
Focused fluid flow in sedimentary basins is primarily controlled by the presence of mobile fluids and permea-
bility barriers prohibiting the equilibration of pore pressure through diffusion.  The North Sea and Barents Sea 
basins host a multitude of focused fluid flow manifestations, which show evidence that they have formed after 
the last phase of glaciation. However, so far the correlation between deglaciation and fluid conduit formation 
has not been explained convincingly. Here we present a novel explanation for the formation of focused fluid 
conduits that is consistent with rock samples and seismic data from the Southern Viking Graben. The com-
pressibility difference between rocks and free gas and small amounts of compaction during glacial loading can 
account for high over pressure when ice loading ceases. This process is independent of the thickness of the 
affected sand body or its burial depth. It can explain the formation of pockmarks and seafloor seepage as well 
as large-scale chimney structures above hydrocarbon reservoirs, and should be taken into account when such 
structures are used as proxies for past carbon release from the geosphere into the climate system. Furthermo-
re, the process may transfer overpressure from the deep to shallow layers, where it can influence the stability 
of continental slopes.

3.2. LETTER
Global hydrocarbon prospection has revealed numerous focused fluid flow-related geological structures inclu-
ding free gas accumulations, pipe or chimney structures as well as pockmarks and seeps at the seafloor (Judd 
and Hovland, 2007; Løseth et al, 2009). Many of these features can be directly related to hydrocarbon leakage 
from deep reservoirs. Large chimney structures have been identified above several hydrocarbon reservoirs 
(e.g. Tommeliten; Granli et al, 1999), where they represent a pathway for fluids that source ongoing seafloor 
seepage. Therefore, hydrocarbon emanating cold seeps have been used as an indicator for the presence of 
deeper reservoirs, while seepage itself offers an explanation for dry wellbores in otherwise promising reser-
voirs. However, most gas accumulations close to the seafloor have been charged by biogenic methane produc-
tion within the uppermost kilometer of sediments (Judd and Hovland, 2007). Depending on the substrate, the 
seeping fluid and the seepage rate, focused fluid flow manifests itself either in crater-like pockmarks, bacterial 
mats, or carbonate deposits at the seafloor (Judd and Hovland, 2007).

Gas migration in marine sediments is governed by contrasts in pore pressure and sediment permeability. The 
formation of vertical focused fluid flow conduits, e.g. pipes and chimneys (Fig. 1), can generally be attributed 
to the seal-bypassing release of fluids due to either a (hydro)-fracture or capillary failure of the seal (Clayton 
and Hay, 1994). Hydrofracturing initiates, when the pore pressure exceeds the tensile strength of the over-
lying rocks (Hubbert and Willis, 1957), while a capillary failure develops, when pore pressure reaches the 
capillary entry pressure (Cathles et al., 2010). The capillary entry pressure is a measure of the resistance of 
the pore space against the entry of fluids and if this threshold is overcome, the seal rapidly loses its sealing 
capability (Cathles et al., 2010). Permeability barriers prohibit pressure equilibration and thereby facilitate 
the build-up of overpressure, which is defined here as the difference between pore pressure and hydrostatic 
pressure. The buoyancy of free gas itself is a source for local, caprock-directed overpressure, which depends 
on the height of the gas column. Beside this gas-intrinsic permeability-overpressure relation, there are several 
other processes capable of generating overpressure in sedimentary basins, e.g. increased compressive stress by 
tectonic forces or loading, changes in the volume of pore fluids or the matrix and fluid migration, which can 
affect each other (Osborne and Swarbrick, 1997). 

The Southern Viking Graben in the Central North Sea Basin hosts a multitude of focused fluid flow mani-
festations (Karstens and Berndt, 2015). The local stratigraphy is characterized by alternating mudstone and 
sandstone sequences including the sand-rich Utsira Formation, which is an approximately 850 m deep buried, 
up to 250 m thick, extensive, highly porous and permeable saline aquifer (Arts et al, 2008). The overlying 
strata of the Utsira Formation consist of almost impermeable mudstones. Rock physical tests of samples of 
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the overlying Nordland Formation yielded a capillary entrance pressure of 2.55 MPa for methane (Karstens 
and Berndt, 2015; Harrington et al., 2009). These mudstones are covered by glacial sediments (Karstens and 
Berndt, 2015). Subglacial tunnel valleys overprinted these sediments during the last glacial period (Lonergan 
et al., 2006), when the Southern Viking Graben was covered by several hundred meters of ice (Kleman et al., 
2013). The Utsira Formation is the origin of several large (more than 500 m in diameter) chimney structures 
which crosscut the mudstone caprock as well as the glacial sediment cover and almost reach the present-day 
seafloor (Fig. 3.1). In terms of timing, this stratigraphic relationship puts the maximum formation age of the 
chimney structures to the end of glaciation in Late Pleistocene. Many chimneys root in the direct vicinity of 
gas accumulations. Although a relationship between these gas accumulations and the fluid conduit formation 
appears obvious, the buoyancy of gas itself is not sufficient to result in a overpressure of 2.55 MPa as this 
equals to the buoyancy of a ~270 m high gas column (Karstens and Berndt, 2015; Harrington et al., 2009), 
which cannot be observed in any of the abundant reflection seismic data. 

 
Fig. 3.1: Seismic profile showing chimneys with chaotic seismic signature, bright spots, the position of glacial tunnel 
valleys and the basic stratigraphy

Therefore, additional processes related to glacial loading and unloading are required to explain the generation 
of overpressure, which needs to be sufficient for breaching the caprock. The expulsion of water from shale 
either in response to compaction or due to their inability to return to hydrostatic pressure conditions after gla-
cial loading, as proposed by Cavanagh and Hazeldine (2014), may be valid for overpressure generation within 
impermeable layers, but cannot be applied to highly permeable, sandy units of regional extent. Intrusion of 
mud mounds at the base of the Utsira Formation caused its structural deformation. However, onlap relation-
ships onto the deformed strata show that this process must have terminated long before the formation time of 
the chimneys indicated by the termination of folding of seismic horizon younger than the Late Pliocene (Fig. 
3.1). Therefore it cannot be the reason for overpressure generation. There is also no evidence for expulsion 
of additional brine or hydrocarbons from deeper reservoirs correlating with the last glacial period. Therefore, 
there is no evidence for any conventional process that may explain the timing and the large overpressure 
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required for breaching the caprock at the time of chimney formation.

The occurrence of free gas accumulations at the top of the Utsira Formation (Fig. 3.1) points to a different me-
chanism for the generation of significant amounts of overpressure. We propose that the formation of chimney 
structures is the direct response of free gas compression and decompression during a cycle of loading and un-
loading. Loading of a water-saturated highly porous and permeable sediment layer results in a non-reversible 
reduction of the pore space by compaction associated with the discharge of pore water. If a water saturated 
system cannot expel pore-fluids, an increasing compressive stress would cause an increase in pore pressure 
leading to pore-fluid compression. In case of full saturation (no gas in the pore space), the associated volume 
reduction due to pore fluid compression would be minor due to the high bulk modulus (low compressibility) 
of water, which directly controls the bulk modulus of the saturated porous system Ksat. 

 
Fig. 3.2: A) Diagram showing the relation of the bulk modulus in relation to gas saturation. B) Diagram showing the 
relation of pore fluid compression in relation to gas saturation for an ambient pressure of 1, 5 and 10 MPa. C) Over-
pressure as the result of gas-compression compensated compaction (GCCC).

However, the system’s bulk modulus changes considerably in the presence of free gas (Methods, Fig. 3.2a). 
Even a small fraction of gas in the pore-fluid has a strong influence on the bulk modulus of the pore fluid Kfl 
and potential pore-volume reduction due to compression (Fig. 3.2a,b). Under the same pressure conditions, 
the potential compression of the pore fluid itself would be much greater than the compression of the entire 
system due to its significantly higher compressibility. This implies that the volume reduction of the system is 
smaller than the theoretical volume reduction of the pore fluid under the same pressure conditions implying 
a relative underpressure of the pore fluids (p). This results in a pressure difference between pore fluid and the 
total stress (σ) applied to the system, which is defined as effective stress (Terzaghi, 1923):

σ‘= σ-p           (Eq. 3.1)

Assuming that the sediments are not over-consolidated, the system will equilibrate the effective stress by 
compaction (Fig. 3.3). The system has the ability to reduce pore-space by compaction without removing pore-
fluids. The amount of compaction (C) is the difference between potential pore fluid compression weighted by 
the system’s porosity (σ) and the compression of the saturated system and can be quantified:

C = Φ*σ/Kfl- σ/Ksat         (Eq. 3.2) 
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If loading is temporary and the system is closed, subsequent unloading would lead to expansion of the com-
pressed material including the gas. Due to compaction the reduction of pore space is irreversible and the gas 
cannot expand to its previous volume, which implies that the pore fluid preserves the acquired increased pres-
sure, when the system is not able to expel pore fluids quickly (Fig. 3.3). We call this process gas-compression 
compensated compaction (GCCC). The amount of overpressure as the result of GCCC can be quantified as 
the product of the pore fluid’s bulk modulus and the volume loss due to compaction (Fig. 2c): 

PGCCC = C*Kfl          (Eq. 3.3)

    

 
Fig. 3.3: Concept of overpressure generation and chimney formation as the result of GCCC during a glacial cycle. 
I) Marine conditions: the pressure-depth profile (red line) shows no pressure anomalies and the system is under 
hydrostatic pressure conditions (dashed line). II) Growing ice-sheet: The pressure within the sedimentary column 
increases equally in all three sedimentary units (green: caprock consisting of low permeable mudstones, orange: re-
servoir consisting of high permeable sand layer, brown: low permeable mudstone). Gas within the pore space of the 
sand layer requires less space under the increased pressure conditions. III) Glacial maximum: The pressure in the 
sedimentary column reaches its maximum and the systems uses its potential for pore space reduction due to the gas 
compression for compaction. IV) Melting ice-sheet: The pressure within the caprock moves back towards hydrostatic 
pressure condition, while the gas in the sand layer tends to return to its original volume, which is not possible due to 
the inelastic deformation of compaction. Consequently, it retains its volume and thereby the accumulated pressure 
leading to a pressure contrast between reservoir and caprock. V) Marine conditions: the pore pressure difference 
at the boundary between caprock and reservoir reaches a maximum and exceeds the caprock’s resistance against 
capillary or fracture failure and forms a focused fluid flow conduit, which discharges overpressured fluids from the 
reservoir. VI) Marine conditions: the overpressure within the reservoir has bled off and the sedimentary column has 
returned to hydrostatic pressure conditions.

The concept of overpressure generation due to GCCC is independent of burial depth, thickness formation 
thickness, or extent of the compacted layer, but requires sediments with the potential to consolidate and 
sufficient capillary sealing to prevent diffusive equilibration of overpressure. These requirements are fulfilled 
at a regional scale for deep saline aquifers as well as on a much smaller scale for near surface sand lenses 
underneath glacial tills. The key requirement for this process is the presence of free gas. Figure 2 shows that 
the influence of gas saturation on the system’s bulk modulus, compression and the resulting overpressure 
due to GCCC is exponential for saturations between 0 and 2%. Even 0.1% gas saturation of the pore space 
and loading of 0.9 MPa, which is equivalent to an ice sheet height of 100 m, may result in overpressure of 
~0.028 MPa. Such overpressure is comparable to the effect of an 11 m-high gas column.  An ice sheet height 
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of 1000 m and a gas saturation of 0.5% have the potential to generate ~0.73 MPa. Both parameters appear 
realistic for the Southern Viking Graben considering the strong glacial imprint and the multitude of fluid flow 
manifestations and we propose that this process offers an elegant explanation both for the development of 
seismic chimney structures rooted in the Utsira Formation as well as for the development of pockmarks in 
other glacial settings (Fig. 3.3).

The process has to be taken into account when incorporating the formation of fluid migration structures in 
global climate modeling. In particular claims of large-scale methane release (Forsberg et al., 2007; Hornbach 
et al., 2012) from the seafloor that may impact climate should be re-evaluated. For example, pockmark forma-
tion near the Troll Field was interpreted as a result of sub-glacial gas hydrate dissociation when the North Sea 
ice-sheet melted. Considering the basin-wide presence of post-glacial fluid flow manifestations (Judd and Hov-
land, 2007) this formation mechanism would require the existence of widespread gas hydrate occurrence and 
implies substantial liberation of methane at the end of the last glaciations for which there is no geochemical 
evidence from ice cores (Petit et al., 1999). IIn contrast, GCCC is possible at comparably low gas saturations 
and is not limited to shallow depths, thus reconciling the geological and geochemical observations.

The concept should also be considered in hazard assessment of submarine slope failures. Abrupt removal of 
large portions of the sedimentary overburden during a submarine slope failure may be an even more effective 
mechanism for pressure release on previously compacted gas saturated rocks in the shallow subsurface than 
the gradual melting of ice sheets and may lead to the formation of fluid pathways. Some of the biggest known 
landslides (Bünz et al., 2005, Yang et al., 2013) are underlain by numerous pipe structures and their shallow 
termination depth is consistent with them having formed during sliding due to GCCC. Rapid formation of 
such pathways would connect gas-rich regions in the subsurface, e.g. at the base of the hydrate stability zone 
(Hornbach et al., 2004), with the shallow sedimentary strata and may lead to fast increase of pore pressure 
within permeable beds that may serve as slide planes. The frequent occurrence of gas hydrate indicators near 
submarine slope failures (Booth et al., 1994; Skarke et al., 2014) have led to speculation that gas hydrate 
dissociation due to changes in the temperature and/or pressure conditions may cause slope failures (Mienert 
et al., 1998; Sultan et al., 1998). However, so far no conclusive evidence of this process has been found. 
GCCC offers an alternative explanation for the spatial relationship between gas hydrate indicators and large 
slope failures as it may explain why hydrates promote sliding on large areas rather than causing slope failu-
res.  

3.3. METHODS
Overpressure quantification. The amount of overpressure caused by GCCC is controlled by pore space re-
duction as the result of compaction of the gaseous phase C and the bulk modulus of the pore fluid Kfl. The 
bulk modulus is the inverse of the compressibility of a material and represents the relation between volume 
reduction and applied pressure. The bulk modulus of a saturated porous medium can be quantified using 
Gassmann’s equation (Mavko et al., 2009):

Ksat = Km*(Kdry /(Km -Kdry) + Kfl/(Φ*(Km-Kfl))) / (1+Kdry/(Km-Kdry) + Kfl/(Φ*(Km-Kfl)))   (Eq. 3.4.)

where Φ is the porosity, Ksat is the bulk modulus of the fluid saturated sediment, Km is the bulk modulus of a 
sand grain, Kdry is the bulk modulus of the sediment matrix frame. The bulk modulus of the pore fluid can be 
calculated using Biot’s formula (Mavko et al., 2009):

Kfl = 1 / ((1 – Sg) / Kw + Sg / Kg)        (Eq. 3.5.)

where Kw and Kg are the bulk moduli of water and gas and Sg is the gas saturation. The parameter values used 
for our calculation are listed in table 3.1.
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Tab. 3.1: parameter used for overpressure calculation

Parameter for Utsira Formation (10 MPa, 37°C ) Value Reference
Bulk modulus of a sand grain Km 40*109 MPa Carcione et al., 2006
Bulk modulus of the matrix frame Kdry 1.37*109 MPa Carcione et al., 2006
Bulk modulus of the brine (water) Kw 2.61*109 MPa Carcione et al., 2006
Bulk modulus of methane (gas) Kg 1.27*107 MPa Carcione et al., 2006
Porosity Φ 37% Arts et al., 2008
Compaction parameter k 0.0266 MPa-1 Hantschel and Kauerauf, 2009

The relative volume change by compression for a given specimen is defined as the quotient of total stress (σ) 
and the bulk modulus (K)

V/V0= σ /K          (Eq. 3.6)

The potential compaction (C) can be quantified by substracting the potential compression of the system from 
the potential compression of the pore fluid weighted by the volume fraction of the pore filling defined as the 
porosity (Φ):

C= Φ*σ/Kfl- σ/Ksat         (Eq. 3.2)

If the system would have the potential to release fluids (drained conditions), the amount of compaction could 
be quantified by simple empiric solutions such as Athy’s Law (Hantschel and Kauerauf, 2009):

Φ= Φ0 * exp (-k* σ’)         (Eq. 3.7)

where Φ 0 is porosity before applying an effective stress σ’ and k is the compaction parameter Given a total 
stress of 1 MPa and a gas saturation of 0.1%, the system would compact by ~2.6% under drained conditions 
and 0.014% applying GCCC. Therefore, we assume that the system would utilize the pore space clearance by 
GCCC completely for compaction.

The compression of the gaseous phase has direct influence on the volumetric gas saturation (Sg) and the poro-
sity (Φ) and thereby on the bulk moduli of the pore fluid (Kfl) and the porous system Ksat. The differences are 
however negligible (Fig 2a). In conclusion, only the loading P and the gas saturation Sg control the amount 
of GCCC related overpressure and can be quantified by multiplying the estimated the compression of the 
gaseous phase Cg and the bulk modulus of the system pore fluid Kfl:

PGCCC = Cg * Kfl          (Eq. 3.1)
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CHAPTER 4: THE IMPACT OF CHIMNEY STRUCTURES ON THE 
CO2 STORAGE AT SLEIPNER: EVALUATION OF NUMERICAL 
FLUID FLOW SIMULATIONS BASED ON TIME-LAPSE SEISMIC 
DATA
Karstens, J., Ahmed, W., Berndt, C., and Class, H.  
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4.1. ABSTRACT
The integrity of the overburden above a storage reservoir is the most crucial parameter for the long-term 
performance of the geological storage of CO2. The CO2 storage operation at In Salah (Algeria) shows strong 
indication for hydrofracturing of caprock as the result of the injection of supercritical CO2. These observations 
may raise questions about the storage safety of other CO2 storage operations like Sleipner. Time-lapse seismic 
monitoring shows that the injection activity at Sleipner has not fractured the caprock and no CO2 has left the 
Utsira Formation. However, large chimney structures 7 km from the injection point indicate that the caprock 
has been breached in the geological past. Here, we show seismically constrained numerical simulations that 
evaluate the influence of chimney structures on the long-term performance of the CO2 storage operation at 
Sleipner. The simulation could reproduce the anisotropic permeability field in the Utsira Formation. Our long-
term simulations reveal that CO2 will not reach the existing chimney structures assuming a realistic injection 
duration of 30 years. In order to understand the interaction of the CO2 plume and chimney structures, we 
continue numerically injection for 200 years. In such a scenario the CO2 requires between 92 and 140 years 
to migrate through the chimneys to the seafloor and that a comparably low chimney permeability of 10 mD 
may result in leakage. Our results highlight that the reconstruction of the plaeo fluid flow system and the 
identification of focused fluid conduits is of great importance for the assessment of CO2 storage sites.

4.1. INTRODUCTION
The geological storage of CO2 is a key technology for the mitigation of climate gas emissions recommended by 
the IPCC (2013).  By beginning of 2015, thirteen industrial scale carbon capture and storage (CCS) facilities 
are operating (Global CCS institute, 2014). Most of these operations use CO2 for enhanced oil recovery, while 
only the storage operations at In Salah (Algeria), Snøhvit and Sleipner (both Norway) are actually dedicated 
to the geological storage of CO2, which, at these fields, is a byproduct of natural gas production (Global CCS 
institute, 2014). 

In 1996, Statoil initiated the Sleipner CO2 storage operation and the injection of CO2 as the response to 
the Norwegian state tax on offshore petroleum industry emissions (Cavanagh and Haszeldine, 2014). The 
project’s storage target is to inject 20 Mt (Chadwick et al, 2004), which will be achieved in 2020 assuming 
a continuous injection with the current rate of 0.9 Mt/yr (Cavanagh and Haszeldine, 2014). The injected 
CO2 is the byproduct of natural gas production from the Sleipner Vest fields, where the natural CO2 content 
is about 4 – 9,5% (Korbøl and Kaddour, 1995). The gas is transported via pipelines to the Sleipner T platform, 
where the CO2 gets sequestrated, compressed and re-injected into the Utsira Formation at about 1012 m 
depth (Korbøl and Kaddour, 1995; Arts et al., 2008). The Utsira Formation is a saline aquifer extending about 
450 km N-S and 90 km E-W and has a potential storage capacity of 16 billion tons (Halland et al., 2011). 

The most crucial factor for the long-term efficiency of a geological storage reservoir is the integrity of the sealing 
caprock and there are two geotechnical incidents with special importance for the storage of CO2 within saline 
aquifers, these occurred at the Tordis Field (Norwegian North Sea) in 2008 and at the In Salah (Algeria) CO2 
storage site between 2004 and 2011 respectively. The Tordis incident was discovered by oil slicks on the sea 
surface, which could be related to a 20 m-wide seafloor crater in the vicinity of the seafloor installations of 
the Tordis oil production site (Eidvin and Øverland, 2009). Wastewater from oil production was originally 
supposed to be injected in the Utsira Formation, but due to interpretation ambiguities the injection targeted 
glacial sediments of the Nordland Group, which have poor reservoir quality resulting in the hydrofracturing 
of the overlying sediments (Eidvin and Øverland, 2009). The fact that the injection did not target the Utsira 
Formation and that it was water and not hypercritical CO2 that was injected at Tordis has to be taken into 
account when comparing the injection activities at Sleipner and Tordis. However, it is a proof that it is possible 
to breach the Nordland Group sediments, which represent the seal of the Sleipner CO2 storage operation. The 
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potential overburden integrity problems at In Salah were detected after injection stopped in 2011 by seismic, 
interferometric synthetic aperture radar and wellbore observations, which indicated hydrofracturing of the 
lower seal above the storage formation (White et al., 2014).

There are no reports of any comparable incidents or other technical problems for the CO2 storage operation at 
Sleipner. The publicly available time-lapse seismic dataset (pre injection till 2008) does not show any evidence 
for CO2 leakage from the Utsira Formation (Arts et al., 2008; Boait et al., 2012; Chadwick et al., 2009; 2012; 
2014). However, there are several natural, seal-crosscutting, fluid conduits known as seismic chimneys in 
the study area, which have already been noted by Heggland in 1997. An extensive fluid flow analysis of the 
greater Sleipner area in the Southern Viking Graben (SVG) revealed the presence of 46 vertical seismic ano-
malies, which most likely represent the seismic image of focused fluid conduits (Karstens and Berndt, 2015). 
These structures are as proximal as 7 km to the CO2 injection point and have not been integrated in publicly 
available risk assessment. 

The overall aim of this paper is to evaluate the relevance of large chimney structures on the long-term storage 
safety at Sleipner and sub-seafloor CO2 storage projects in general. The first objective is to evaluate the poorly 
understood hydraulic properties of chimney structures, and is based on information about the hydraulic pro-
perties from literature as well as multiphase fluid flow simulation performed with the DuMux code (Flemisch 
et al., 2011).

The second objective is to assess, when and under which conditions CO2 will reach potential fluid pathways 
and ultimately the seafloor. For this purpose, we extract the CO2 plume from the Sleipner time-lapse seismic 
dataset and use this information to perform an iterative history matching between CO2 migration simulations 
and the CO2 plume evolution for estimating the hydraulic properties of the Utsira Formation. These results 
are then used to extrapolate the CO2 plume evolution for 200 years of CO2 storage at Sleipner for an injection 
period of 30 years (realistic case) and for 200 years. The 200 years injection time aims at forcing the CO2 to 
reach the chimney structures in order to study their interaction and to obtain more generalized information. 
Our final objective is to investigate the possibility of creating chimney-like blowout structures due to CO2 
injection at Sleipner.

4.2. GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND   
4.2.1. STUDY AREA AND THE LOCAL STRATIGRAPHY
The Sleipner area is located in the Southern Viking Graben (SVG), which is one of the most productive hydro-
carbon provinces in the North Sea Basin. The SVG formed in late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous times as a bran-
ch of the North Sea failed rift system (Ziegler et al., 1992). Post-rift subsidence and uplift of the surrounding 
landmasses led to the deposition of prograding deltaic sequences into the deepened North Sea Basin from the 
Shetland Platform and West Norway in Oligocene and Miocene time (Eidvin et al., 2014). During the Late 
Miocene, the plaeogeographic setting remained stable for a period of 8 Ma and a large eastward-prograding 
system deposited the 250 – 300 m thick Utsira Formation in a high energy, shelf environment (Galloway, 
2001; 2002; Eidvin and Rundberg, 2007; Eidvin, et al., 2014). The Utsira sand is intersected by thin, low 
permeable and apparently fractured mudstone layers, which have a strong impact of the evolution of the CO2 
plume (Chadwick et al., 2009; Cavanagh and Haszeldine, 2014). The main Utsira sand body is covered by a  
>5m thick mudstone layer, which separates it from another sand layer hosting the shallow-most layer of the 
CO2 plume (Cavanagh, 2013). The Utsira Formation consists of poorly cemented, fine-to-medium grained, 
moderately sorted sand, which is mainly composed of angular to rounded quartz grains with minor K-feld-
spars, plagioclase, calcite, coarse to gravel-sized shell fragments and only little clay-grade material (Audigane 
et al., 2007). The Utsira Formation has excellent reservoir properties characterized by a porosity of 35 – 40% 
and a permeability of 1000 – 3000 mD (Chadwick, et al., 2004).
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Fig. 4.1: A) Map of the study area showing the extent of the model boundaries (purple), seismic chimneys (red: 
with connection to the Utsira Formation; grey: without connection to the Utsira Formation; based on Karstens and 
Berndt, 2015), wells (white stars), the CO2 injection point (yellow star), the growing CO2 plume and seismic profiles 
shown in this study (black dashed lines). B) Overview map of the North Sea showing the location of the study area. 
C) Seismic profile showing chimney A01. D) Seismic profile showing chimney C01.

The Utsira Formation is directly overlain by the Nordland Shales, which form the Quaternary section with a 
thickness of more than 800 m in the Sleipner area. The boundary between Utsira Formation and Nordland 
Shales marks the beginning of glacially influenced sediments in the SVG (Ottesen et al., 2014), which is cha-
racterized by the deposition of the 50 – 150 m-thick Shale Drape, which consists of grey mudstones with high 
clay content in the Sleipner area (Chadwick et al., 2004; Gregersen and Johannessen, 2007). Rock physical 
tests on a Nordland Shale sample from the Sleipner area revealed a capillary entry pressure of 1.6 – 1.9 MPa 
for CO2, a permeability of 4x10-10 mD perpendicular and 10-9 mD parallel to bedding (Harrington et al., 2009). 
A complex of prograding clinoforms sourced by distal-fluvial and fluvial-glacial sources overlies this unit (Ot-
tesen et al., 2014; Gregersen and Johannessen, 2007). The Quaternary succession is divided by an unconfor-
mity (Ottesen et al., 2014), which marks the base of glacially reworked sediments of Pleistocene age that are 
characterized by frequent tunnel valley incisions (Huuse and Lykke-Andersen, 2000; Lonergan et al, 2006).

4.3. DATA AND METHODS
4.3.1. SEISMIC AND WELL DATA
Our fluid flow simulations base on seismic interpretation of the regional industry 3D seismic cube ST98M3 
and the Sleipner time-lapse benchmark dataset provided by Statoil for scientific usage (Fig. 4.1). ST98M3 was 
used for interpreting the most important seismic horizons and mapping seismic chimneys as potential fluid 
flow conduits.

The time-lapse 4D seismic data set includes 3D seismic cubes from prior injection, 1999 (3 years after injec-
tion started), 2001, 2004, 2006 and 2008 and was used to constrain the evolution of the plume shape with 
time. For this purpose, we calculated the difference between the 3D seismic amplitude distributions of the 
different time-steps and the pre-injection vintage and thereby extracted the 3D shape of the CO2 plume (Fig. 
4.1). This information is particularly important for ground-truthing the plume dynamics of our simulations and 
thereby testing the hydraulic parameterization of the model.

For our analysis, we had access to well paths and well check-shots of 6 local wells (15/09-9, 15/09-11, 
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15/09-13, 15/09-15, 15/09-16, and 15/09-17). This information was used to compile an averaged time-
depth correlation for the local stratigraphy (Fig. 4.3b), which was used to convert the seismic data including 
the interpreted horizons from time into depth domain. 

Fig. 4.2: A) Seismic profile showing the CO2 plume from 2008, a chimney structure and other fluid flow associated 
seismic features; the seismic profile was merged from ST98M3 (left side) and the Sleipner time-lapse dataset (right 
side). B) Stratigraphy of the study area with gamma-ray log from well 15/9-9. C) Seismic profiles from the Sleipner 
time-lapse dataset showing the area highlighted by the dashed box in A) from 1994, 1999, 2004 and 2006.

4.3.2. SEISMIC OBSERVATIONS  
The Sleipner area hosts a multitude of fluid flow manifestations including gas accumulation, sediment mo-
bilizations, narrow pipe structures and large chimney structures (Fig. 4.1 and 4.2; Heggland, 1997; Nicoll, 
2011; Karstens and Berndt, 2015).  The interaction of CO2 with these existing shallow fluid flow structures 
constrains the long-term performance of the storage operation and is monitored by the time—lapse seismic 
experiment. There are several small pipe structures with overlying bright spots in the direct vicinity of the 
injection site (Fig. 4.1 and 4.2), which show no seismically detectable changes with ongoing injection. This 
indicates that the naturally trapped gas did not migrate (at least detectably) and that CO2 has not infiltrated 
these pipe structures. Therefore, we consider these pipe structures as not connected to the CO2 injection 
system or impermeable and did not integrate them as conduits in our models. The large chimney structures 
are not covered by the time-lapse data and it is not possible to evaluate their response to the injection activity. 
These structures have a far more complex internal architecture and it is possible to differentiate between two 
types of chimney structures. Type A is interpreted to represent large gas pipes, which formed as result of over-
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pressure and partly mobilized the cross-cut sediments, while type C may represent elongated fluid conduits 
including the displacement or liquefaction of reservoir matrix (Karstens and Berndt, 2015). 

4.3.2. MODELING 

4.3.2.1. MODEL BUILDING
Based on the seismic observations, we decided which fluid flow related features have to be considered in the 
geological models. We did not include the small pipe structures and focused on the large chimney structures, 
which show evidence for having a direct connection to the Utsira Formation. The interpretation of type A is 
comparably robust, while it is not possible to exclude that type C only represents seismic artifacts (Karstens 
and Berndt, 2015).  To address this, we have performed both simulations including and excluding type C. The 
geological models were based on the seismic dataset ST98M3 and created using Petrel. The first step was to 
interpret the seismic horizons, which correspond to the boundaries between the most important sedimentary 
units (Fig. 4.2) including the seafloor, the base of the glacially deformed sediments (base of tunnel valleys), 
the top Pliocene, a prominent Intra-Pliocene reflection and the top and the base of the Utsira Formation. The 
boundaries of the sand and shale wedges were seismically not traceable and were added as artificial horizons 
by upward shifting copies of the top Utsira reflection by 10 and 20 m. These seismic horizons were conver-
ted from time to depth domain using an averaged time-depth relationship obtained from well check-shots 
(Fig. 4.3b). The depth-converted horizons were used to create the model grid with a grid-cell size of 50 m x 
50 m and the model zones using Petrel. The cell-size was limited by the maximum number of nodes of the 
DuMux code (at this time one million) and the requirements of the model to cover the injection site, the 
seismic chimneys as well as a sufficiently large area around to model the plume evolution. The model zones 
were subdivided into layers and populated with values for porosity, lateral and vertical permeability applying 
a Gaussian value distribution (Tab. 4.1). The chimney structures were integrated as cylindrical structures ex-
tending from the top of the Utsira reflection to the base of the glacial sediments and their shapes were defined 
by polygons. The hydraulic parameters assigned to these structures are listed in Tab. 4.1. Finally, all zones and 
the chimneys were populated with an index parameter, which was later used for adding additional parameters 
and scaling properties in the DuMux code (Tab. 4.1). 

Tab. 4.1: Model zones and parameters

Zone Model Porosity Permeability Permeability
(%) lateral (mD) vertical (mD)

Glacial sediments II, III 10.5 ± 1.875 600 120
Pleistocene II, III 0 0 0
Upper Pliocene II, III 3.5 ± 0.625 200 40
Lower Pliocene II, III 0 0 0
Sand wedge II, III 35 ± 6.25 2000 400
Shale wedge I - III 0 0 0
Utsira Formation I - III 35 ± 6.25 2000 400 -2000
Chimneys II, III 35 ± 6.25 10 - 2000 10 - 2000
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Fig. 4.3.: A) The geological models used for the simulations. B) Time-depth chart used for conversion.

4.3.2.2. MODELING OBJECTIVES
We created different sub-models for specific simulation objectives, which all were based on the previously 
described setup and parameterization (Fig. 4.3). The first modeling objective was the determination of the per-
meability field of the model by iterative history matching with the seismically derived CO2 plume extents. For 
this purpose, we created Model I, which only includes the Utsira Formation and the shale wedge. The second 
objective was to model the plume evolution over a period of 200 years for an injection duration of 30 and 200 
years without the potential influence of the chimney structure. For this purpose, it is - again - not necessary 
to include the entire overburden, and we could continue using Model I. The third modeling objective was to 
analyze the influence of chimney structures and to simulate the leakage of CO2 along these conduits. Models 
II and III cover the same area as Model I, but include the entire overburden. Model III includes type-A and 
type-C-chimneys, while Model IV only includes type-A chimneys. 

4.3.2.3. MODEL SETUP IN DUMUX
The fluid flow simulations were performed with the numerical simulator DuMux (Flemisch et al., 2011), 
which was designed specifically for flow and transport of multiple fluids through porous media and is based 
on DUNE (Distributed and Unified Numerics Environment; Bastian et al., 2008). The DuMux module ap-
plied for this study uses a fully implicit two-phase flow model with the water pressure and the CO2 saturation 
as primary unknowns. The spatial discretisation of the balance equations (formulated on the Darcy scale) is 
done with the BOX method, which is a subdomain collocation method on a dual-mesh approach that has 
linear Finite-Elements shape function and piece-wise constant weighting functions, thus providing a mass-
conservative Finite-Volume-like scheme. A Newton-Raphson method with adaptive time-stepping according 
to the convergence behaviour is applied to handle non-linearities. The geological model grids were imported 
into DuMux preserving the model geometry defined in Petrel. For the initial conditions and the boundary 
conditions, a hydrostatic pressure distribution based on a seafloor depth of 80 m and a fully brine saturated 
pore space are assigned. Top and bottom boundary were considered as no-flow boundary, and a temperature 
gradient of 31.7°C/km (Alnes et al., 2011) was applied for calculating the pressure and temperature depen-
dent densities. Brooks-Corey relationships to calculate the capillary pressure with an entry pressure of 4 kPa 
for the Utsira Formation and 1.7 MPa for the overburden (Cavanagh and Haszeldine, 2014) were used. The 
most relevant model parameters are listed in Table 4.2.
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Tab. 4.2: Background model parameters

Parameter Value Reference
Injection rate 1 Mt/a
Injection depth 1012 m Sing et al., 2010
Seafloor depth 80 m
Seafloor temperature 3.4 °C Alnes et al., 2011
Thermal gradient 31.7 °C/km Alnes et al., 2011
Capillary entry pressure (Utsira Formation) 4 KPa Chadwick et al., 2012
Capillary entry pressure (caprock) 1.7 MPa Harrington et al., 2009
Swr 0.11 Sing et al., 2010
Snr 0.21 Sing et al., 2010

Tab. 4.3: Model list

Simulation Model KN-S (D) KE-W (D) KV (D) PDA (°) Injection 
duration (a)

Simulation 
duration (a)

A1 I 2 2 0.4 0 30 30
A2 I 2 1 0.4 0 30 30
A3 I 2 0.4 0.4 0 30 30
A4 I 2 0.2 0.4 0 30 30
A5 I 2 0.1 0.4 0 30 30
A6 I 2 0.2 0.4 15 30 30
A7 I 2 0.2 0.4 30 30 30
A8 I 6 0.6 0.4 30 30 30
A9 I 2 0.2 2 30 30 30
B1 I 2 0.2 2 30 30 200
B2 I 2 0.2 2 30 200 200
C1 II 2 0.2 2 30 200 200
C2 II 2 0.2 2 30 200 200
C3 II 2 0.2 2 30 200 200
C4 III 2 0.2 2 30 200 200
C5 III 2 0.2 2 30 200 200
C6 III 2 0.2 2 30 200 200
C7 III 2 0.2 2 30 200 200
C8 III 2 0.2 2 30 200 200
C9 III 2 0.2 2 30 200 200
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4.4. RESULTS
4.4.1. RESERVOIR PARAMETERIZATION BY HISTORY MATCHING
In order to find the best parameters to reproduce the hydraulic properties of the Utsira Formation by history 
matching, we performed fifteen simulations. Their results are shown in Figure 4.4. These simulations have 
been iteratively changed in order to reproduce the results from the time-lapse seismic data. The simulations 
reveal that the Utsira Formation has a pronounced lateral permeability anisotropy. The best fit for the seismi-
cally-determined plume shape could be achieved by using a scaling factor KEW of 0.1 for the East-West direc-
tion and  KNS of 1 for the North-South direction considering a background permeability of 2000 mD laterally 
and 400 mD vertically (Tab. 4.3; Fig. 4.4c). In the time-lapse seismic data, the plume spreads not perfectly 
in N-S direction, which is partly controlled by the topography of the top of the Utsira Formation (Fig. 1) and 
could be simulated by a declination of the permeability anisotropy from N-S of 30° (Fig. 4.4f).

While the plume shape could be reproduced successfully, the extent of the plume with time (the spreading 
velocity) could not be reproduced accurately. We increased the lateral background permeability by a factor 
of three, which had no significant impact (Fig. 4.4g). Therefore, we continued using 2000 mD as the lateral 
background permeability and increased the vertical permeability, which puts the flow of CO2 to the top of 
the Utsira Formation (Fig. 4.4h). By using a vertical permeability of 2000 mD, we achieved good agreement 
with seismic observations of the plume evolution with time. Based on this, we continued using a vertical and 
horizontal permeability of 2000 mD, a lateral permeability anisotropy of 10:1 with an anisotropy declination 
angle of 30° for all following simulations as hydraulic reservoir parameters. 
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Fig. 4.4: Results of the history matching showing the seismically derived plume after 8 years (green plume), after 12 
years (light red) and the simulated plume (dark red) using different values for horizontal permeability (KES and KNS), 
vertical permeability (KV) and permeability anisotropy declination angle: A) KES= 2000 mD, KNS= 2000 mD, KV= 
500 MD, PDA = 0°. B) KES= 500 mD, KNS= 2000 mD, KV= 500 mD, PDA = 0°. C) KES= 200 mD, KNS= 2000 mD, 
KV= 500 mD, PDA = 0°. D) KES= 100 mD, KNS= 2000 mD, KV= 400 mD, PDA = 0°. E) KES= 200 mD, KNS= 2000 
mD, KV= 400 mD, PDA = 15°. F) KES= 200 mD, KNS= 2000 mD, KV= 400 mD, PDA = 30°. G) KES= 600 mD, 
KNS= 6000 mD, KV= 400 MD, PDA = 30°. E) KES= 200 mD, KNS= 2000 mD, KV= 2000 mD, PDA = 30°.
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4.4.2. LONG-TERM PLUME EVOLUTION SIMULATION 
Based on the results of the history matching, we used Models I, II and III to evaluate the long-term evolution 
of the CO2 plume. The migration of the CO2 plume is primarily buoyancy-driven, resulting in an upward-flow 
of CO2 towards the top of the Utsira Formation, where it gets deflected and then starts to migrate laterally 
(Fig. 4.5b). The lateral plume migration is similar in all long-term (200 years) simulations (Fig. 4.5c-e) and CO2 
continues to spread in NNE and SSW direction, which corresponds to the declination angle of the permeabi-
lity anisotropy axis and topographic lows of the top of the Utsira Formation (Fig. 4.5d). The influence of both 
effects becomes obvious comparing the plume extent east and west of the spreading axis. The plume spreads 
much further on the western side, which is due to the influence of topography. Because the topography to 
the west of the axis is comparably flat, the CO2 spreading is NNE-SSW directed, which is the result of the 
permeability anisotropy. Simulation B1 shows that the CO2 continues spreading for the entire simulation du-
ration of 200 years after stopping injection at 30 years (Fig. 4.5b). After 50 years, the CO2 migration is mainly 
controlled by the topography of the top of the Utsira Formation and CO2 fills the topographic highs, which 
leads to the irregular shape of the southern part of the plume. The plume growth is generally faster in north 
direction, which can be attributed to a slight southwards dip of the Utsira Formation (Fig. 4.2).

Fig. 4.5: A) Vertical profile cutting through Model III showing the migration of CO2 (white) through the Utsira 
Formation and chimney A01. B) Plume evolution in Model I for an injection duration of 30 years and a simulation 
length of 200 years; black arrow indicate the permeability anisotropy. C) Plume evolution in Model I for a injection 
duration of 200 years and a simulation length of 200 years; black arrow indicate the permeability anisotropy. D) 
Plume evolution in Model II for a injection duration of 200 years and a simulation length of 200 years; black arrow 
indicate the permeability anisotropy. E) Plume evolution in Model III for a injection duration of 200 years and a 
simulation length of 200 years; black arrow indicates the permeability anisotropy.  
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The plume shapes of simulations B2 and C1 fit well with B1 for the first 30 years. While the plume growth 
after 30 years significantly decelerates for B1, the growth preserves it velocity for the simulations with ongoing 
injection. The influence of minor permeability heterogeneities due to the Gaussian value distribution, which 
was independently applied during model building, become obvious, when comparing B2 and C1. The plume 
evolution for the period between 30 and 100 years shows differences, while their overall trends are similar. 
The presence of chimney structures in C1 and C2 influences the plume evolution after 100 years in the near-
field of the vertical conduits, but appears not to change the overall flow pattern.

Comparison of the simulations C1 and C2, which use exactly the same permeability field, reveals a high re-
producibility of the simulations (Fig. 4.5d, e). Figure 4.6 shows the simulation results of C1 and C2 in three 
dimensions and in plan view. The plume shapes as well as the CO2 saturations are very similar and only differ 
in the near-field of the chimney structures. The CO2 saturation has its highest values within the chimney struc-
tures, which can most likely be attributed to the high permeability of 2000 mD facilitating the entry of CO2.

Fig. 4.6: A) 3D view of long-term simulation using Model III after 200 years of CO2 injection. B) 3D view on long-
term simulation using Model IV after 200 years of CO2 injection. 

4.4.3. LEAKAGE AT THE SEAFLOOR
By continuing CO2 injection for 200 years, it is possible to force the CO2 to interact with the chimney struc-
tures. The simulations reveal that CO2 will use the chimneys as pathways towards shallower depth and 
enter the glacial sediments, which are located at the top of the chimney structures in our model. Since the 
glacial sediments are considered to be highly permeable, the CO2 continues to rise and ultimately reaches 
the seafloor. The seafloor CO2 flow rates for the entire simulation duration of models C1 to C9 are plotted in 
Figure 4.7. The simulations C1 to C3, which consider type-A and type-C-chimneys, show correlation between 
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permeability and the rate and onset of leakage (Fig. 4.7a). The type-C-chimney is closer to the spreading CO2 
plume than type-A and CO2 reaches the type-C-chimney structure earlier at about 80 years. Depending on the 
chimney permeability, the CO2 requires at least 12 years to reach the surface even using an extremely high 
permeability of 2000 mD. For 100 mD, the migration time through the chimney is about 35 years. The slope 
of the leakage curves is very similar for all three permeability values indicating that the chimney permeability 
only influences the onset of leakage and not the leakage rate evolution. 

In simulations C4 to C9 only type-A-chimneys are implemented and the CO2 uses the eastern chimney for 
leakage (Fig. 4.6b). The leakage curves show again a correlation between permeability and leakage onset and 
similar leakage curve slopes for different chimney permeability values. However, the difference between the 
leakage onset for 100 mD and 200 mD of C5 and C6 is significantly smaller compared with simulations C2 
and C3. Simulations C7, C8 and C9 show that even comparably low chimney permeability values of 10 mD 
result in surface leakage and that the leakage curves are similar to high permeability simulations.

Fig. 7: A) CO2 leakage rate at the surface for different chimney permeability values for Model II (type-A and type-
C-chimneys). B) CO2 leakage rate at the surface for different chimney permeability values for Model III (type-A-
chimneys).
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4.5. DISCUSSION
4.5.1. EVALUATION OF MODELS AND SIMULATIONS

4.5.1.1. SIMPLIFICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS
In contrast to other published simulations of the evolution of the Sleipner CO2 plume (Chawick and Noy, 
2010; Cavanagh, 2013; Zhang et al., 2014, Zhu et al., 2015), our main aims were (i) to analyze the process 
of leakage along existing chimney structures and (ii) to find the limits of its propensity. For this purpose, our 
model had to cover the most relevant chimney structures, the injection site itself and a sufficiently large area 
around. These requirements and the limited computational resources resulted in a comparably coarse (50 m 
x 50 m) lateral grid size and a limited number of model layers. As a result, the models could not implement 
the internal shale layers of Utsira Formation, which represent significant permeability barriers. However, the 
time-lapse seismic monitoring has revealed the formation of a pipe structure (Chadwick et al., 2010), which 
crosscuts the shale layers. It further showed that the CO2 flow focuses on the upper layers of the Utsira For-
mation. The bulk hydraulic properties within the uppermost sand layers could be successfully reproduced by 
history matching and are in good agreement with parameters in literature. 

Our history matching attempts and the leakage simulations build only on the variation of the permeability 
field, while other factors such as porosity, capillary entry pressure, reservoir pressure variation, fluid viscosity 
or temperature were not varied. The permeability field itself included four degrees including, the vertical per-
meability, the horizontal bulk permeability, the horizontal permeability anisotropy and its declination angle. 
This focus on permeability was possible, because most other parameters were already well determined by pre-
vious studies. Our simulations did neither include the dissolution of CO2 in the brine nor did we implement 
other physical or chemical processes, which would change the viscosity of the CO2. Therefore, we would like 
to stress that our simulations represent simplified “worst case” end members within a complex parameter 
space. Prediction of realistic leakage rates would require models that include these processes and it would 
require more knowledge about the actual permeability of the fluid pathways, which are not available to us 
at present. We perceive distribution of permeability and distinct geologic features as the main parameters of 
influence for leakage, and – accordingly – uncertainty reduction should have its primary focus on these, see 
also in Walter et al. (2012) and Class et al. (2009).

The Viking Graben is the site of a wide range of hydrocarbon exploration and production activities. Some 
use the Utsira Formation as a water source for enhanced hydrocarbon recovery (e.g. Volve field, Norwegian 
Petroleum Directorate) or as a storage formation for waste-water (Tordis; Eidvin and Øverland, 2009). The 
formation water production at Volve takes place only ~ 7.5 km from the Sleipner CO2 injection site and is 
likely to influence the pressure field in the Utsira Formation. However, it is not reported, whether or not 
the Volve and Sleipner operations affect each other and if so, how large this effect is. Due to the absence of 
direct measurements, our simulations do not include the effects of nearby exploration activities or pressure 
variations in general.

4.5.1.2. IMPLICATIONS OF HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES OF THE UTSIRA FORMATION
Taking all these limitations and simplifications into account, our simulations were successful in reproducing 
the plume growth for the first twelve years of CO2 injection and the chosen permeability field could reproduce 
the bulk permeability parameters of the Utsira Formation. The growth of the CO2 plume documented by the 
time-lapse seismic experiment and the numerical simulations reveal a pronounced lateral permeability aniso-
tropy, which appears to have a similarly strong influence on the CO2 migration as the topography of the top 
of the Utsira Formation. By using an isotropic permeability field, it is not possible to reproduce the observed 
CO2 plume (Fig. 4a). Other groups before us made similar observations and the permeability anisotropy was 
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previously attributed to uncertainties of the top Utsira horizon topography (Chadwick and Noy 2010; Zhu et 
al., 2015) or an additional plume internal fluid conduit (Zhang, et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2015). There is no 
evidence for each of the explanations in the time-lapse seismic data. We interpret the permeability anisotropy 
as the result of the depositional system in which the Utsira sands have been emplaced.

The Utsira Formation was deposited during the Middle to Late Miocene, when the North Sea was a shallow 
shelf sea with water depths of 100 m to 200 m in the Viking Trough and connection to the North Atlantic via 
the Viking Street (Galloway, 2001; 2002). The large eastward-prograding, deltaic system, which deposited the 
Utsira sands, was influenced by periodic sea-level changes that deposited intersecting mudstone layers, which 
correspond to calmer depositional conditions (Gregersen and Johannessen, 2007). Such sea-level fluctuation 
will have caused coast parallel, prograding deposition of sand beds mainly sourced by the Shetland High in 
the east. Considering such a stratigraphic architecture, the permeability anisotropy is most likely the result of 
bedding-parallel flow within generally highly permeable sand layers. The history matching shows good agree-
ment with the plume spread direction for an anisotropy declination angle of 30° from North. This correlates 
well with the orientation of the southern section of the Utsira Formation (Gregersen and Johannessen, 2007), 
which is controlled by the orientation of the rift axis of the SVG. 

History matching revealed that the reconstruction of the plume evolution from time-lapse seismic data requi-
res a comparably high vertical permeability. This is in good agreement with observed development of a pipe 
structure, which crosscuts the shale layers and is apparent in the time-lapse seismic data (Fig. 2.). A vertical 
permeability of 2000 mD allows an unhindered, buoyancy-controlled upward migration from the injection 
point, which is likely the case for the Sleipner CO2 plume after the formation of the internal feeder pipe struc-
ture.

4.5.2. HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES OF CHIMNEY STRUCTURES
Chimney structures are interpreted as the seismic expression of focused fluid flow conduits that bypass an 
impermeable seal (Cartwright et al., 2007; Løseth et al, 2009, Karstens and Berndt, 2015). There are no di-
rect measurements for the permeability of focused fluid conduits during their formation or for the short- and 
long-term permeability evolution after the active discharge of fluids. There are indications that at least some 
conduits may have lost their high permeability after the fluid discharge had stopped and become plugged and 
inactive (e.g. offshore Namibia; Løseth et al., 2011). Other conduits remain active and the venting of fluids 
appears to be a continuous process (e.g. Tommeliten; Schneider von Deimling et al., 2011).

There is a multitude of factors, which may control, why one vent site shuts down after a single, rapid fluid 
release event and others remain active including the evolution of overpressure, the long-term availability of 
mobile fluids, or the seals ability for closing the conduit by mineralization or consolidation of mobilized se-
diments. However, the most important control is the nature of the conduit itself. Although the focused fluid 
conduits have a very similar appearance in seismic data, they may represent fundamentally different geological 
structures, such as fracture networks (Granli et al., 1999; Arntsen et al. 2007), sediment injections (Hurst et 
al., 2011) or blowout pipes (Bünz et al., 2003; Løseth et al., 2011). 

These different types of conduits are likely having different implications on the long-term evolution of their 
hydraulic properties (Karstens and Berndt, 2015). However, the hydraulic properties, especially the long-term 
permeability of focused fluid conduits, are only poorly determined by direct measurement and an evaluation 
of the permeability of chimney structures has to rely on indirect observations. The narrow pipe structures 
above the CO2 plume offer a first indicator for the permeability of focused fluid conduits in the model area. 
These structures show no changes in the time-lapse seismic data, which indicates that no CO2 has entered 
these structures implying very low permeability. As mentioned before, we simulated models including and 
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excluding the type-C-anomaly in the south, because it cannot be excluded that this structure represents an 
imaging artifact. If this structure has a geological origin, the internal upward-bended reflections indicate a ra-
pid emplacement comparable to the formation of pipe structures (Bünz et al., 2003; Løseth et al., 2011; Kars-
tens and Berndt, 2015), which may indicate a low long-term permeability for this type of structure as well. 

The formation of type-A-chimneys most likely occurred comparably rapid indicated by bended reflection and 
sharp edges (Karstens and Berndt, 2015). In contrast to the narrow pipe structures and type-C, there are 
indications that their formation involved the fluidization of matrix material, which sank back in the conduit 
after overpressure was released and plugged the conduit indicated by downward-bended reflections and in-
ternal bright spots (Karstens and Berndt, 2015). The bright spots are of special interest, because they indicate 
that gas can (or could) enter the chimney structure, but is hindered to reach the seafloor due to internal flow 
barriers. In post-stack seismic data, it is not possible to quantify the amount of gas causing the bright spot, 
which may be an indicator for the minimal resistance against breaching of the internal barriers. Post-expulsion 
plugging may have reduced the permeability of the upper section of the conduit significantly, while no flow 
barriers are visible in the lower section of the chimney. Therefore, we suggest it is likely that gas (methane 
and CO2) could enter this structure reactivating the conduit. Comparing both types of chimney structures, the 
reactivation and leakage appears more realistic for type A. 

Figure 4.7 shows that even a comparably low chimney permeability of 10 mD is sufficient to facilitate leakage 
of CO2 from a storage reservoir. Based on post-stack seismic data, it is impossible to determine the permeability 
of a chimney structure and only direct measurements by wellbores would allow estimation of its effective 
permeability. However, there are no observations, which would exclude a chimney permeability of 10 mD (or 
even higher) and the flow of CO2 along reactivated chimney structures is a potential leakage scenario.

Our models integrate the chimney structures as homogenous, high permeable, cylindrical elements. Such a 
simplification may be valid for freshly emplaced sand injections, but appears unrealistic for fracture networks 
or plugged blowout pipes. Therefore, we would like to state clearly that the simulated conduits represent end 
members and the fluid pathways within large-scale fluid conduits are probably far more complex, but as yet 
completely unconstrained. The simulated leakage rate evolutions are very similar using very different chimney 
permeability values and only the onset of leakage appears to be affected by the chimney permeability.  This 
observation may be surprising, because the amount of CO2 entering the structures should depend on the 
conduit’s permeability. However, the large dimensions of the modeled fluid conduits enable them to absorb 
all arriving CO2 even for comparably low permeability values. These observations would be different for nar-
rower chimney structures. The simulated leakage rates of 100 to 250 t/d are several magnitudes higher than 
leakage rates from natural seep sites (e.g. Tommeliten, North Sea: ~0.07 t/d; Schneider von Deimling et al., 
2011), but in the same range as those measured at man-made blowout sites (e.g. 22/4b site in the North Sea: 
~68.5 t/d more than 20 years after the blowout occurred; Leifer et al., submitted). We expect leakage rates 
of reactivated chimneys to be rather in the order of natural seepage sites than those of blowout sites.

4.5.3. CHIMNEY FORMATION AS THE RESULT OF CO2 STORAGE
The formation of focused fluid conduits such as chimneys is mainly controlled by pore overpressure and 
initiates, when the pore pressure exceeds the seal resistance against capillary or fracture failure (Hubbert 
and Willis, 1957, Clayton and Hay, 1999; Cathles et al., 2010). Rock physical experiments revealed that the 
Nordland Shales have capillary entry pressure of 1.6 to 1.9 MPa for CO2 (Harrington et al., 2009), which 
represents the threshold for breaching the seal above the Utsira Formation. Of course the strength of a seal 
depends on its weakest part (Cartwright et al., 2007) and it is possible that there are some pre-existing weak-
ness zones where these measurements are not representative. However, there are no indications that the CO2 
injection has caused a significant increase of the pore pressure (<0.1 MPa) of the Utsira Formation, which may 
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be explained by its excellent reservoir quality and enormous extent (Chadwick et al, 2012). The injected CO2 
is lighter than the formation brine implying an upward-directed buoyancy force, which may be sufficient for 
breaching the seal, when the CO2 column height exceeds 150 m.

On the other hand, the CO2 feeder pipe structure cross-cutting the thin shale layers within the Utsira Forma-
tion, which is visible in the time-lapse seismic data (Fig. 2), proves that the hydraulic breaching of low perme-
ability barriers by CO2 is possible and actually occurred at Sleipner. Cavanagh and Haszeldine (2014) could 
show that failure threshold pressure for the shale layers must be around 0.05 MPa, which is more than thirty 
times lower than the values derived by Harrington et al. (2009). Such low permeability values for shales can 
be explained only by previous fracturing of the shale layers and potentially of the caprock as well (Cavanagh 
and Haszeldine 2014). 

The potential of creating chimney structures by breaching the caprock above the Sleipner CO2 storage site 
depends on its resistance against breaching, which is significantly different for apparently fractured (shale 
layers) and unfractured (specimen used for rock physical tests) material. Considering a uniformly strong (or 
weak) seal, we would expect the fracturing of the seal directly to occur above the CO2 feeder pipe structures, 
because the focusing of the CO2 at this point. There is no indication in the seismic data that the stress related 
to the CO2 upward-flow has caused any breaching of the seal so far and there is no reason that the strain 
should increase in the future, while the seal’s resistance against capillary or fracture failure should be constant. 

Therefore, it appears unlikely that the storage of CO2 at Sleipner may create chimney structures, because rock 
physical tests have revealed a high bulk resistance against breaching and possible weakness zones would have 
been already activated, which can be excluded by the seismic data (at least until 2008, when the last of the 
repeat surveys available to us was acquired). Nevertheless, the effect of undetected weakness zones further 
away from the injection point cannot be constrained and the presence of large “natural” chimney structures 
in the study area prove the potential of breaching and bypassing the entire seal by focused fluid conduits.

4.5.4. PROPENSITY OF CO2 LEAKAGE ALONG CHIMNEY STRUCTURES AT SLEIPNER
The propensity of CO2 migration along chimney structures depends on the likelihood of the reactivation of 
existing chimney structures by migrating CO2 and the formation of new chimney structures as a direct result 
of the injection of CO2. Both scenarios are potential leakage scenarios for the geological storage of CO2 and the 
events at In Salah and Tordis have shown that the reservoir’s response to the injection of fluids is sometimes 
unpredictable and technically challenging (Eidvin and Øverland, 2009; White et al., 2014). However, the 
propensity of both leakage scenarios appears to be small at Sleipner. The creation of chimneys by the injection 
of CO2 requires pore overpressures that are many times higher than the expected, measured and modeled 
values. Although, it is not sure, if the rather conservative values determined by rock physical tests are repre-
sentative for the entire seal. However, the fact that no seal-crosscutting chimney has been formed so far is a 
very strong argument against this scenario, but does not provide any guarantee.

The possibility that CO2 will reach the existing chimneys structures is much easier to control by monitoring 
and can be influenced by the operation itself and was constrained by our models. The simulation using an 
injection duration of 30 years shows that no CO2 will reach the chimney structures within the next 200 years. 
This simulation even neglects dissolution of CO2, which would further reduce the plume growth and most 
likely its final size. Only by continuing CO2 injection with a constant injection rate over an unrealistic long 
time could leakage of CO2 along existing chimney structures be induced. However, it may be possible that the 
ongoing storage operation may reactivate existing chimney structures. In this case injection may induce the 
release of water and potentially methane from shallow strata at the seafloor, but not release of CO2.
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4.6. CONCLUSIONS
The study area hosts a multitude of large-scale chimney structures with apparent connection to the Utsira 
Formation, which are located as close as 7 km to the injection point of CO2 at Sleipner East. The growth of 
the CO2 plume is monitored by time-lapse seismic experiments; its extension was used to find estimates for 
the permeability field of the Utsira Formation by iterative history matching using the numerical fluid flow 
simulator DuMux. The growing CO2 plume shows a pronounced elliptical shape, which is the result of the 
topography of the top Utsira horizon and a lateral permeability anisotropy of 10:1 between N-S and E-W. The 
anisotropy is oriented NNE – SSW (with a declination of 30° from N), which may have been controlled by 
the orientation of the depositional system of the Utsira Formation and roughly corresponds to the spreading 
axis of the Viking Graben. Furthermore, history matching could show that the CO2 plume internal feeder pipe 
facilitates a fast upward migration of CO2 from the injection point to the top of the Utsira Formation.

Our long-term simulations show that CO2 will never reach the existing chimney structures assuming the 
present-day injection rate and planned operation duration. These simulations have to be considered as con-
servative as they do not implement the dissolution of CO2. Only after continuing injecting CO2 for more than 
90 years, CO2 would reach the chimney structures and ultimately the seafloor.  It is not possible to determine 
the chimney permeability based on seismic observation or numerical simulation results. The simulated peak 
leakage rates are several magnitudes higher than leakage rates observed at natural seep sites and of the same 
order of magnitude as those estimated for blowout sites in the North Sea. As these are the results of worst-case 
scenarios, the probability of such leakage is indeed very low. However, estimation of realistic leakage rates 
would require much more detailed information on the geological model, i.e. primarily the permeability field 
and geologic structures, and – if the latter is available - more sophisticated modeling approaches including 
the chemical reactions between CO2 and the host rock. The minor pore pressure increase by the injection of 
CO2 and rock physical tests on a caprock mudstone sample suggests that the formation of injection-related 
seal-crosscutting chimney structures as the result of CO2 at Sleipner is very unlikely.The leakage of CO2 along 
chimney structures (pre-existing or man-made) is a relevant leakage scenario, but its propensity is low at 
Sleipner. However, our study highlights the importance of detailed site surveys for future CCS sites and that 
the understanding of the palaeo fluid flow system is just as important as determining the reservoir and seal 
quality for evaluating CO2 storage site. In general, we would recommend avoiding areas with pronounced 
palaeo fluid flow, especially chimney structures, to ensure an optimal long-term performance of the injection 
and storage operation. If this is not possible, it is crucial to determine the hydraulic properties of focused fluid 
conduits in order to allow a reliable leakage risk assessment.
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CHAPTER 5: INSIGHTS INTO FOCUSED FLUID CONDUIT 
FORMATION FROM COMPARING SEISMIC CHIMNEYS 
AND PIPES WITH FIELD OBSERVATIONS OF FLUID FLOW 
MANIFESTATIONS IN THE COLORADO PLATEAU
Karstens, J., and Berndt, C.
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5.1. INTRODUCTION
The understanding of focused fluid flow in sedimentary basins builds on field geological observations and 
the interpretation of reflection seismic data, where fluid conduits manifest as anomalous amplitude patterns 
known as seismic chimneys or pipes. Seismic data is the most effective method for the analysis of entire 
fluid flow systems by constraining subsurface geometries, fluid accumulations and permeability barriers, 
but seismic data cannot provide information about the internal architecture, interaction with the bedrock 
and flow processes due to its coarse resolution. Field geological investigations of fluid conduit outcrops are 
capable of filling observation gaps on a sub-seismic scale and help constrain formation dynamics as well as 
hydraulic properties of fluid conduits and the bedrock. Although it is obvious that both approaches comple-
ment each other, the approach of integrating seismic data analysis and field observations in the study of fluid 
flow phenomena is still in its infancy. 

Here we show that it is possible to correlate specific amplitude patterns of seismic chimneys with field 
observation of focused fluid conduits from the Colorado Plateau. The migrating fluids (gas, water, fluidized 
sediment) and their formation dynamics, which can be associated with different types of conduits (fractures, 
fluidizations, injections), result in distinguishable seismic signatures. These constraints improve the quali-
tative interpretation of seismic chimneys and pipes by adding information about migration and formation 
characteristics. A further integration of field geological and seismic investigation of focused fluid flow struc-
tures may help to quantify their hydraulic properties and how these evolve with time, which has important 
implications for the hydrocarbon prospection and the subsurface storage of wastewater and CO2.

5.2. FOCUSED FLUID CONDUITS IN SEISMIC DATA
Focused fluid conduits manifest in seismic data as anomalous amplitude signatures including brightening or 
dimming, deformation and changes of the continuity of seismic reflections (Cartwright et al., 2007; Løseth 
et al., 2009; Andresen 2012). The amplitude effects can be attributed to the presence of free gas in the pore 
space, which significantly influences the velocities and attenuation of seismic waves (White, 1975). Velocity 
variations may also cause up-bending and down-bending of seismic reflections, which needs to be conside-
red, when interpreting structural deformations associated with focused fluid conduits. 

The term seismic chimney was originally used to describe zones with chaotic, dimmed or wiped-out seismic 
amplitudes, which have been identified above several hydrocarbon fields in the North Sea, e.g. Tommeliten 
(Løseth et al., 2009). Such “classical gas chimneys” may have diameters of several km (e.g. Tommeliten; 
Fig. 1E; Løseth et al., 2009), which distinguishes them from another type of vertical seismic anomalies 
known as seismic pipes. The term pipe is normally used for narrower, more distinct, vertical seismic anoma-
lies. Prominent examples for pipe structures are those described for the Nyegga area, offshore Norway (Fig. 
1B; Plaza-Faverola et al., 2011). 
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Fig. 1: Focused fluid conduit from A) Gjallar Ridge, Norwegian Sea (Dumke et al., 2014), B) Nyegga, Norwegian 
North Sea (Plaza-Faverola et al., 2011), C) offshore Namibia (Moss et al., 2010), D) offshore Angola (Ho et al., 2012), 
E) Tommeliten, Norwegian North Sea (Loeseth et al., 2009) and E) Southern Viking Graben, Norwegian North Sea 
(Karstens and Berndt, 2015).

The comparison of different seismic chimneys and pipes from literature reveals that focused fluid conduits in 
seismic data may show very different seismic appearances, while it is possible to categorize them by specific 
seismic characteristics including  (Fig. 5.1 and 5.2):

• Up-bended and/or broken reflections

• Down-bended reflections

• Zones with chaotic seismic appearance

These signatures can be identified in seismic datasets from different geological settings. In some cases, it is 
even possible to differentiate between different types of chimneys within one dataset (Karstens and Berndt, 
2015). There are indications that some seismic anomalies could be caused by different acquisition systems 
or processing routines, but there is strong evidence that seismic anomalies associated with fluid flow can be 
the result of different underlying geological processes.

 

Typical seismic signatures associated with fluid flow showing up- reflections, down-bended reflections and zones 
with chaotic seismic signature from A) Plaza-Faverola et al., 2011, B) Dumke et al., 2014, C) Moss et al., 2010, D) 
Ho et al., 2012, E) Løseth et al., 2009 and F) Karstens and Berndt, 2015. The vertical scale of D, E and F is calcula-
ted by assuming a seismic velocity of 2,000 m/s.
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5.3. FIELD GEOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
The Colorado Plateau is a lifted sedimentary basin in the Southwest United States and hosts a multitude 
of focused fluid conduits exposed at numerous outcrops (Netoff et al., 2001; Huuse et al., 2005; Ross et 
al., 2014). Several of these outcrops are located at the border between Utah and Arizona  (Fig. 3) and the 
presented examples are found in Jurassic sediments of the Navajo, Carmel and Entrada Formations, which 
were deposited in shallow marine to arid palaeo-environments (Netoff et al., 2001; Ross et al., 2014). The 
presented field analogues of focused fluid conduits are from the Kodachrome Basin and three sites at the 
north shore of lake Powell including Warm Creek Bay, Cookie Jar Butte and Last Chance Bay (Fig. 5.3).

 
Fig. 5.3: A) Map showing the locations of the presented field analogues. B) Detailed map of Lake Powell showing the 
locations of the visited outcrops.

5.3.1. SAND INJECTIONS IN THE KODACHROME BASIN
The Kodachrome Basin hosts several sandstone intrusions, which primarily occur in the Carmel and Entrada 
formations (Fig. 4a; Ross et al., 2014). The sandstone pipes intruded the aeolian and coastal sands (Netoff et 
al., 2001; Huuse et al., 2005; Ross et al., 2014) and they consist of either homogeneous pipe rock (comple-
tely fluidized sands), cobble and pebble conglomerates, or a mixture of pipe rock and conglomerates inclu-
ding clasts of host rock (Ross et al., 2014). The pipe structures at Kodachrome Basin have diameters of up to 
15 meter, but most pipes are not wider than 7 meters.
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Fig. 5.4.: A) Overview map of the Kodachrome Basin showing the san injection pipe locations (Ross et al., 2014). B) 
Sand injection pipe hosting clasts of bedrock. C) Sand injection pipe with deformed bedrock strata

5.3.2. FLUIDIZED SANDS AT LAST CHANCE BAY AND WARM CREEK BAY, LAKE POWELL
Lake Powell is located at the border of Utah and Arizona and is an artificial water reservoir sourced by the 
Colorado River. It is the site of several clusters of conical sandstone landforms. These crop out as aeolian 
sands belonging to the Entrada Formation (Netoff, et al., 2001, Netoff, 2002; Huuse et al., 2005). These 
landforms are the result of differential erosion between pipe-cores and the surrounding bedrock and are 
accessible at the north shore of the lake at different locations including Warm Creek Bay, Last Chance Bay 
and Cookie Jar Butte. The sandstone pipes are the result of fluidization, which occurred in a water-saturated 
environment (Netoff, 2002). The internal structure of the pipes is down-faulted in comparison to the bed-
rock (Fig. 5.5a,b; Netoff, 2002). Some of the pipe structures have diameter of up to 75 m (Netoff, 2002).

One of these fluidized pipes is exposed in a cliff at Last Chance Bay (Fig. 5a, b). This structure has a diame-
ter of ~20 m and the exposed section of the pipe has a height of ~80 m. Subsidence and reworking of the 
strata inside the pipe is clearly visible (Fig. 5.5a, b). Additional fluidization pipes are exposed at Warm Creek 
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Bay, where they manifest as conical bedforms with diameters of 20 to 30 meter (Fig. 5.5c, d). The contact 
between intact and fluidized sandstones is associated with different coloration (Fig 5.5c, d). 

 
Fig. 5.5: A) Sand fluidization pipe exposed at a cliff at Last Chance bay. B) Enlarged section of the same pipe; sub-
sidence of some layers is highlighted by dashed (mention color) lines. C) Sand fluidization pipe exposed as a conical 
bedform at Warm Creek Bay. D) The contact between undisturbed and fluidized sandstone. E) Zoom-in showing 
different coloration of the sandstone.
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5.3.3. FRACTURED MOUND AT COOKIE JAR BUTTE, LAKE POWELL
The Cookie Jar Butte site hosts numerous pipe-structures, which have diameters of several meters to several 
tens of meters (Fig. 5.6b; Netoff, 2002). Most of these structures are very similar to those from Last Chan-
ce Bay and Warm Creek Bay. However, one mound-like bedform stands out by having prominent white 
lineaments, which trace the rim of a crater-like depression in the center of the structure. Lineaments also 
crosscut the entire mound structures (Fig. 5.6c, d) and correspond to fractures. 

 
Fig. 5.6: A) Aerial view of Cookie Jar Butte; arrows mark a ~50 m wide pipe from Netoff (2002). B) Fracture mound 
at Cookie Jar Butte. C) Zoom-in of the same fracture mound. D) Detailed view of a fracture close to the fracture 
mound (narrow band in the center) and the surrounding leached sandstone.e.
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5.4. CORRELATION OF SEISMIC AND FIELD GEOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
There are similarities between the seismic signatures of focused fluid conduits commonly seen in 2D and 
3D seismic data and the field observations. In a relevant geological context, seismic chimneys and pipes 
hosting up-bended reflection can be interpreted as the remnants of blowout events. The seismic image of 
up-bended and broken reflections is very similar to the structural deformation observed at sand injections 
in the Kodachrome Basin, where pipe structures puncture the host rock. The outcrops show no indications 
that fluidization of the adjusting bedrock took place (Fig. 5.4). The pipes transported clasts of bedrock (Fig. 
4b), which indicates a rapid and highly energetic emplacement. The bedrock around most exposed pipes is 
entirely eroded and only at one site, it was possible to observe structural deformation of the bedrock, indica-
ted by an upward bending of the strata in the direct vicinity of the injection pipe (Fig. 5.4c). When compa-
ring the sandstone pipes in the Kodachrome Basin with seismic pipe and chimney structures (e.g. Nyegga), 
it is plausible to interpret up-bended reflections as the seismic image of deformed strata as the result of rapid 
injection of fluids or fluidized sediments (Fig. 5.7). However, up-bended seismic reflections may also be the 
result of seismic velocity heterogeneities (Armstrong et al., 2001; Kristensen and Huuse, 2012) and this 
possibility has to be considered, when interpreting seismic data. 

Down-bended reflections within seismic chimneys or pipes are often interpreted as stacks of pockmarks indi-
cating repeated fluid expulsion activity (Fig. 5.7). However, the field observations at Last Chance Bay indica-
te, that the fluidization of sediments within a fluid conduit may result in subsidence of strata. Subsidence of 
sediments within a conduit is in agreement with post expulsion plugging of pipe structures, which has been 
proposed for several chimney and pipe structures (Løseth et al., 2011; Karstens and Berndt, 2015). If the 
stratification is not completely destroyed during fluidization, specific layers should still be visible as distinct 
reflections in the seismic data. Therefore, we propose to interpret down-bended reflections as the result of 
subsidence of fluidized sediments within a fluid conduit, although interpreting them as palaeo pockmarks 
may in some cases be just as plausible (and validated using 3D seismic data). 

The interpretation of zones with chaotic seismic appearance as “gas chimneys”, which represent the seismic 
image of gas-filled fracture networks, is well constrained by drilling, seismic shear wave experiments and 
numerical modeling (Granli et al., 2002; Arntsen et al., 2007; Loeseth et al., 2009). The mound structure at 
Cookie Jar Butte may represent a field analogue for a fracture network that would appear as a gas chimney 
in seismic data (Fig. 5.7). The white color next to the fractures is most likely the result of leaching of iron 
from the sandstone due by fluid flow (Fig. 5.6e).
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Fig. 5.7: Comparison of seismic signatures related with focused fluid flow and corresponding field analogues

5.5. CONCLUSIONS
It is possible to correlate specific seismic signatures with specific fluid flow manifestations from field obser-
vations. This suggests that it will be possible to establish a robust and geologically consistent terminology for 
seismic interpretations and nomenclature of focused fluid conduits. However, more fieldwork is necessary 
to support the presented correlations scheme and examples from different geological environments, such as 
carbonates vs. sandstone and mudstone dominated environments, need to be considered. 

There is a discrepancy between dimensions of focused fluid conduits in seismic data and the field, i.e. the 
observed seismic structures are 10s to 100s of times larger. This is difficult to explain. It may be possible that 
we just have not recognized the field analogues of large-scale chimney structures, because these structures 
are not very prominent in the field. Seismic data are extremely sensitive in picking up minor disturbances or 
fluid infiltration around the conduit itself that affect the seismic properties of the bedrock around a conduit, 
which escape geological field methods at outcrop scale. Alternatively, it is possible that we have already 
found these structures, but that we are interpreting them in different ways (e.g. breccia pipes). However, the 
analysis of field analogues has great potential for providing novel insights into the nature of fluid conduits.
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6.1. ABSTRACT
As a result of extensive hydrocarbon exploration, the North Sea hosts several thousand abandoned wells; 
many believed to be leaking methane. However, how much of this greenhouse gas is emitted into the water 
column and ultimately reaches the atmosphere is not known. Here, we investigate three abandoned wells at 
81-93 m water depth in the Norwegian sector of the North Sea, all of which show gas seepage into the bottom 
water. The isotopic signature of the emanating gas points towards a biogenic origin and hence to gas pockets 
in the sedimentary overburden above the gas reservoirs that the wells were drilled into. Video-analysis of the 
seeping gas bubbles and direct gas flow measurements resolved initial bubble sizes ranging between 3.2 and 
7.4 mm in diameter with a total seabed gas flow between 1 and 19 tons of CH4 per year per well. Estima-
ted total annual seabed emissions from all three wells of ~24 tons are similar to the natural seepage rates at 
Tommeliten, suggesting that leaky abandoned wells represent a significant source of methane into North Sea 
bottom waters. However, the bubble-driven direct methane transport into the atmosphere was found to be 
negligible (< 2%) due to the small bubble sizes and the water depth at which they are released.

6.2. INTRODUCTION
Methane contributes significantly to the atmospheric pool of radiative (greenhouse) gases, suspected to indu-
ce global climate change (Crutzen and Zimmermann, 1991; Hartmann et al., 2013; Lelieveld et al., 1993). 
Marine methane emissions may contribute around 20 Tg yr -1 (Etiope et al., 2008; Kvenvolden and Rogers, 
2005; Bange et al., 1994) to the global atmospheric methane budget (i.e. 542±56 Tg yr -1 based on top-down 
estimates, Ciais et al., 2013), most of it, about 75%, being released from coastal and shelf areas (e.g. Bange 
et al., 1994). The highest amount of marine methane is produced by methanogenesis in the deeper sediment 
layers of productive coastal areas (Scranton and McShane 1991; Hovland et al., 1993), which may result in 
the build-up of free-gas accumulations in the shallow subsurface (Hovland and Judd, 1988; Judd and Hovland, 
2007). Such gas pockets constitute a potential risk in connection with drilling operations, because they may 
be associated with high pore pressures. In 1990, Mobile North LTD created a massive gas blowout in the 
central UK North Sea (57.922°N, 1.6325°E, WGS84) after drilling into an over-pressurized gas pocket  about 
360 m below the seafloor. The drilling site had to be abandoned after the incident and methane emissions 
(“leakage”) from the created seabed depression persisted over several decades (Rehder et al., 1998; Schneider 
von Deimling et al., 2007; Schneider von Deimling et al., this issue) and represent the strongest gas seepage 
quantified to date (Leifer, this issue). Smaller methane leaks can result from drilling through less-pressurized 
gas pockets and the numerous abandoned offshore wells penetrating such gas accumulations may constitute 
efficient pathways to release gas from the sedimentary strata to the hydrosphere and finally to the atmosphere 
(Gurevich et al., 1993; Gasda et al., 2004). Although leakage rates are probably orders of magnitude lower 
compared to a blowout scenario like well 22/4b, leaks along abandoned wells are much more likely to occur. 
As monitoring generally is not required after proper well abandonment (Gasda et al., 2004), quantitative data 
on both, the number of leaking wells, and their leakage rates are rare. Most of the available data are related 
to well integrity surveys that are performed by operating companies and governmental authorities to reduce 
the risk of major accidents, primarily for the population, environment and economic values, however their 
focus is mostly on active (production and injection) wells. E.g. on the Norwegian Continental Shelf, 18% of 
active wells are reported to have integrity issues (Vignes et al., 2006). However, studies in the Gulf of Mexico 
showed that the majority of integrity issues were related to shut-in or temporarily abandoned wells, rather 
than to active wells (Wojtanowicz et al., 2001). Thus, even though leakage from abandoned wells poses a 
lower risk of major accidents for people and economic aspects, it may constitute a relevant source for methane 
into the ocean. 
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A large fraction of the released methane will dissolve in the water column, disperse by currents, and is subse-
quently oxidized by microbes (e.g., Ward et al., 1987; Jones, 1991). Transfer of methane into the atmosphere 
is possible by both diffusive and turbulent air-sea gas exchange as well as bubble-mediated transport (Leifer 
and Patro, 2002; Wanninkhof, 1992). The latter is the most efficient way of transferring seabed methane to 
the atmosphere (McGinnis et al., 2006), which may enhance local sea-air fluxes, particularly in shallow shelf 
seas. In this study we focus on the North Sea, which acts as a net source for atmospheric methane (Bange et 
al., 1994). Current flux estimates (Bange et al., 1994; Rehder et al., 1998) seem to be too low, because me-
thane fluxes from estuaries and marine seeps are not adequately represented (Bange et al., 2006) and possible 
contributions from abandoned wells have not been studied at all.

To our knowledge, this is the first public study aiming to quantify methane leakage from abandoned wells in 
the North Sea. For this purpose, we investigated three abandoned wells that show continuous bubble release 
into the water-column during two research cruises in 2012 and 2013. Further, we determine the source of 
leaking gases and possible migration pathways driving the seabed emissions at leaky wells. Applying a nume-
rical gas bubble dissolution model, we estimate the resulting direct methane flux across the sea surface and 
finally, methane emissions at the abandoned wells are compared to natural methane seepage as well as other 
methane sources in the North Sea. 

6.2.1. STUDY AREA
The three wells are located on the south-western flank of the Utsira High in the Norwegian sector of the 
North Sea (Fig. 6.1). The area hosts hydrocarbon-rich Paleocene sediments mainly in the Heimdal Formation, 
which are charged by Jurassic source rocks (Justwan and Dahl, 2005). The main objectives of the three wells 
were to delineate hydrocarbon accumulations found in the Heimdal Formation (15/9-13), to prove the pre-
sence of a high-risk stratigraphic trap in the Heimdal Formation (16/7-2), and to test a possible small closure 
at the Top Heimdal Formation (16/4-2). In all cases, the target depths of the wells were deeper than 3000 
m below the seafloor (mbsf) corresponding to Jurassic (i.e. 16/4-2) and Permian (i.e. 15/9-13 and 16/7-2) 
stratigraphic units. Well 16/4-2 was permanently plugged and abandoned as a dry well, while the other two 
boreholes proved gas in the Heimdal Formation but were subsequently plugged and abandoned. Shallow gas 
is mostly present within Nordland Group sediments in the upper Cenozoic sequences. The Utsira Formation, 
the Top Pliocene, and an 11-m thick sand layer above the Top Utsira Formation constitute important sand 
layers, which are separated by impermeable layers of shale or mudstones (Fig. 6.2), thus creating fairly good 
conditions for the trapping and accumulation of shallow gas (Karstens and Berndt, 2015). The Utsira Forma-
tion overlies marine mudstones at the base of the Nordland Group and is dominated by medium-grained sand 
intersected with some stringers of clay (Eidvin and Rundberg, 2007, Statoil et al., 1982). While Utsira sands 
were deposited in a high-energetic shelf environment (Galloway, 2001; 2002), the depositional environment 
changed from a shallow to a deeper marine environment in the Early Pliocene, which was accompanied by 
the deposition of finer sediments. The interval from 300 mbsf down to the Utsira Formation thus consist of 
clay-rich sediments known as Nordland Shales (Fig. 6.2; Horvig, 1982) largely acting as a seal for upward 
migrating fluids, except for sections with pre-existing or pressure-induced fractures. The uppermost 300 m of 
the Nordland Group consists mostly of sand with some inter-bedded clay also containing gas in the vicinity of 
some wells (Horvig, 1982).
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Fig. 6.1: Map of the study area showing the Utsira High as the major structural element, the locations of deep hyd-
rocarbon reservoirs (dark gray; based on Fact Map of the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate), and the locations of the 
investigated abandoned wells (red stars); Lower right corner: Regional map of the North Sea Basin showing the loca-
tion of the study area (red box), and natural seep sites discussed in this paper (red letters: T: Tommeliten, Sc, Scanner 
Pockmark, G: Gullfaks). Left: Pictures showing gas flow measurement at well 16/4-2, the most intensive leakage at 
well 16/7-2, and bacterial mats related to CH4 leakage at well 15/9-13.

Fig. 6.2: Lithostratigraphic overview of the study area showing the geochronology of groups and formations present in 
the study area (Cretac. = Cretaceous, Maastr. Maastrichian Fm., Paleoc.= Paleocene, Mioc.= Miocene, Plioc.= Plioce-
ne). Gamma Ray logs (Norwegian Petroleum Directorate) are based on well 15/9-13 and indicate the sedimentology 
of the Nordland Group, where high values represent clay (yellow to red), intermediate values represent a mixture of 
clay and sand (green), and low values represent permeable sand layers (blue).
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6.3. METHODOLOGY
Geochemical sampling and video investigations were performed at three leaky abandoned wells during cruises 
on board the research vessels RV Celtic Explorer (CE12010, July-August 2012) and RV Alkor (AL412, March 
2013). In addition, an industrial 3D seismic data set (ST98M3, Statoil ASA) covering the area around the 
three wells of interest was analyzed for gas accumulations and possible vertical migration pathways in the se-
dimentary strata around the boreholes. Furthermore, well reports and well-logs of the Norwegian Petroleum 
Directorate (NPD) were investigated for the characterization of the sediments in the uppermost 1200 mbsf.

6.3.1. SEDIMENT AND GAS SAMPLING
During the Celtic Explorer expedition CE12010, surface sediments were collected with ROV-deployed push-
cores (PC). For dissolved gas analysis, 3 ml of wet sediment was sub-sampled in 2-cm intervals and filled into 
20-ml headspace vials. 6 ml of saturated NaCl solution and an additional 1.5 g of NaCl were added and the 
vials sealed tight with butyl-rubber stoppers. The samples were stored refrigerated for onshore analyses. Prior 
to storage in the cold room, the vials were shaken vigorously for half an hour to release dissolved gases into 
the headspace. 

In addition, free gas was sampled directly in the bubble stream with ROV-operated special gas samplers as 
described by Rehder and Schneider von Deimling (2008) and Pape et al. (2010). The gas sampler consists of 
a stainless steel cylinder with a PVC funnel attached to it to facilitate gas bubble sampling (Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 
A.3.1). Onboard, subsamples of pressurized gas were transferred into pre-evacuated headspace glass vials of 
20 and 100 ml volume until the pressure in the vials was ~1020 mbar. 

In the GEOMAR home laboratory, methane and higher alkane concentrations in the free gas samples and in 
head space vials were determined with a gas chromatograph GC 8000top (CE instruments) equipped with a 
FID detector and a capillary column (RT-Alumina Bond-KCl, 50 m, 0.53 mm). Stable carbon isotope compo-
sition of methane was determined by using a continuous flow GC-Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometer combina-
tion. Methane was separated from other hydrocarbons in a Thermo Trace GC (isotherm at 60°C, He-carrier 
gas, ShinCarbon 1.5 m packed column). The subsequent conversion of methane to carbon dioxide was con-
ducted in a Ni/Pt combustion furnace at 1150°C. The 13C/12C-ratios of the produced CO2 were determined 
by a Thermo MAT253 isotope ratio mass spectrometer. All isotope ratios are reported in the δ-notation with 
respect to Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite (VPDB). Analytical precision of the reported concentrations and isotopic 
composition is ± 3% and ± 0.3‰, respectively. 

Sediment porewater was extracted by squeezing wet sediment at low pressure (<5 bar) through 0.45 µm 
Whatman regenerated cellulose filters. 2 ml aliquots were treated with 10 µL of HgCl to inhibit further micro-
bial degradation and stored cool until analysis. Onshore, the stable carbon isotope composition of dissolved 
inorganic carbon (DIC), referred to as δ13DIC was determined at the University of Bremen using a Finnigan 
MAT 251 mass spectrometer with an analytical accuracy of <0.07‰. Total alkalinity was determined by titra-
tion with 0.02 N HCl using a mixture of methyl red and methylene blue as indicator. The titration vessel was 
bubbled with argon to strip any CO2 and H2S produced during the titration. The IAPSO seawater standard was 
used for calibration; analytical precision and accuracy are both ~2 %.

Carbonate pieces from the sediment surface were sampled with the ROV KIEL 6000 at well 16/7-2 and were 
cleaned of remaining sediment by washing with site specific seawater. The detailed sub-sampling was con-
ducted after cleaning with MilliQ-water and drying at room temperature. All sub-samples were taken with a 
hand-held mini-driller from freshly cut or broken surfaces of solid material, after discarding first drill steps as a 
surface cleaning procedure. Onshore, samples were analyzed for their stable carbon isotope composition using 
a Thermo Fisher Scientific 253 Mass Spectrometer coupled to a CARBO KIEL online carbonate preparation 
line. δ13C values are reported with respect to the VPDB scale.
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6.3.2. VIDEO BASED QUANTIFICATION OF GAS EMISSIONS
ROV videos were analyzed by two approaches to determine the gas flow emitted into the water column at the 
three abandoned wells: (1) measuring the time for filling up the funnel of the gas sampler and (2) quantifying 
the gas bubble size spectrum at individual seepage spots.

6.3.2.1. GAS FLOW MEASUREMENTS
The in-situ gas flow was quantified at single bubble streams of well 16/4-2 and well 15/9-13 using the ROV-
operated gas sampler with attached funnel (Fig. 6.1 and Tab. A.3.1). Both, the time, t, to fill the funnel with 
gas and its corresponding volume, VF, were determined based on video using the software ImageJ (Farreira 
and Rasband, 2012). The gas volume accumulating in the funnel was calculated from the resulting volume 
of the cone frustum, VF = h*π/3*(rB

2 + rB*rT + rT
2), where rB and rT are the radii of the base plane and top 

plane, respectively, and h is the distance between both planes, h=(m2-rT
2+2*rT*rB-rB

2
)0.5 (Fig. A.3.1, Tab. 

A.3.1). The lateral height of the funnel had a length of m=12.5 cm and was used as scale in the images. The 
optically-derived gas volume required correction, due to imprecise size measurements of a 3D object in its 2D 
projection. The ratio between optically-derived and known funnel volume, Fcorr was used to correct the gas 
volume (Tab. A.3.1). The resulting gas flow, QF, is:

QF=VF/t*Fcorr          (Eq. 6.1)

The correction factor ranged between 0.88 and 1.33 including optical failures described above and uncertain-
ties in pixel accuracy during measurements with ImageJ (Tab. A.3.1). The error in determining the time for 
filling the funnel is about 1 s, resulting in an error of the gas flow of  < 2.7 cm3/s, i.e. less than 2.5%.

Tab. 6.1: Location, water depth, and bottom water temperature of the abandoned wells and CTD cast 12

Site/Gear Latitude Longitude Water-depth BW Temperature
°N °E m °C

16/4-2 58.596 2.028 93 5.1
16/7-2 58.473 2.033 83 7.8*
15/9-13 58.373 1.932 81 7.8*
CTD12 58.406 2.024 80 7.8

*based on measurements of CTD12
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6.3.2.2. BUBBLE SIZE SPECTRA
The image editing software ImageJ (Farreira and Rasband, 2012) was applied to the ROV video sequences, 
which also were used for the funnel measurements, to determine the respective initial (seafloor) gas bubble 
sizes (e.g. Leifer and MacDonald, 2003; Römer et al., 2012; Sauter et al., 2006). These size spectra are 
required to calculate the dissolution rate, the bubble rise velocity, and the resulting gas transfer into the at-
mosphere. For calibration of bubble sizes, the bottom plane of the funnel (diameter = 150 mm) was used as 
a scale. A video sequence of 5 s, corresponding to 125-150 individual frames, was analyzed frame by frame. 
The video sequence was first converted to grayscale and was subsequently processed to enhance the contrast. 
Unfortunately, contrast and pixilation noise remained rather poor making a computer based automatic measu-
rement routine impractical. Hence, ellipses were manually overlaid to individual bubbles leaving the seafloor 
and were marked as overlays. The overlays were allocated to individual bubbles to track them and analyze 
their changes in size in subsequent frames. If bubbles had a very irregular shape, they were outlined manu-
ally before using the ellipse fitting object of ImageJ (i.e. 10 of 71 measurements at well 16/7-2).  For each 
bubble, the major and minor axes, angle, perimeter, area, circularity, as well as frame number were recorded. 
The corresponding bubble volume V0 = 4/3*π*req

2, was calculated from the equivalent spherical radius, req = 
(a2*b)1/3 based on the major, a, and the minor axes, b, of the fitted ellipse.

If bubbles were measured in several frames, their average radius was used to level out the trajectory and shape 
oscillations of the bubble during its ascent (Clift et al., 1978). All determined bubble volumes were added to 
calculate the total gas volume flow over a period of 5 s. 

The methodological error of bubble size measurements was estimated in two ways:

1) The volume flow derived from the bubble size spectra was compared to the flow constrained by the funnel 
measurements. The funnel-derived flow is integrated over much longer time and hence, regarded as more 
precise. Consequently, the bubble size spectra were corrected to match the funnel-derived flow values. 

2) Multiple bubble measurements in sequential video frames were used to quantify the error caused by oscilla-
tion or wobbling of the gas bubble in the real 3D space, which cannot be correctly represented in a 2D image. 
The video can only provide a snapshot of current bubble shape and size projected onto a plane.

6.3.2.3. GAS BUBBLE DISSOLUTION MODEL

A numerical model was developed to simulate the shrinking of a gas bubble due to dissolution in the water 
column, its expansion due to decreasing hydrostatic pressure in the course of its ascent and gas stripping, 
and the final gas transport into the atmosphere. The model solves a set of coupled ordinary differential equa-
tions (ODEs) describing these processes for each of the involved gas species (CH4, N2, and O2; Eq. 6.2) and 
the bubble rise velocity (Eq. 6.3), where time solves as the only independent variable. Thermodynamic and 
transport properties of the gas components, such as molar volume, gas compressibility, and gas solubility in 
seawater, were calculated from respective equations of state (Duan et al., 1992; Duan and Mao, 2006; Geng 
and Duan, 2010; Mao and Duan, 2006), and empirical equations for diffusion coefficients (Boudreau, 1997), 
mass transfer coefficients (Zheng and Yapa, 2002), and bubble rise velocities (Wüest et al., 1992), taking 
into account local pressure, temperature and salinity conditions as measured by CTD casts. Implemented 
equations and values are provided in Table 6.2. The ODE system is solved using finite difference methods 
implemented in the NDSolve object of Mathematica (i.e. LSODA, Sofroniou and Knapp, 2008).

The mass exchange of gas components across the bubble-surface is generally described as (e.g., McGinnis and 
Little, 2002; Leifer and Patro, 2002; Wüest et al., 1992):

dNi/dt = 4πreq
2*KL,i*(Ca,i - Ceq,i)       (Eq. 6.2)

where i is the ith gas species, N, is the amount of gas in the bubble, 4 π req2 is the  surface area of the equi-
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valent spherical bubble, KL is the specific mass transfer rate between gas phase and aqueous phase, Ca is the 
dissolved gas concentration, and Ceq is the gas solubility. All of the above variables are functions of the water 
depth, z, i.e. pressure, temperature and salinity (see Tab. 6.2 for details and references). The change of the 
vertical bubble position is related to the bubble rise velocity, vb (Tab. 6.2):

dz/dt = vb                                                                  (Eq. 6.3)

Tab 6.2: Parameterization of numerical model

Parameterization Range Variance Reference
Diffusion coeff.: Di (m2s-1)

DO2=1.05667*10-9+4.24*10-11*T T: 0-25°C 1.00*10-21 Boudreau, 1997
DN2=8.73762*10-10+3.92857*10-11*T T: 0-25°C 2.94*10-23 Boudreau, 1997
DCH4=7.29762*10-10+3.31657*10-11*T T: 0-25°C 5.70*10-24 Boudreau, 1997
Mass transfer coefficient: KL,i / m s-1

KL = 0.013(vb 102/(0.45+0.4r*102))0.5 Di
0.5 r ≤ 2.5 mm Zheng & Yapa, 2002

KL =0.0694 Di0.5 2.5 < r ≤ 6.5 mm Zheng & Yapa, 2002
KL =0.0694 (2r *10-2)-0.25  Di0.5 R < 6.5 mm Zheng & Yapa, 2002
Fit to CTD data as function of z
T(z)=8+7/(1+e0.375 (-21.7512+z)) Z: 0-100 m 3.99*10-2

S(z)=35.12 - 0.67/(1+e0.4125 (-20.1595+z)) Z: 0-100 m 4.97*10-4

Density of SW: φSW/ kg m-3
φSW(z)=1027.7 - 2.150/(1+e 0.279 (-21.612+z)) Z: 0-100 m 6.8*10-3 Unesco,1981
Bubble rise velocity: vb (m s-1)
vb = 4474 r1.357 r < 0.7 mm Wüest et al., 1992
vb = 0.23 0.7 ≤ r < 5.1 mm Wüest et al., 1992
vb= 4.202 r0.547 r ≥ 5.1 mm Wüest et al., 1992
Gas solubility: ci (mM)
cN2 = 0.622+0.0721*z Z: 0-100m 2.5*10-3 Mao & Duan, 2006
CO2 =1.08+0.1428*z Z: 0-100m 9.8*10-3 Geng & Duan, 2010
cCH4 = 1.44+0.1671*z Z: 0-100 m 2.4*10-2 Duan & Mao, 2006
CH4 molar volume: MVCH4  (L mol-1)

MVCH4=1/(0.0418+0.0044+z) Z: 0-100 m 3.0*10-2 Duan et al., 1992
Hydrostatic Pressure: Phydro (bar)
Phydro = 1.013+φSW*g*z

    

Model simulations were performed based on boundary conditions obtained from Sea-Bird 9 plus CTD data of 
August 2012 (Tab. 6.1) and run for 21 different initial bubble sizes (1.7 to 3.7 mm radius, in accordance with 
the results of the measured bubble spectra), initially containing only methane. The measured initial bubble 
size distribution is assumed to be representative and the mass transfer of gases other than CH4, N2, and O2, as 
well as the development of upwelling flows were considered to be negligible. Simulated water depths of 81, 
83, and 93 m correspond to those of the investigated wells. The numerical simulation of gas transport by a 
single rising bubble is justified because only single bubble streams were observed at the wells with very little 
to no interaction between the bubbles, or plume dynamics. 

The bubble-mediated methane flow into the atmosphere was calculated from the remaining amount of CH4 
in the bubble, when it reaches the sea surface, NS, i.e.
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         (Eq. 6.4)

where N0 is the initial amount of methane in the bubble and tmax is the time required by the gas bubble to 
travel to the sea surface and is determined numerically by the bubble dissolution model. The residual me-
thane depends on the bubble size (r) and water depth (z) and was normalized to the corresponding N0. The 
relative amount of methane at the sea surface with respect to the initial bubble methane content, Ω(r,z)=NS 
(r,z)/N0(r,z), is referred to as the transport efficiency of a single gas bubble. At seep sites, where bubbles are of 
uniform size, the atmospheric gas flow can be easily quantified by multiplying the bubble transport efficiency 
with the seabed gas flow. However, if gas bubbles show a size spectrum, Ω(r,z) has to be calculated for each 
bubble size and weighted by its volumetric contribution, V0, to the total emitted gas bubble volume, Vψ. 
Adding-up this weighted bubble transport efficiency over the entire bubble size spectrum  and multiplying it 
by the seabed gas flow at the investigated well, Qwell, gives the total gas flow into the atmosphere: 

      
 (Eq. 6.5)

where, r(min), and r(max) are the minimum and maximum radii of the bubble size spectrum ψ, respectively, 
and  MI is the measurement interval between individual bubble sizes (i.e. 0.1 mm). V0 and Vψ refer to optical 
size measurements at individual gas streams of the investigated wells, which were conducted to determine 
the combined bubble size spectrum considered to be representative for the three wells. As Eq. 6.5 assumes 
that there is no change in the weighted volumetric contribution of each bubble size to the total emitted bubble 
volume (i.e. Vψ´0(r)/Vψ=const.), the relative distribution of bubble sizes is considered to be constant, although 
the release frequency of bubbles may change due to a variability of the seabed gas flow. This means that an 
increase in the gas flow increases the rate of bubble formation, but not their size distribution, as generally 
validated for seeps with a low gas flow (Dewar et al., 2013; Leifer et al., 2004). The numerical accuracy of 
the model, determined from mass balance errors, was better than 99.9%. 

 

6.4. RESULTS
6.4.1. GAS COMPOSITION AND ISOTOPIC SIGNATURES
The seep gas at the wells consists mainly of methane (85-89 Vol.%) with minor contents of ethane (69-365 
ppmV) and propane (2-17 ppmV). Higher hydrocarbons, such as n-butane, n-pentane, and n-hexane, were not 
present; iso-butane (5.5 ppmV) was only detected at well 16/4-2 (Fig. 6.3a). The remaining gas components 
making up 11-15 Vol.% are assumed to consist of N2 and O2, which were not determined in our analyses, but 
were likely stripped from ambient seawater during the time of filling the funnel with gas, i.e. 10 minutes. The 
volume ratio of methane and higher hydrocarbons, C1/C2+ of the expelled gas is 2300 -11100 and the δ13C 
value of the methane is -71 to -70 ‰ VPDB (Fig. 6.3a).

The dissolved methane in the surface sediments shows a slightly larger variation in the δ13C signature of 
-92.5‰ at well 15/9-13 to -60.3‰ at well 16/7-2. Likewise, DIC in the porewater carries a δ13C signature 
ranging between -36.07 and -15.63‰ VPDB at 5 cm sediment depth (Fig. 6.3b) and between -4.76 and 
-6.07‰ VPDB in the bottom water. Corresponding total alkalinity values at wells 15/9-13 and 16/7-2 are 
11.7 and 3.8 meq L-1 at 5 cmbsf and 2.5 and 2.4 meq L-1 in the bottom water, respectively (Fig. 6.3c). 
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6.4.2. LEAKAGE SITE CHARACTERISTICS

6.4.2.1. THE NATURE OF SURFACE SEDIMENTS
Surface sediments at the investigated wells were overall sandy with minor admixtures of clay, particularly at 
wells 15/9-13 and 16/4-2. At well 16/7-2 sediments were generally coarser. Carbonates were found only at 
well 16/7-2, both in the surface sediments and at the seafloor. Their stable carbon isotopic signature, δ13C, 
of -14 to -3‰ VPDB is rather heavy and corresponds well with the observed carbon isotopic signature of the 
DIC in ambient porewaters (see paragraph 6.4.1). 

6.4.2.2. THE NATURE OF METHANE SEEPAGE 
Active bubble emissions and patchy bacterial mats were characteristic leakage features at the investigated 
wells (Fig. 6.1). The total seepage area was roughly estimated to cover ~10 m2 of seabed at each well, thus 
significantly exceeding the actual well diameter of ~76 cm (Horvig, 1982; Statoil et al., 1982). Bubbles gene-
rally pinched-off as single bubble streams from tiny depressions in the sandy sediments. Seepage activity varied 
substantially between the studied wells, evident by the significantly different numbers of total vents per well: 
39 individual bubble streams were observed at well 16/7-2, whereas only 2 and 8 seep spots were found at 
wells 15/9-13 and 16/4-2, respectively (Tab. 6.3).
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Fig. 6.3: a) Bernard diagram of the molecular and isotopic gas composition (after Bernard et al., 1978) indicating the 
gas source of the gas at abandoned wells (red dots: porewater (PW) at well 15/9-13, orange rectangle: porewater at 
well 16/7-2, triangles: free seep gas (FG) at wells 15/9-13, 16/7-2, and 16/4-2) and the deep hydrocarbon reservoirs 
in the area (black diamonds; James, 1990). (b) Cross-plot of  δ13C of DIC versus δ13C  of CH4 in the porewater at well 
16/7-2 (orange rectangles), well 15/9-13 (red dots), and the deep hydrocarbon reservoirs (black diamonds; James, 
1990). (c) Cross-plot of total alkalinity (TA) and δ13C of DIC indicating microbial anaerobic oxidation of methane.
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Tab. 6.3: Quantification of seabed and atmospheric gas emissions at abandoned wells

Well Seabed Atmosphere

In situ Q per 
vent 

(L min-1)

Q (STP) per 
vent 

(L min-1)

Number of 
vents 

Q per wella (t 
CH4yr -1)

FAtm per 
well (%)

FAtm per well 
(kg CH4yr -1)

16/4-2 0.15 /0.17b 1.6/1.8b,e 8 3.8 0.40 15.3
16/7-2 0.15c 1.4f 39 18.5 1.31 241.3
15/9-13 0.09 0.9g 2 1 1.52 14.3
Total 49 23.3 1.2 270.9
Abs. error (2σ) 0.03 0.4 6.3d 73.4d

Rel. error (2σ) 24.74 27.1 121.6
a based on the average gas flow of 1.4 L min-1 at STP 
b based on replicate gas flux measurements at well 16/4-2 
c derived from bubble size, due to  lack of direct funnel  measurements
d based on a spatial variability of 27.1%
e measured at high tide
f measured at low tide
g measured 2 h after low tide

6.4.3. SEABED METHANE EMISSIONS
Results of the funnel-derived gas flow measurements at individual bubble streams of well 16/4-2 and well 
15/9-13 are shown in Table 6.3. At well 16/7-2 the gas flow was derived from bubble size measurements 
(see section 6.5.4, and Tab. 6.3). To allow comparison of the gas emissions, measured at different locations 
(i.e. 58.373° N and 1.932° E; 58.473° N and 2.033° E; and 58.596° N and 2.028° E, see Tab. 6.1) and at 
variable water-depths (i.e. 81, 83, and 93 m at well 15/9-13, 16/7-2, and 16/4-2, respectively), in-situ gas 
flows measured at 7.8 °C and 5.1 °C were expressed in standard conditions, referred as STP (p = 1 bar; T = 
298.15 K). The standard gas flows, Q, ranged from 0.9 to 1.8 L min-1 (STP) with an average gas flow of 1.4 
(±0.4) L min-1 (STP) at the sampled bubble streams (Tab. 6.3). This corresponds to a relative variability of 
27%, which was (due to lack of information) also assumed to be equivalent to the spatial variability at a single 
well. Thus, based on the average Q and the number of individual bubble streams at the wells, the total seabed 
methane gas flow was estimated to range between 2.8 L min-1 and 55 L min-1 (STP), corresponding to an 
annual methane release of 1.0-19 t yr -1 well-1 assuming no larger variability over prolonged times. Estimates 
of the methane release were highly variable and were controlled clearly by the number of seep spots per well. 
Based on the relative variability of 27%, the total annual methane release of all three wells was estimated to 
be 24 (±6) tons.

Uncertainties in the estimation of the seabed methane flow arise from five different factors: (1) uncertainty in 
estimating the total number of vents, (2) error in funnel-based flow measurements (<2.5 %), (3) uncertainty 
due to variability in methane emission rates at individual gas streams (27%), (4) unknown temporal variability 
of the gas flux on time scales larger than hours, and (5) uncertainty based on the initial assumption that ex-
pelled gas consists only of methane. The latter may result in an overestimation of seabed methane emissions, 
because measured compositional CH4 data were lower (85-89 Vol.%). Nevertheless, we propose that it is ac-
ceptable to assume that seep gases consist only of methane, because N2 and O2 uptake as well as methane dis-
solution during the time for filling-up the funnel (i.e. 10 minutes) likely reduced the methane content in our 
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gas samples. The uncertainty in the quantified number of vents is expected to be small because the counting 
of individual seep spots in the video material was repeated several times. However, single vents, particularly 
at well 16/7-2, where gas bubbling was most active, could have been missed due to the low contrast and 
resolution of the videos, or simply because vents were outside the area covered during the ROV dives. 

5.4.4. BUBBLE SIZE MEASUREMENTS
Bubble sizes measured from video ranged from 3.2 to 16 mm in diameter (Fig. 5.4). Except for the measu-
rements at well 16/7-2, where bubbles were observed to escape from below a carbonate rock, bubbles were 
emitted from sandy sediments with an average release frequency of 27 Hz. At well 16/7-2, larger bubbles 
were expelled into the water column because gas accumulated below a carbonate rock, thus forming signifi-
cantly larger bubbles of 7.2 -16 mm in diameter compared to those directly released from the sandy sediments 
into the water column, i.e. 3.2- 7.4 mm in diameter. 

According to the rather low gas flow, bubble emissions were classified as minor bubble plumes, typically show-
ing narrow size distributions with peaks for radii of 2.4 and 2.7 mm at wells 15/9-13 and 16/4-2, respec-
tively. These can be described by a simple Gaussian function, as suggested by Leifer and Culling (2010) (Fig. 
5.4). The combined bubble size distribution, ψ, was determined from 274 size measurements, combining 
bubble size measurements at well 16/4-2 and well 15/9-13 (Fig. 5.4d). Bubble measurements at well 16/7-2 
were excluded for the determination of the combined size spectrum because bubble sizes were strongly affec-
ted by gas accumulating below a carbonate rock. Given that gas flow at individual seeps is low and assuming 
that initial bubble formation is controlled by the mechanical properties of the surface sediments (Dewar et al., 
2013), ψ is proposed to be representative for bubbles released from the fine to medium-grained clayey sand 
found at the investigated wells.
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Fig. 6.4: Measured bubble release frequency (F) versus bubble radius (r), and Gaussian fits for the bubble size distribu-
tion of single streams at the investigated wells (a-c). d) Combined bubble size distribution based on measurements at 
wells 15/9-13 and 16/4-2. Gaussian functions were fitted to the data using the non-linear least-squares fitting algo-
rithm “NonlinearModelFit” of Mathematica. The variance, s2, of the fits is 0.53, 0.002, 0.31, and 0.18 for the bubble 
size distributions at wells 16/4-2, 16/7-2, 15/9-13, and the combined spectrum, respectively.

The averaged uncertainty in optical size measurements arising from the 2-D projection of a 3-D oscillating 
volume was estimated to be 12.4%, based on multiple measurements of the same bubbles in subsequent video 
frames. The error significantly increased with an increasing amount of large bubbles, which is in agreement 
with enhanced shape oscillations (wobbling) as bubbles become larger. Furthermore, bubble size measure-
ments at wells 15/9-13 and 16/4-2 both resulted in an in-situ gas flow of 0.10 L min-1, which differed from 
funnel-derived gas flows of 0.09 and 0.17 L min-1, respectively. Thus, bubble sizes were corrected by 1 – 14% 
to match direct gas flow measurements, indicating that small bubbles might have been missed, and/or that 
the scale was in front of the measured bubbles, both of which resulting in an under-estimation of bubble size-
derived gas emissions. At well 16/7-2 video-data of funnel-derived gas flow measurements were not available. 
However, due to the lower release frequency, the tracking of bubbles in following frames was easier, and 
allowed measuring each bubble several times, which reduced the error in the bubble size-derived gas flow at 
this particular well.
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6.4.5. CONTRIBUTION TO ATMOSPHERIC METHANE
The bubble-driven methane transport to the sea-surface strongly depends on the initial bubble size and the 
leakage depth.  Numerical simulations show that the largest bubble of the size spectrum (req = 3.7 mm) 
that is released from the shallowest well (i.e. well 15/9-13 at 81 mbsl) has the highest methane transport 
efficiency, nonetheless losing about 93% of its initial methane content on its way from the seafloor towards 
the sea-surface. Hence, the majority of the methane leaking from the seabed will dissolve in seawater before 
bubbles reach the atmosphere. Based on the determined bubble size distribution ψ, which was found to be 
characteristic for the investigated abandoned wells, we calculated the direct seabed methane contribution to 
the atmosphere for each investigated well using equation 6.5. Any additional contributions to (or from) the 
atmosphere arising from the diffusive air-sea gas exchange have not been quantified in this study.  

Our results show that the transport efficiency, Ω(ψ), decreases with increasing water depth, but is always 
below 2 % (Tab. 6.3): i.e. 1.5 %, 1.3%, and 0.4% for the water depths of 81, 83, and 93 m of the respective 
three abandoned wells. Assuming that the observed seepage activity and the bubble size distribution are re-
presentative, this corresponds to an atmospheric methane emission of 15, 250, and 16 kg yr -1, at wells 15/9-
13, 16/7-2 and 16/4-2, respectively. Hence, at all three wells, combined bubbles were estimated to transport 
around 280 kg of seabed methane to the atmosphere each year, most of it being emitted at well 16/7-2.  

Uncertainties in atmospheric emission estimates arise from two different factors: (1) spatial and temporal va-
riability in seabed emissions, and (2) seasonal changes of sea water conditions. Based on CTD casts obtained 
in March 2013, the latter was found to be negligible for the investigated wells, enhancing the CH4 transport 
efficiency of bubbles by less than 0.2% in winter, as determined by numerical modeling. Based on the relati-
ve spatial variability of seep emissions of 27%, the respective uncertainty in the total atmospheric methane 
release was estimated to be 280 (±76) kg yr -1. Some uncertainties due to the unknown temporal variability 
of leakage rates on time scales longer than hours and related changes of the bubble-chain dynamics remain. 
However, enhanced bubble rise velocities have not been observed at the investigated seeps, neither at low 
nor at high tide, suggesting that the atmospheric gas transport from the three wells is probably not affected 
by upwelling. 

6.5. DISCUSSION
6.5.1. GAS ORIGIN
The methane leaking at the investigated abandoned wells is clearly of biogenic origin, as indicated by a δ13C 
of CH4 lighter than -70‰ VPDB and a C1/C2+ ratio larger than 1000 (Fig. 6.3a). Hence, the source depth 
is shallower than 2 km, considering a regional geothermal gradient of ~30°C km-1 and an upper temperature 
limit of microbial methanogenesis of 55-60°C (Rice, 1992). This interpretation is corroborated by literature 
values of the gases in the deep hydrocarbon reservoirs in the area showing significantly lower C1/C2+ ratios 
of 2.9 - 5.3 and heavier stable isotopic values, i.e. δ13CCH4= -39 to -44‰ VPDB, clearly identifying their ther-
mogenic origin (James, 1990) (Fig. 6.3a).

 The slightly larger variation in the δ13C signature of the dissolved methane in the surface sediments at wells 
15/9-13 and 16/7-2 suggests two different carbon pools of the seeping methane. While the δ13CCH4 values 
measured at well 15/9-13 (δ13CCH4 ≈ -90 ‰ VPDB) are produced by microbial CO2 reduction related to a 
marine carbon pool, less negative values at well 16/7-2 (i.e. δ13CCH4> -67‰ VPDB) point towards microbi-
al fermentation of methylated substrates of a fresh-water carbon pool (Fig. 6.3b). The latter may originate 
from fluvial or glacial sediment deposits, both common in the North Sea. The corresponding δ13CDIC of -15.6 
‰ VPDB and a slightly increased TA value of 3.8 meq L-1 at well 16/7-2 and even more so the δ13CDIC of 
-36.07‰ VPDB and the elevated TA value of 11.7 meq L-1 at well 15/9-13, both indicate that methane is 
oxidized by anaerobic microbial consortia in the ambient surface sediments (Fig. 6.3b, c). 
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In order to further constrain the origin of the leaking gas, we correlate the well paths of the three boreholes 
with geological information described in Well-Reports (Horvig, 1982; Statoil et al., 1982; Hydro, 1990) and 
with the locations of gas pockets in the subsurface sediment. The latter have been mapped as high-amplitude 
anomalies in the seismic data (Fig. 6.5; Karstens and Berndt, 2015).

The well-paths of 15/9-13 and 16/7-2 both penetrate sand-dominated layers with a high density of seismic 
bright spots, indicating a focused gas distribution forming distinct gas pockets in ~600 and ~750 mbsf (Fig. 
6.5a, b). The seismic indications of free gas are in good agreement with observations in the well completion 
report of well 16/7-2 (Horvig, 1982). In particular, Lower Pliocene sediments at a depth of 750 m were de-
scribed to contain thin gas-bearing sand stringers. However, evidence for gas was found also in shallower sedi-
ment depths, such as 715 mbsf, 687 mbsf, 539 mbsf, and 242 mbsf (Horvig, 1982). Thus, leaking gases might 
originate from different shallow source areas, with a biogenic signature in common. For well 16/4-2, the 
seismic data do not reveal prominent bright spots in the direct vicinity of the well-path, but the near-surface 
sediments (Fig. 6.5c, 0.1 – 0.4 s two-way-travel time TWT) show seismic turbidity, which might indicate an 
unfocussed distribution of gas (Judd and Hovland, 1992). Hence, the presence of free gas in the pore space is 
less constrained by the seismic data at well 16/4-2 than at 15/9-13 and 16/7-2. Well 16/4-2 further penet-
rates a topographic high at the Top Pliocene (Fig 6.5c; 0.5 s TWT), which may facilitate buoyancy-controlled 
gas migration towards the well. 

6.5.2. THE NATURE OF GAS MIGRATION ALONG AN ABANDONED WELL
In the absence of high overpressures, gas migration along an abandoned well can be best described by buoy-
ancy-driven capillary invasion of well-induced pathways where the gas has to exceed the capillary pressure to 
enter an initially water-saturated conduit (Clayton et al., 1994: Gurevich et al., 1993). The capillary resistance 
that needs to be overcome generally decreases with increasing pore-space (sediments) or width (fracture), ma-
king a water-saturated clay totally impermeable for non-overpressured gas (i.e. due to the very large capillary 
pressure of ~300 kPa¸ Wheeler et al., 1990; Judd and Hovland, 2007), unless there are pre-existing cracks 
and fractures. 

Thus, leakage problems often are compounded by geotechnical fracturing of sediment around the wellbore 
and by insufficient filling of these fractures with cement, resulting in a fracture system along the well (Gure-
vich et al., 1993). The upward migration of gas can occur along any of several pathways associated with the 
abandoned well: a) between casing and cement; b) between cement plug and casing; c) through the cement 
pore space as a result of cement degradation; d) through the casing as a result of corrosion; e) through fractu-
res in the cement; and f) between cement and sediment (Gasda et al., 2004). Because all investigated wells 
have plugs and casing, each of these possible migration conduits is conceivable and would be associated to 
enhanced effective permeability providing the key to the initiation of gas migration, drawing gas from the sur-
rounding sediment because of lower capillary pressure in the fracture (Bethke et al., 1991; Judd and Hovland, 
2007). Nordland Group sediments from ~300 mbsf down to the Utsira Formation primarily consist of clay as 
indicated by high gamma ray values in the well-logs (Fig. 6.2). Therefore, they provide an efficient barrier for 
capillary gas invasion holding gas at a higher pressure than sand. Hence, strata-crossing upward migration of 
gas should only be possible along secondary, either natural or well-induced, pathways.
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Fig. 6.5: (Top panel) Seismic profiles indicating shallow gas pockets in the subsurface and the well paths of the 3 
abandoned wells (orange line). At well 16/7-2 the outline of the seismic chimney and chaotic reflections is depicted. 
(Bottom pane) Areal distribution of shallow gas pockets (green= Pleistocene, blue = Top Pliocene, and red= Lower 
Pliocene) above the deep hydrocarbon reservoirs (orange stars: seafloor location of the abandoned wells).

6.5.3. GEOLOGICAL CONTROL OF LEAKAGE
Leaky Leaky wells showed continuous gas bubble release into the water-column. However, total seabed 
emissions at the wells were highly variable (ranging from 1 to 19 t yr -1 of CH4), being ultimately controlled 
by differences in the number of bubble streams per well (2, 8, and 39). In order to understand the mecha-
nisms that might control leakage activity at abandoned wells, we correlate the bubble emissions of the three 
boreholes with properties of the subsurface sediments. The most remarkable observation is the presence of a 
seismic chimney at well 16/7-2 (Fig. 6.5b), indicated by disturbed and chaotic reflections in Upper Cenozoic 
sequences, coinciding with the highest leakage activity being observed here. The chimney apparently provides 
additional pathways and appears to facilitate gas migration towards the seabed. However, it is not obvious 
from our data if and to what extent the migrating gas appears to separate from the borehole fracture and uses 
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pre-existing conduits created by the chimney sometime in the geological past. Seismic modelling and S-wave 
experiments conducted on chimneys above the Tommeliten reservoirs proved that seismic chimneys repre-
sent gas-filled fracture networks within impermeable bedrock (Granli et al., 1999; Arntsen et al., 2007; Løseth 
et al., 2009). Hence, the chimney at well 16/7-2 also might represent a potential source and pathway for 
leaking gas. The seismic feature is also in good agreement with the evidence of carbonates found at the seaf-
loor that may indicate a longer history of gas seepage in the area of the seismic chimney. However, with the 
current carbonate isotopic data it is not possible to constrain the seepage history for well 16/7-2 any further.

Considering permanent well plugging and abandonment procedures, final (upper) gas migration and bubble 
formation are controlled by surface sediments unless there are very high gas flows affecting bubble sizes (De-
war et al., 2013). The required sediment depth for cutting of the wellhead and the following casings typically 
is at least 5 mbsf to minimize the risk of parts of the well protruding the seabed (NORSOK D010, 2004). A 
comparison of the three wells with natural seepage systems shows that the initial bubble size distribution at 
leaky wells is in good agreement to bubble diameters found at Tommeliten (Schneider von Deimling et al., 
2011) and the Scanner Pockmark field (Judd and Hovland, 2007) (Tab. 6.4). Thus, the bubble formation 
mechanisms are supposed to be quite similar, regardless if seepage is of anthropogenic or natural origin. 
Analogous to natural seep sites, local changes in lithology (i.e. clays), and biogeochemical boundaries (i.e. 
carbonate cementation) might cause lateral diversion or re-trapping of migrating gas bubbles along surfaces 
in the sedimentary overburden (Judd and Hovland, 2007). Clay inter-beddings in retrieved push cores are 
in good agreement with reduced leakage activity. With increasing amounts of clay in the upper sediment, 
vertical movement of the gas likely is restricted and lateral movement encouraged, thus favoring diversion of 
seepage paths, as indicated by the presence of large bacterial mats at well 15/9-13 and 16/4-2. By contrast, 
the relatively coarse sediments at well 16/7-2 facilitate gas migration to the sediment-surface, due to higher 
permeability (Judd and Hovland, 2007). 

Unfortunately, we were unable to measure any longer temporal variability of seabed gas emissions. Hence, we 
are unable to report on the dependency of tidal pressure fluctuations or release and re-filling of near-surface 
gas pockets, which are commonly believed to control the rate of bubble emissions at the seabed (e.g., Leifer 
and Wilson, 2007; Linke et al., 1994; Tryon et al., 1999; Wiggins et al., this issue).

We conclude that intense gas leakage at well 16/7-2 is related to relatively coarse surface sediments and a 
gas chimney in the subsurface, which provides additional pathways for gas migration. Thus, sediment proper-
ties appear to control bubble emissions at leaky wells, as previously observed at natural seep sites (Judd and 
Hovland, 2007). Nevertheless, we cannot exclude further mechanisms that may drive gas migration in the 
subsurface and leakage activity at the seafloor, such as overpressure in the shallow gas reservoir or fluctuations 
and differences in gas supply.
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Tab. 6.4: Comparison of natural and anthropogenic gas emissions in the North Sea 

Location Nr. of vents Bubble radius 
(mm)

Area (m2) Q per vent 
(kg/a)

Q per area (t/
yr)

Reference

Scanner 
Pockmark

3 2.5 - 36 - Hovland et 
al., 2012; 
Judd and 
Hovland, 
2007; Hov-
land, 1985, 
Clayton and 
Dando, 1996

UK Block 
15/25

- - 22,825 6.8 Judd, 2004; 
Clayton and 
Dando, 1996

Anvil Point, 
Dorset UK

- - - - 68 Judd, 2004; 
Hinchclif-
fe,1978

Torre Bay, 
Firth of 
Forth, Scotl.

- - 2400 1.25-1.8 Judd et al., 
2002

Tommeliten 550 2.2 - 37.1 26 Schneider 
von Deimling 
et al., 2011

Gullfaks-
Heincke 
seeps

1-2 every 5 
m2

- 1000 - Wegener et 
al., 2008, 
Hovland et 
al., 2012

Blowout well 
22/4b

176 360 32x103 Leifer et al., 
this issue

3 abandoned 
wells

49 2.55* 10 470 23.3 This study

* based on the peak radius of the global size distribution determined in this study

6.5.4. METHANE EMISSIONS IN A NORTH SEA CONTEXT
In order to place the methane release from the three investigated wells in context to other North Sea methane 
emissions, we compare them with natural seabed methane fluxes. Although many natural seep locations are 
known, only few North Sea methane flux calculations have been reported in the literature so far: Tommeliten 
(Schneider von Deimling et al., 2011), the Scanner Pockmark field within UK Block 15/25 (Hovland, 1985; 
Judd and Hovland, 2007; Clayton and Dando, 1996; Hovland et al., 2012), Anvil Point (UK, Judd, 2004; 
Hinchcliffe, 1978), Torre Bay (Scotland, Judd et al., 2002) and the Gullfaks seeps (Hovland, 2007; Wegener et 
al., 2008). All of them occur as long-lasting-macro-seep systems, associated with continuous gentle methane 
venting in the central and northern North Sea (Hovland et al., 2012). Due to their large seepage area, these 
sites are supposed to contribute considerable amounts of methane to North Sea bottom waters (Bange, 2006) 
(Tab. 6.4). Annual methane emissions vary between 1.25, 26 and 68 t at Torre Bay, Tommeliten, and Anvil 
Point, respectively, demonstrating the high spatial variability of natural seep sites, apparently in response to 
variations in the geological setting (Judd and Hovland, 2007). Active venting has been reported at Tommeli-
ten, where around 550 bubble streams emanate at the seafloor (Schneider von Deimling et al., 2011). Despite 
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the much smaller source area and smaller number of vents at the three leaky abandoned wells, their emission 
rates were estimated to be similar to Tommeliten, due to a source strength exceeding that at Tommeliten by 
one order of magnitude, i.e. the bubble release rate at individual vents was 27 Hz at each abandoned well and 
7 Hz at Tommeliten (Schneider von Deimling et al., 2011).  Together with a slightly larger bubble peak radius 
(i.e. 0.4 mm larger), the three abandoned wells are estimated to emit a comparable seabed flow of ~24 t CH4 
yr -1, mainly driven by the large seabed emissions from well 16/7-2. 

Compared to the overpressure-driven gas blowout at well 22/4b, which is shown to be a significant source 
for methane into the seawater (Leifer, this issue) and the atmosphere (Judd, this issue, Rehder et al., 1998), 
the leakage from the three abandoned wells indicates an additional and potentially significant anthropogenic 
methane source in the North Sea. Considering the extensive drilling activity over the past 40 years and gi-
ven that overall emissions from only three abandoned wells appear to be comparable to natural emissions at 
Tommeliten, leaky abandoned wells, depending on the overall number and the magnitude of their emissions, 
should provide a significant input to the North Sea methane budget. 

6.5.5. METHANE CONTRIBUTION TO THE ATMOSPHERE
To assess the direct release of seabed methane to the atmosphere, we simulated the bubble-driven methane 
transport towards the sea-surface with a numerical bubble dissolution model. The vertical transport efficiency 
of bubbles strongly depends on initial/seabed parameters, in particular bubble size and water depth. Hence, 
the bubble size distribution and the leakage depth are crucial initial parameters to simulate the fate of metha-
ne bubbles. Based on the combined bubble size distribution of wells 15/9-13 and 16/4-2, the model results 
suggest that the three investigated wells contribute less than 2 % of seabed methane directly to the atmos-
phere (Tab. 6.3). The transport efficiency thus slightly exceeds that of bubbles released at the blowout well 
22/4b (i.e. ~1 %; Leifer et al., this issue) where plume-induced turbulences likely enhance the mass transfer 
at the bubble-water-interface compensating high rise velocities. In the absence of any plume-induced advec-
tion, the critical parameter is the release frequency of large bubbles, which manage to reach the sea surface 
and still contain methane. At the investigated wells, the major volume fraction (60%) consists of bubbles with 
radii smaller than 2.7 mm, transporting less than 1% of seabed methane to the sea surface. Bubbles with radii 
smaller than 2 mm completely lose their methane by the time they have reached the sea surface. 

We conclude that the three wells represent no significant source for direct methane emissions by bubble trans-
port to the atmosphere. However, methane bubble dissolution in the water-column, particularly in the surface 
mixed layer, could contribute additional methane to the atmosphere via diffusive gas exchange (Wanninkhof, 
1992). The seasonal deepening and breakdown of the thermocline during fall to spring (Nauw et al., this is-
sue; Sommer et al., this issue) and even more so, frequent fall and winter storms (Shakhova et al., 2013) will 
aid the ventilation of the water column and hence, diffusive outgassing of methane to the atmosphere may 
slightly enhance emission rates.

Possible leaky wells at shallower depths will be more important for direct atmospheric fluxes, underscoring 
the importance for leaky well surveys in shallower depths. Although our results indicate the potential for a 
significant impact of these leaking abandoned wells on the regional CH4 budget of the North Sea, more data 
on the number of leaking wells, bubble size spectra and longer time-series of leakage rates will be necessary 
to constrain their actual role.
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6.6. CONCLUSIONS
A well, analogous to a fracture, provides the key for the initiation of vertical gas migration in the subsurface. 
Boreholes surrounded by mechanically disturbed and fractured sediments with enhanced permeability, may 
guide gas directly to the wellhead, and serve to focus gas migration into a single pathway. To what extent and 
when gas migration pathways tend to separate from the borehole cannot be clarified in this study, although 
it seems that sediments which provide additional conduits for migrating gases, such as gas chimneys, tend to 
facilitate gas migration and increase seepage activity at the seafloor. The generally light isotopic signature of 
methane and the minor constituents of higher hydrocarbons in seep gases point towards a microbial origin. 
Shallow gas pockets overlying the deep hydrocarbon reservoirs are likely sources for the gas emanating at the 
wells, which is supported by bright spots and zones with chaotic signatures in the seismic data. Comparing 
properties that are equivalent to natural seep sites, such as bubble size, release frequency, and sediment cha-
racteristics, we conclude that geology provides the ultimate control for bubble venting at the seafloor, for both 
anthropogenic and natural seeps. Our first measurements of methane gas fluxes at abandoned wells indicate 
that numerous leaky wells may contribute significantly to the North Sea methane budget because estimated 
annual emissions at the studied wells (~24 t CH4 yr -1) are comparable to those at major natural seepage sites 
such as Tommeliten. Direct bubble-driven methane fluxes to the atmosphere remain small at the studied wells 
since more than 98% of the gas released at the seabed is dissolved in the 81 to 93 m deep water column before 
reaching the atmosphere. However, the diffusive sea/air gas exchange may provide an additional pathway 
of methane release to the atmosphere at these sites. Long-term monitoring campaigns are needed to better 
constrain the total (annual) methane release into the atmosphere derived from abandoned offshore wells.
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7.1. INTRODUCTORY PARAGRAPH
Gas leakage induced by industrial hydrocarbon activities is a concern because the primary fugitive compo-
nent of petroleum and natural gas is methane (CH4), which has a significant global warming potential (Ciais 
et al., 2013). However, regular testing and monitoring of wells is only mandatory throughout the active life 
time of the well and is targeted on the leakage of thermogenic gas and formation fluids from the unlocked 
hydrocarbon reservoir (Davies et al, 2014; NORSOK, 2004). Here, we present a unique geochemical- and 
seismic data set of methane leaking abandoned wells in the Central North Sea (CNS) showing that hydro-
carbon wells constitute important conduits for the release of biogenic methane sourced from shallow gas 
accumulations in the overburden of deep reservoirs. The 3D seismic data reveals that about one third of 
the wells in the study area of the CNS have been drilled through shallow gas (i.e. in the upper 1,000 m 
of sediment) and may thus leak CH4. Extrapolating our findings (i.e. the leakage potential and measured 
leakage rates) on a North Sea scale, we hypothesize that the existing large well inventory could release 19 
(±10) kt CH4 yr -1 into the North Sea, significantly contributing to the North Sea CH4 budget. Some of this 
gas, i.e. ~8 kt, may reach the atmosphere via direct bubble transport (2 kt) and diffusive outgassing of CH4 
dissolving in the surface mixed layer (6 kt), as indicated by numerical modeling. These unexpected findings 
clearly advance our understanding of greenhouse gas emissions from the petroleum industry that might 
alter regional CH4 budgets in hydrocarbon provinces all over the world. It indicates that the conventional 
approach of well integrity studies to focus on the gas flow from deep-seated hydrocarbon reservoirs through 
leaky wells is not sufficient.

7.2. LETTER
There is increasing evidence that boreholes provide a focused pathway for shallow gas to migrate from the 
geosphere to the hydrosphere, and atmosphere (Gasda et al., 2004; Darrah et al., 2014; Nordbotten et al., 
2005, Watson and Bachu, 2009). The initiation of shallow gas migration along the borehole is associated to 
the enhanced effective permeability resulting from the hydraulic fracturing or mechanical disturbance of the 
sediment during drilling operations and by insufficient filling of these fractures with cement (Watson and 
Bachu, 2009; Gurevich et al., 1993). This draws gas from the surrounding sediment because of the lower 
capillary pressure in the disturbed sediments (Behtke et al., 1991; Judd and Hovland, 2007). Although gene-
rally considered as an important pathway in the CCS (Carbon Capture and Storage) community (Gasda et 
al., 2004; Nordbotten et al., 2005; Phelps et al., 2014), leakage of shallow gas along the outside of the well 
is still unrecognized in the petroleum industry where well integrity surveys focus exclusively on the leakage 
of deep, thermogenic gas caused by the failure of the well material itself (Davies et al., 2014; Vignes et al., 
2006; Vignes, 2011), i.e. casing, plug, or cement. On the Norwegian Continental Shelf 18% of the active 
wells (Vignes at al., 2006) and 38% of the temporarily abandoned wells (Vignes, 2011) have this type of 
well integrity issues. Therefore, human-induced subsea-leakages of shallow gas and their potential impact on 
regional oceanic- and atmospheric greenhouse gas budgets have so far been ignored.

In the North Sea, Pleistocene and Pliocene organic-rich sediments are the most prominent biogenic gas 
bearing stratigraphic units (Judd et al., 1997), which are widespread in ~300-750 m sediment depths and 
correlate to the distribution of boreholes that have been drilled in the North Sea  (Judd et al., 1997; Schroot 
et al., 2005; DANS, V.09; Trape et al., 2014). Here, we identify these units as a potential source for biogenic 
CH4 emitted from three investigated leaky abandoned wells in the Norwegian Sector of the CNS. These 
wells release similar CH4 emissions to the water column as a major natural seepage site in that area (Schnei-
der von Deimling et al., 2009; Tab. 7.1; Fig. 7.1). The generally light isotopic signature of CH4 (δ13CCH4< 
-70‰) and the minor contents of higher hydrocarbons (ΣC1/C2+ > 1000 ppmV) in the seep gases clearly 
point towards a microbial origin in the shallow subsurface overlying the deep hydrocarbon reservoirs (Tab. 
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7.1; Fig. A.4.2). The shallow origin of the gas is supported by bright spots (e.g. reverse polarity high ampli-
tude anomalies) and zones of chaotic signatures in the seismic data surrounding the well paths of the three 
wells (Fig. 1b).

Tab. 7.1: Summary of data obtained at three leaking abandoned wells in the Central North Sea. Stable carbon iso-
tope (δ13CCH4) and hydrocarbon composition (ΣC1/C2+ ) in the free gas, methane oxidation rates (MOx) and peak 
concentrations of dissolved methane (CH4max) in the bottom water, and results of video-derived analysis of active 
gas bubble venting, i.e. the peak radius of the bubble size distribution (peak re), the number of seep spots per well 
(seeps), and the per-well leakage rate from the seabed (QSF).

Well ID δ13CCH4 ΣC1/C2+ MOx CH4max Peak re Seeps QSF
c

‰  VPDB ‰  VPDB ppmV nM day-1 nM mm t CH4 yr -1

15/9-13 -75.9 11,131.5 0a 1,014a 2.4 2 1
16/4-2 -71.2 7,254.5 n.d. n.d. 2.7 8 3.8
16/7-2 -73.1 2,320.0 0.19-1.4b 10,579-

17,294b
5.7* 39 19

Error (1σ)
      
* Larger bubbles were only expelled into the water-column where gas accumulated below a carbonate rock 
(i.e. well 16/7-2), thus forming significantly larger bubble diameters compared to those directly released 
from the sandy sediments
a Data from CE12010 1 ROV1 and  CTD7 
b Data from CE12010 20 ROV6
c based on an average gas flow of 1.4 l min-1 seep-1at STP
n.d.: not determined

We further hypothesize that leakage from existing North Sea wells is likely to constitute an important part 
of the respective regional CH4 budget due to the large well inventory (i.e. ~11,122 wells excluding sidetra-
cked and multilateral wells) and the ubiquitous gas accumulations in the shallow subsurface (Fig. 7.1; Judd 
et al., 1997; Schroot et al., 2005; DANS, V.09; Trape et al., 2014). In the following, we will thus, assess 
methane leakage from North Sea wells and estimate their emissions into the atmosphere. To examine the 
probability of wells to leak, we mapped indications for shallow gas accumulation (e.g. reverse polarity high 
amplitude anomalies) in an industrial 3D seismic dataset covering 2,000 km² of the Norwegian CNS and 
compared them with the well paths of 55 boreholes (Fig. 7.1). This comparison revealed that about one 
third of the investigated wells were drilled through shallow gas and are thus supposed to leak CH4 (Fig. 
7.1). Measurements of per-well leakage rates were highly variable between the three investigated wells 
(ranging between 1-19 CH4 yr -1). The highest emissions were measured at site 16/7-2 where the well was 
drilled through a seismic chimney (Fig. 7.1b). Furthermore, uncertainty in our estimates is related to the 
temporal variability of per-well leakage rates. To address these uncertainties in the flux assignment we distin-
guish between a conservative- (2.4 ± 1.4 t CH4 yr -1 well-1) and a maximum (7.8 ± 7.7 t CH4 yr -1 well-1) 
leakage estimate taking the average of available flow data, either excluding or including the high emissions 
from well 16/7-2, respectively.

Extrapolating our results on a North Sea scale, we estimate that leaky wells may release around 19 (±10) 
thousand tons of CH4 from the North Sea seafloor each year, assuming a probability to leak for 33% of the 
11,122 North Sea wells with an average per-well leakage rate of 2.4 and 7.8 kt CH4 yr -1 for the conserva-
tive- and maximum estimate, respectively. In comparison to other major North Sea CH4 sources, i.e. rivers 
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(0.5 kt yr -1; Uppstill-Goddard et al., 2000; Grunwald et al., 2009; Scranton et al., 1991; Rehder et al., 
1998), the Wadden Sea area (1.6 ± 0.5 kt yr -1; Grunwald et al., 2009) , and known natural seep sites (0.2 
kt yr -1; Judd and Hovland, 2007; Schneider von Deimling et al., 2011; Hovland and Summerville, 1985; 
Clayton and Dando, 1996;  Judd, 2004;  Judd et al., 2002; Hinchcliffe, 1978) , leaky wells may constitute a 
significant proportion of the total methane budget of the North Sea (Fig. 7.2 and Fig. 7.3). It should, howe-
ver, be noted that numerous additional gas seeps have been observed at the North Sea seabed. Their abun-
dance and the CCH4 emission through these natural seabed features have not been determined but may be 
comparable to those of leaky wells (Judd et al., 1997). Despite the poor characterization of North Sea CH4 
sources, the patchiness and high spatial variability of methane super-saturations with respect to atmospheric 
partial pressure in the surface mixed layer (SML) of the open North Sea, i.e. 103 - 50,000% (Rehder et al., 
1998; Bange et al., 1994)  indicate that point sources at the seabed (wells and natural seeps) dominate the 
regional CH4 budget. 

Fig. 7.1:  Distribution of wells and shallow gas in the North Sea. a) Areal distribution of shallow gas pockets that 
have been mapped by high amplitude anomalies in an industrial 3D seismic data set (ST98M3, Statoil ASA) and the 
seafloor location of wells in the Norwegian CNS. The seismic correlation of 55 well paths revealed that one third of 
the wells were drilled through shallow gas accumulations in Miocene/Pliocene (green), Lower Pliocene (red), Top 
Pliocene (blue), and Pleistocene (orange) stratigraphic units. Upper left corner: Bathymetric map of the North Sea 
showing the location of the study area (white rectangle) and the distribution of wells (black dots). b) Seismic profiles 
indicating shallow gas pockets in the subsurface around the well paths of three investigated leaky abandoned wells 
(orange line). At well 16/7-2 the outline of a seismic chimney and chaotic reflections are depicted (dashed white 
line).
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Fig. 7.2: Sketch of the CH4 cycle and budget of the North Sea. CH4 sources and sinks are depicted as bold black 
arrows and expressed in kilo tones (kt) of CH4 per year. Atmospheric methane emissions comprise direct emissions 
from leaky wells via bubble transport (DBT), predominantly in the shallower coastal and southern regions, and the 
diffusive outgassing of methane from the surface mixed layer (SML). The curved black arrow illustrates the mixing of 
dissolved methane from the deep layer (11 ± 6 kt CH4 yr -1) to the SML by the seasonal deepening and breakdown of 
the thermocline (dashed line). Leaky hydrocarbon wells (orange line) may constitute up-to 50% of the total diffusive 
emissions, comprising the release of shallow buried gas (gray ellipse) investigated in this study and from the single 
blowout well 22/4b. Note, the imbalance of the North Sea methane budget suggests that an additional input of 
methane (i.e. ~19 ± 11 kt yr -1) is required, either by natural or anthropogenic sources. 

To examine the extent to which CH4 emissions from leaky wells may contribute to the high diffusive flux 
of methane from the North Sea to the atmosphere, i.e. 10-50 kt yr -1  (Rehder et al., 1998; Bange et al., 
1994; Fig. 7.2), we extrapolate results of a numerical bubble dissolution model on a North Sea scale. The 
model calculates each of the three key fates of leaky CH4: 1) dissolution in the deep stratified layer (i.e. 
> 50 m below seafloor (mbsl; Thomas et al., 2005), 2) dissolution in the surface mixed layer (SML, <50 
mbsl; Thomas et al., 2005) probably outgassing to the atmosphere, and 3) direct bubble transport to the 
atmosphere. According to the numerical model, leakage depths and initial bubble sizes play a critical role 
in transporting CH4 from the seafloor to the atmosphere, significantly influencing the magnitude of diffu-
sive- and direct atmospheric CH4 emissions. Bubble sizes measured at wells (peak radius=2.7 mm, Fig. 
A.4.3) were predominantly controlled by the mechanical properties of the surface sediments (Dewar et al., 
2013) (i.e. fine- to medium grained clayey sand) and comparable to those at natural seep sites (i.e. re=2.2 
at Tommeliten; Schneider von Deimling et al., 2011) and re=2.5 mm at the Scanner Pockmark field (Judd 
and Hovland, 2007), suggesting that bubble formation processes are similar in wide areas of the North Sea. 
Extrapolating numerical results on a North Sea scale, we estimate that leaky wells could emit a non-negligi-
ble 8 (±4) thousand tons of CH4 into the atmosphere each year, assuming no variation of initial bubble sizes 
over the extended area of the North Sea. This is a significant proportion (~24-40%) of the total diffusive CH4 
flux from the North Sea into the atmosphere (30 ± 20 kt yr -1; Rehder et al., 1998; Bange et al., 1994). It 
is predominantly driven by the diffusive outgassing of CH4 dissolving in the SML (i.e. 6 ± 3 kt), rather than 
by direct bubble transport (i.e. 2 ± 1 kt). The biological sink for CH4 in the water-column is expected to be 
negligible because methane oxidation at the investigated leaky wells was slow (i.e. <1.4 nM day-1, Tab. 7.1) 
compared to the fast ventilation of CH4 in the SML (i.e. days to weeks; Bange et al., 1994) and the turnover 
time of North Sea water masses (0.75 years; Thomas et al., 2005), suggesting that most of the methane in 
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the SML reaches the atmosphere. The large proportion of methane dissolving in the deep layer of the North 
Sea (11 ± 6 kt) supports the lateral methane export into the North Atlantic (7.6 kt; Rehder et al., 1998) and 
contributes to annual diffusive emissions in the North Sea due to the seasonal deepening and breakdown of 
the thermocline (Schneider von Deimling et al., 2011; Rehder et al., 1998; Thomas et al., 2005) and the ef-
ficient ventilation of the entire water column during frequent fall and winter storms (Shakhova et al., 2013). 
Thus, if validated in future studies, anthropogenic CH4 emissions sourced from shallow buried gas may 
constitute a significant part of the regional CH4 budget, which could at least partly explain the high diffusive 
flux of CH4 from the North Sea into the atmosphere (Fig. 7.2) and the patchiness of CH4 super-saturation 
in the surface waters with respect to atmospheric partial pressure (Fig. 7.3). Including other anthropogenic 
CH4 sources, such as a single leaky blowout well in the British Sector of the North Sea (Rehder et al., 1998), 
and the numerous leaky wells with well integrity issues (Vignes et al., 2006; Vignes, 2011) , subsea emissi-
ons from the hydrocarbon industry very likely play an important role for the North Sea CH4 budget.  

 

Fig. 7.3: CH4 emissions from leaky wells into the North Sea and the atmosphere. CH4 emissions were estimated in 
25 km2 cells assuming that 33% of the 11,122 selected wells leak methane at a rate of 5.1 (±2.7) t CH4 yr -1 well-1. 
Emission rates are expressed in tons of methane per year per cell. Total annual seabed emissions of 19 (±10) kt CH4 
are estimated for the North Sea (bottom), only about 8 (±4) kt of CH4 may reach the atmosphere with highest emissi-
ons occurring in the Southern North Sea where the water-depths are shallower (top). (The coordinate system of the 
map refers to WGS84 displayed as Cylindrical Equal Area Projection).
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In our conservative estimate, we assume that the average of the two lower emission rates, which have been 
measured at the three investigated wells in the Norwegian Sector, are representative for all leaky wells and 
that leakage only occurs where the seismic data revealed prominent gas indications in the direct vicinity of 
the well. However, leakage was also found where the presence of free gas was not imaged by seismic data, 
either, because the extent of the gas pocket or the gas saturation, were beyond the resolution of the seismic 
method (Fig. 7.1b, well 16/4-2). The lower emission estimate is thus definitely conservative, because per-
well leakage rates and the number of leaky wells might have been underestimated. More knowledge on the 
abundance of leaky wells, their emission rates, and bubble size spectra, and the dynamics of leakage from 
the shallow gas reservoir is needed in order to better constrain the regional significance of leaky oil and gas 
wells for the oceanic and atmospheric methane budget. 

The demonstration of the large leakage potential, arising from boreholes poking through gas accumulations 
in the shallow subsurface, reveals that the conventional approach to offshore well integrity studies focused 
on the gas flow from deep-seated hydrocarbon reservoirs through leaky wells is not sufficient. It needs to be 
augmented by additional studies targeting the leakage of shallow gas through the sedimentary overburden 
in the direct vicinity of the well disturbed by the drilling operation. CH4 released via this pathway may affect 
the CH4 budget of continental margins and enhance greenhouse gas emissions from the surface ocean into 
the atmosphere.

7.4. METHODS SUMMARY
Data analysis in the Central North Sea (CNS). Three leaky abandoned wells (15/9-13, 16/4-2, and 
16/7-2) in 81-93 m water-depths in the CNS were investigated to characterize the origin of emanating 
seep gases, leakage rates, CH4 oxidation rates in the water-column, and initial gas bubble sizes during 
research cruises on board the research vessels RV Celtic Explorer (CE12010, July-August 2012) and RV 
Alkor (AL412, March 2013). Emanating seep gases were sampled with ROV-operated special gas samplers 
and were analyzed for their chemical and isotopic composition. The stable carbon isotope composition of 
CH4 was measured by using a continuous flow Gas Chromatograph (GC) Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometer 
combination. CH4 and higher alkane concentrations in the free gas samples were determined with a GC 
8000top (CE instruments) equipped with a FID detector and a capillary column (RT-Alumina Bon-KCl, 50 
m, 0.53 mm). To assess methane concentrations and methane oxidation rates in the water column, seawa-
ter samples were collected with ROV- and CTD-operated Niskin bottles. CH4 oxidation rates in the water-co-
lumn were determined from ex-situ incubations with trace amounts of 14C labeled methane (14C-CH4). Gas 
ebullition from the seabed and initial bubble sizes at the seabed were determined from visual measurements 
of ROV-video using the image editing software ImageJ; details and extended data are provided in the Supple-
mentary Methods. An industrial 3D seismic data set (ST98M3, Statoil ASA) covering an area of more than 
2,000 km2 and including 55 wells was analyzed for gas accumulations in the sedimentary strata to identify 
the potential gas source in the subsurface and to examine the probability of wells to leak shallow gas.

Extrapolation of CH4 leakage on a North Sea scale. To assess CH4 ebullition from the North Sea seabed 
and into the atmosphere, we extrapolate leakage data obtained in the CNS and results of a numerical bubble 
dissolution model on a North Sea scale, using ArcGIS 10.1 and publicly available data of the North Sea 
bathymetry (EMODnet) and well inventory sourced from online datasets populated by governmental energy 
departments or regulation agencies in 2012 to 2013. In total, 11,122 operating and non-operating wells 
were selected for analysis excluding sidetracked- and multilateral wells. The North Sea was subdivided into 
equally-sized polygons of 25 km2 area and the seabed methane flow (QSF) was calculated for each of these 
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polygons multiplying the seismically determined leakage potential of wells (i.e. 33%), the number of wells 
that fall inside each polygon, and the per-well leakage rate, i.e. 2.4 and 7.8 t CH4 yr -1 for the conservative 
and maximum flow estimate, respectively. For each polygon, the resultant CH4 flow from the North Sea into 
the atmosphere was then estimated applying a transfer function describing the methane bubble transport 
efficiency to the sea-surface and to the SML of the North Sea as a function of the seabed methane flow and 
water-depth. All determined flow estimates were added to calculate lower- and upper bounds of the total 
CH4 ebullition from the seafloor and into the atmosphere. Full methodology details are in the Supplementa-
ry Methods (Appendix; A.4).
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8.1. SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS
The formation of focused fluid conduits significantly affects fluid flow systems by altering the integrity of 
sealing caprocks and by transferring fluids as well as pressure between previously unconnected reservoirs 
of the system. These processes persistently alter the hydraulic properties of fluid flow systems and have im-
portant implication on sub-seafloor operations, such as the exploitation of hydrocarbons and the geological 
storage of CO2. Our understanding of large-scale geological processes in the subsurface made tremendous 
progress during the last decade due to the availability of 3D seismic technology for the geoscientific commu-
nity. The advances in seismic technology and its availability in academia enable the scientific community to 
conduct seismic analysis, which a decade back would have only been possible for the petroleum industry. 
While the scientific community benefits from the access to industrial high-resolution 3D seismic datasets, the 
hydrocarbon industry may profit from the scientific results allowing a critical assessment of environmental 
and economic risks. However, scientific results may raise previously unforeseen concerns from regulators or 
the public and, therefore, may not always be favored by the industry. As a consequence, studies like my PhD 
thesis develop between conflicting priorities of industry and academia. In consequence, it is necessary to 
maintain a balance between cooperation with an industry partner and critical questioning of their informati-
on, interpretations and risk assessment.

8.1.1. THE EVOLUTION OF THE FLUID FLOW SYSTEM IN THE SOUTHERN VIKING 
GRABEN 
The fluid flow system in the Southern Viking Graben is characterized by the interplay between deep hydro-
carbon reservoirs, the Utsira Formation as a temporary hydrocarbon storage formation and the focused fluid 
flow dominated overburden. The focused fluid flow manifestations in the overburden of the Utsira Formation 
include gas accumulations at the top of the Utsira Formation and the Pliocene section, which appear to be 
(or at least have been) connected by comparably small and narrow pipe structures in the Pliocene section. 
Therefore, it is likely that these gas accumulation are not only the result of biogenic gas production within 
the Pliocene section itself, but were also at least partly charged by the upward migration of fluids from depth. 

The most prominent fluid flow associated seismic anomalies in the study area are at least 46 hundreds of me-
ter long and hundreds of meter wide chimney structures, which can be categorized into three types (A–C) of 
seismic anomalies based on their seismic appearance. Type-A-chimney shows similarities to “blowout pipes”, 
which are known from different sedimentary basins around the world and generally associated with rapid 
expulsion of fluids. Type B is very similar to large “gas chimney” structures, which have been identified above 
several leaking hydrocarbon reservoirs and which is interpreted as a gas filled fracture network crosscutting a 
low permeable seal. Type C chimneys cause seismic disturbances in bands of up to 6 km length and correlate 
with overlying tunnel valleys, which densely populate the study area. This correlation may suggest that type-
C-chimneys are only seismic artifacts as the result of poor imaging due to seismic velocity heterogeneities 
caused by the tunnel valley infill, but there are several observations pointing towards a geological, fluid flow 
related origin. Based on the available data, it is not possible to conclusively exclude one of both options.

The vast majority of the identified chimneys root in the Upper Pliocene section or the Utsira Formation in-
dicating that the chimney structures were sourced by fluids from sandy, high permeable layers. The Utsira 
Formation itself is not likely to be the source of the probably large gas volumes, which was most likely in 
place before the formation of the seal cross-cutting chimney structures as well as the narrow pipe structures. 
This indicates that the leakage from deeper hydrocarbon sources, most likely the very productive oil, gas and 
condensate reservoirs of the study area, played an important role in the evolution of the present fluid flow 
system. The chimney structures crosscut very shallow glacial sediments affected by deglaciation associated 
with tunnel valleys, while some chimneys have even an effect on the seismic reflection of the seafloor. These 
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observations indicate a comparably recent formation age or latest phase of activity, which is very likely to be 
related with loading and unloading of the Fennoscandian ice-sheet in the study area.

8.1.2. THE FORMATION OF LARGE-SCALE FOCUSED FLUID CONDUITS IN THE 
SOUTHERN VIKING GRABEN
The formation of the focused fluid conduits is generally associated with seal breaching due to overpressure. In 
the Sleipner case, it is possible to quantify the required threshold pressure to the availability of core samples 
of the caprock. Rock physical experiments on mudstone samples from the lower seal of the Utsira Formation 
suggest that a comparably high overpressure (~1.5 MPa) is required to breach the seal.

It is a very difficult task to reconstruct palaeo-pressure conditions based on seismic data. However, there are 
several seismic observations, which help to understand the formation mechanism of the chimney structures 
in the study area:

1. The interpretation of the fluid flow system revealed that large amount of hydrocarbons have migrated 
from the deep reservoirs into the shallow subsurface (Utsira Formation and overlying Nordland Shales). 
The availability of unbound and mobile fluids, especially gas, has the potential to create overpressure 
just by their buoyancy. However, this effect is not sufficient for generating the required overpressure. 

2. The intrusion of liquefied sands into mudstone layers form pronounced mound structures at the base 
of the Utsira Formation. This deformation has an imprint on the overlying strata for several hundred 
meters affecting the lower caprock and the Pliocene section. The deformation is not present in the gla-
cially affected sediments, which indicates that the deformation took place earlier than their deposition 
and way earlier than the formation of the chimney structures, which crosscut these strata. However, it 
may be possible that the strength of the caprock has been enduringly lowered in areas with pronounced 
deformation. 

3. The observed chimney structures crosscut sediments affected by glacial bedforms like tunnel valleys, 
which are generally associated with melt water discharge during deglaciation. Therefore, their formati-
on or at least their latest phase of activity appears to be associated with deglaciation as well. 

There are different concepts, how loading and unloading by ice-sheets may affect or initiate focused fluid flow 
including gas hydrate dissociation or dewatering of shale layers. However, the timing of formation, the chim-
ney rooting in two separate, high permeable layers (Upper Pliocene section or the Utsira Formation) cannot 
be explained by gas hydrate destabilization or dewatering of shale gas hydrate destabilization or dewatering 
of shale layers and require a novel explanation.

The presented concept of gas compression compensated compaction assumes that the volume loss of gas 
pockets during increasing loading allows an undrained system to compact without expelling fluids. During 
unloading, the gas cannot expand to its pre-compression volume due to the compaction and affected layers 
retain the acquired pore pressure, while unaffected layers return to hydrostatic pressure condition. This pres-
sure difference may then have the potential to initiate breaching of a seal and thereby the formation of focused 
fluid conduits.
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8.1.3.  THE IMPACT OF CHIMNEY STRUCTURES ON THE SLEIPNER CO2 STORAGE 
OPERATION
The Sleipner area hosts a multitude of seismic chimneys, which root as deep as the Utsira Formation. Some 
of these chimneys are as close as 7 km from the CO2 injection point and time-lapse seismic data indicate that 
the growing CO2 plume successively migrates towards these structures. By comparing the shape of the CO2 
plume with results from numerical modeling performed with the multiphase fluid flow simulator DuMux, 
it is possible to constrain the permeability field of the Utsira Formation in order to predict the future plume 
evolution. The Utsira Formation shows a pronounced permeability anisotropy of 10:1 between NNE-SSW and 
WNW-ESE, which may be attributed to the orientation of its depositional system controlled by the spreading 
axis of the Viking Graben.

The simulation of the CO2 plume evolution for CO2 injection over a duration of 30 years and simulation time 
of 200 years revealed that it is not likely that the CO2 plume will ever reach the chimney structures. These 
are conservative estimations, since they are performed with a continuous injection rate of 1 Mt/a (while 
the actual injection rate is gradually declining, Statoil, personal communication) and the simulation does not 
include the dissolution of CO2, which would further decrease the volume of the plume. By simulating a con-
tinuous CO2 injection over the entire simulation time of 200 years, it was possible to model the interaction 
of CO2 and the chimney structures. These simulations revealed that CO2 would reach the chimney structures 
after ~90 years of continuous injection. The simulation assumed different chimney permeabilities between 
10 and 2000 mD, which resulted in all the leakage of CO2 at seafloor. The chimney permeability affects the 
onset of leakage at the seafloor, but does not change the general shape of the leakage rate curve, which is the 
result of the large dimension of the modeled chimney structures. The peak leakage rates are by several mag-
nitudes higher than those leakage rates known from natural seep sites (e.g. Tommeliten), but are in the same 
magnitude as those estimated for blowout sites in the North Sea . There are no indications in the time-lapse 
seismic data that the injection of CO2 has caused any overpressure-related seal-breaching and the formation 
of chimney structures as the result of the injection of CO2 at Sleipner appears unlikely, because the resulting 
pressure increase is comparably small.

8.1.4.  IMPLICATIONS OF SHALLOW FLUID FLOW ON WELLBORE ACTIVITIES
The integrated analysis of seafloor methane emission quantifications, geochemical measurements and 3D 
seismic mapping of shallow fluid flow features revealed that abandoned wells may act as pathways for vertical 
gas migration. The light isotopic signature of the leaking methane points towards a shallow microbial origin of 
the leaking gas and coincides with seismic observations of gas related seismic anomalies including bright spots 
and zones with chaotic seismic appearance.

Leakage parameters like bubble size and frequency as well as microbial colonies on the seafloor are compara-
ble to natural seep sites. The leakage rates measured at three wells vary between 1, 3.8 and 18 t/a and are 
most likely controlled by the availability of mobile methane and the well with highest leakage rate penetrates 
a comparably large gas pocket overlain by the zones with chaotic seismic facies (gas chimneys). This indicates 
that the presence of fluid flow manifestations controls the leakage of shallow methane.

One third of all wells in the Sleipner area crosscuts shallow gas accumulations and are, therefore, prone to 
act as pathways for shallow methane. By assuming that these observations are representative for other hy-
drocarbon provinces in the North Sea Basin, it is possible to extrapolate basin-scale methane emission from 
abandoned wells resulting in a yearly emission estimate of 19,000 (±10,000) t.
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The analysis of leakage of methane from abandoned wells has additionally important implications for the 
storage of CO2:

1. The methane from the analyzed wells has a shallow origin and there is no indication for upward mig-
ration of thermogenic gas from the deep reservoirs through the well itself. 

2. The leaking gas migrates outside of the well indicating that drilling operation has caused hydraulic 
fracturing or mechanical disturbance of the sediments around the well, which may act as a seal-bypass 
for upward migrating fluids.

3. The measured methane leakage rates are comparably low. Methane has significantly higher buoyancy 
than CO2, which implies leaking CO2 would require longer time to migrate from the storage formation 
to the seafloor.

8.2. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SITE SELECTION OF FUTURE SUB-SEABED 
CO2 STORAGE OPERATIONS
The process of site selection and the evaluation of potential storage systems focuses on the reservoir quality 
of the storage formation and the availability of thick impermeable caprocks, which are undoubtedly the most 
important and primary requirements for site selection. However, the results of PhD thesis highlight that the 
presence of focused fluid flow conduits within the caprock may affect the long-term performance of CO2 sto-
rage operations and need to be considered during site selection as well. 

The presence of seismic chimneys and other manifestations of seal-bypassing focused fluid conduits in the 
caprock of a potential CO2 storage site does not per se imply that this site is not suitable for CCS. If these 
conduits are proved to be inactive and impermeable, if they will not be reached by the CO2 or if they root 
way above the storage formation, they do not necessarily affect the integrity of the caprock and the storage 
operation. However, to be able to constrain these requirements, it is necessary to perform detailed geological 
and geophysical investigations as well as fluid flow simulations. For such surveys, it is possible to perform a 
top to bottom strategy, which focuses on the detection of fluid flow manifestations at the seafloor and can be 
implemented by multi-instrument, high-resolution AUV surveying. If such a survey detects a seafloor structure 
(e.g. the Hugin fracture in the Sleipner area), it is then required to investigate its origin, source depth and eva-
luate its impact on the caprock integrity by using additional techniques like echosounding or high-resolution 
seismics as well as geochemical sampling. The evaluation of seafloor seepage structures should focus on the 
origin of the venting fluids. The seepage of higher hydrocarbons or thermogenic methane points towards deep 
rooted, permeable fluid pathways and should be a contraindicator for CO2 storage, while the seepage of shal-
low, biogenic gas or pore water (e.g. at the Hugin fracture) may be no concern at all. 

Alternative to top to bottom approach, an operator could choose a bottom to top surveying strategy and 
analyze deep fluid flow structures using conventional (industrial) 3D seismic data. If there are indications for 
focused fluid flow (seismic chimneys or pipes, buried pockmarks, fractures, fault or pronounced bright spots), 
a detailed fluid flow analyses with the aim to reconstruct the evolution of the fluid flow system is required. In 
addition, it is necessary to perform seafloor surveying to understand if the detected fluid flow structures are 
still active. If surveying reveals that a potential storage site hosts vertical fluid conduits, which reach down to 
or crosscut the storage formation, a general precaution would be to avoid the regions bearing these structures. 

However, if subseabed CCS is implemented on a scale that would have a relevant impact on CO2 emissions 
(2 to 3Gt/a; IEA, 2012), hundreds of CCS operations with higher injection rates than Sleipner would need 
to be installed. Considering the commonness of focused fluid flow manifestations in sedimentary basin, it is 
not possible to implement CCS on an emissions-relevant-scale and on the same time to avoid areas hosting 
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chimney structures. Only very little is known about the hydraulic properties of active or inactive chimney 
structures and these properties may be very different between one and the other chimney structure. Therefo-
re, if avoiding chimney structures is not possible, they need to be closely monitored by time-lapse 3D seismic 
and high-resolution seafloor surveys.

8.3. OUTLOOK ON PLANNED PROJECTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
FUTURE RESEARCH
This thesis highlights, how little is actually known about the nature of focused fluid conduits including their 
formation, their internal architecture and their hydraulic properties. To provide reliable guidance for cost- and 
time-efficient site surveying for future CO2 storage sites, it is necessary to learn more about the formation and 
long-term properties of focused fluid conduits. The most important parameter for risk assessment of geotechni-
cal operations is the permeability of a chimney structure. The only reliable method to constrain the permeabi-
lity of a chimney structure is drilling into it, which is one of the main actions planned within the framework of 
the follow-up project STEMM-CCS. However, direct probing can only provide information about the present-
day hydraulic properties, which may be very site-specific and have been very different in the past.

Therefore, it is crucial to learn more about the underlying geological processes, which affect the discharge 
of fluids along focused fluid conduits and how these may change the hydraulic parameter of a conduit over 
time (e.g. opening and closing of fractures, consolidation of sediments, cementation). These processes can be 
constrained by the geological, geochemical and geophysical investigations of field analogues. The integration 
of field geological and 3D seismic observations has a great potential for improving the basin-scale analysis fluid 
flow systems. There are several well-established field analogues for fluid conduits and sand injections. These 
structures have diameters of meter to tens of meters and are by an order of magnitude narrower than the 
fluid flow features visible in seismic data, which have diameters of several hundred meters. This discrepancy 
in dimensions is hard to explain. It may be possible that we just have not recognized the field analogues of 
large-scale chimney structures, because these structures are not very prominent in the field. Alternatively, it is 
possible that we have already found these structures, but we are just interpreting them differently (e.g. breccia 
pipes). Or seismic data are just extremely sensitive in picking up minor disturbances or fluid infiltration around 
the conduit itself that affect the seismic properties the bedrock around a conduit, which are not visible with 
the human eye at outcrops. All the same, the analysis of field analogues has great potential for providing novel 
insights into the nature of fluid conduits.

The analysis of field analogues and wellbores are site specific and the information gathered with these tech-
niques should feed into numerical modeling of the formation of chimney structures and the flow of fluids 
along these structures. The numerical simulations presented in this thesis are only first estimates of the mi-
gration of fluids along chimneys and represent an end member of possible hydraulic behavior by integrating 
the chimneys as homogeneous cylindrical structures. Future simulations should try to evaluate the properties 
of different types of fluid conduits (e.g. fracture networks, fluidization, sand injection). Such simulations are 
planned for the chimney structures and the Hugin Fracture in the Sleipner area and will be performed in 
cooperation with the GFZ Potsdam as part of the Helmholtz OCEAN initiative.

Another, possibility to study focused fluid conduits is the geophysical analysis of blowout sites like in sector 
22/4b of the British sector of the North Sea and at Tordis, offshore Norway. These structures are particularly 
valuable for the analysis of focused fluid conduits, because they are very young, the fluids responsible for the 
blowout formation are known and it is even possible to constrain pressure condition during their formation 
(at least for Tordis). By surveying using seismic and multi-frequency hydroacoustic techniques, it would even 
be possible to compare gas-driven (22/4b) and water-driven (Tordis) conduit formation. For such a survey, 
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I would suggest the acquisition of high-resolution 3D seismic cubes to get detailed information about the 
internal structure of the conduits as well as 2D lines using a long streamer to acquire far-offset data in order 
to be able to undershoot gas pockets, which may seismically mask underlying strata, and to acquire velocity 
information.

The integrated analysis of focused fluid conduits by drilling, analyzing of field analogues, numerical modeling 
and seismic surveying will provide new insights into the formation and properties of focused fluid flow con-
duits as well as the general understanding of fluid flow systems in marine sediments. A better understanding 
of focused fluid flow in marine sediments will make seabed and sub-seafloor operations much safer, help us 
to reconstruct marine sediment-related geological and climatic processes in the past and allows us to predict 
the feedback of the marine geosphere on the global changes estimate related to global warming and it conse-
quences.
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A.1 LIST OF RESEARCH ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN THE PERIOD OF MY PHD
SEISMIC CHIMNEYS IN THE SOUTHERN VIKING GRABEN – IMPLICATIONS FOR PALAEO 
FLUID MIGRATION AND OVERPRESSURE EVOLUTION

Karstens, J., and Berndt, C., 2015.  Seismic chimneys in the Southern Viking Graben – Implications for pala-
eo fluid migration and overpressure evolution. Earth and Planetary Science Letters, Volume. 412,  pages 
88-100. doi:10.1016/j.epsl.2014.12.017

Detailed understanding of natural fluid migration systems is essential to minimize risks during hydrocarbon 
exploration and to evaluate the long-term efficiency of the subsurface storage of waste water and gas from 
hydrocarbon production as well as CO2. The Southern Viking Graben (SVG) hosts numerous focused fluid 
flow structures in the shallow (< 1000 m) subsurface. The seismic expressions of vertical fluid conduits 
are variously known as seismic chimneys or pipes. Seismic pipes are known to form large clusters. Seismic 
chimneys have so far been described as solitary structures. Here, we show that the study area in the SVG 
hosts more than 46 large-scale vertical chimney structures, which can be divided in three categories implying 
different formation processes. Our analysis reveals that seal-weakening, formation-wide overpressure and the 
presence of free gas are required to initiate the formation of vertical fluid conduits in the SVG. The presence of 
numerous vertical fluid conduits implies inter-stratigraphic hydraulic connectivity, which significantly affects 
the migration of fluids in the subsurface. Chimney structures are important for understanding the transfer of 
pore pressure anomalies to the shallow parts of the basin.

HEAT FLOW IN THE SOUTHERN CHILE FOREARC CONTROLLED BY LARGE-SCALE TECTO-
NIC PROCESSES 

Villar-Muñoz, L., Behrmann, J.H., Diaz-Naveas, J., Klaeschen, D., and  Karstens, J., 2014. Heat flow in the 
southern Chile forearc controlled by large-scale tectonic processes. Geo-Marine Letters, v. 34, pp. 185-188. 
doi: 10.1007/s00367-013-0353-z

Between 33°S and 47°S, the southern Chile forearc is affected by the subduction of the aseismic Juan Fern-
andez Ridge, several major oceanic fracture zones on the subducting Nazca Plate, the active Chile Ridge 
spreading centre, and the underthrusting Antarctic Plate. The heat flow through the forearc was estimated 
using the depth of the bottom simulating reflector obtained from a comprehensive database of reflection seis-
mic profiles. On the upper and middle continental slope along the whole forearc, heat flow is about 30–60 
mW m–2, a range of values common for the continental basement and overlying slope sediments. The actively 
deforming accretionary wedge on the lower slope, however, in places shows heat flow reaching about 90 mW 
m–2. This indicates that advecting pore fluids from deeper in the subduction zone may transport a substantial 
part of the heat there. The large size of the anomalies suggests that fluid advection and outflow at the seaf-
loor is overall diffuse, rather than being restricted to individual fault structures or mud volcanoes and mud 
mounds. One large area with very high heat flow is associated with a major tectonic feature. Thus, above the 
subducting Chile Ridge at 46°S, values of up to 280 mW m–2 indicate that the overriding South American 
Plate is effectively heated by subjacent zero-age oceanic plate material.
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EMPLACEMENT OF PYROCLASTIC DEPOSITS OFFSHORE MONTSERRAT: INSIGHTS FROM 3D 
SEISMIC DATA 

Karstens, J., Crutchley, G.J., Berndt, C., Talling, P.J., Watt, S.F.L., Hühnerbach, V., Le Friant, A.L., Lebas, E., 
Trofimovs, J., and Watt, S.F.L., 2013. Emplacement of pyroclastic deposits offshore Montserrat: Insights from 
3D seismic data. Journal of Volcanology and Geothermal Research, v. 257, pp. 1-11. doi: 10.1016/j.
jvolgeores.2013.03.004.

During the current (1995–present) eruptive phase of the Soufrière Hills volcano on Montserrat, voluminous 
pyroclastic flows entered the sea off the eastern flank of the island, resulting in the deposition of well-defined 
submarine pyroclastic lobes. Previously reported bathymetric surveys documented the sequential construc-
tion of these deposits, but could not image their internal structure, the morphology or extent of their base, or 
interaction with the underlying sediments. We show, by combining these bathymetric data with new high-
resolution three dimensional (3D) seismic data, that the sequence of previously detected pyroclastic deposits 
from different phases of the ongoing eruptive activity is still well preserved. A detailed interpretation of the 
3D seismic data reveals the absence of significant (>3 m) basal erosion in the distal extent of submarine pyro-
clastic deposits. We also identify a previously unrecognized seismic unit directly beneath the stack of recent 
lobes. We propose three hypotheses for the origin of this seismic unit, but prefer an interpretation that the 
deposit is the result of the subaerial flank collapse that formed the English‘s Crater scarp on the Soufrière Hills 
volcano. The 1995–recent volcanic activity on Montserrat accounts for a significant portion of the sediments 
on the southeast slope of Montserrat, in places forming deposits that are more than 60 m thick, which implies 
that the potential for pyroclastic flows to build volcanic island edifices is significant.

INSIGHTS INTO THE EMPLACEMENT DYNAMICS OF VOLCANIC LANDSLIDES FROM HIGH-
RESOLUTION 3D SEISMIC DATA ACQUIRED OFFSHORE MONTSERRAT, LESSER ANTILLES

Crutchley, G.J., Karstens, J., Berndt, C., Talling, P.J., Watt, S.F.L., Vardy, M.E., Hühnerbach, V., 
Urlaub, M., Sarkar, S., Klaeschen, D., Paulatto, M., Le Friant, A., Lebas, E., and Maeno, F., 2013. Insights 
into the emplacement dynamics of volcanic landslides from high-resolution 3D seismic data acquired offshore 
Montserrat, Lesser Antilles. Marine Geology, v. 335, pp. 1–15. doi:10.1016/j.margeo.2012.10.004.

We present results from the first three-dimensional (3D) marine seismic dataset ever collected over volcanic 
landslide deposits, acquired offshore of the Soufrière Hills volcano on the island of Montserrat in the Lesser 
Antilles. The 3D data enable detailed analysis of various features in and around these mass wasting deposits, 
such as surface deformation fabrics, the distribution and size of transported blocks, change of emplacement 
direction and erosion into seafloor strata. Deformational features preserved on the surface of the most recent 
debris avalanche deposit (Deposit 1) reveal evidence for spatially-variant deceleration as the mass failure came 
to rest on the seafloor. Block distributions suggest that the failure spread out very rapidly, with no tendency to 
develop longitudinal ridges. An older volcanic flank collapse deposit (Deposit 2) appears to be intrinsically rela-
ted to large-scale secondary failure of seafloor sediments. We observe pronounced erosion directly down-slope 
of a prominent headwall, where translational sliding of well-stratified sediments was initiated. Deep-reaching 
faults controlled the form and location of the headwall, and stratigraphic relationships suggest that sliding was 
concurrent with volcanic flank collapse emplacement. We also identified a very different mass wasting unit 
between Deposit 1 and Deposit 2 that was likely emplaced as a series of particle-laden mass flows derived 
from pyroclastic flows, much like the recent (since 1995) phase of deposition offshore Montserrat but at a 
much larger scale. This study highlights the power of 3D seismic data in understanding landslide emplace-
ment processes offshore of volcanic islands.
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COMBINATIONS OF VOLCANIC-FLANK AND SEAFLOOR-SEDIMENT FAILURE OFFSHORE 
MONTSERRAT, AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR TSUNAMI GENERATION 

Watt, S.F.L., Talling, P.J., Vardy, M.E., Heller, V., Hühnerbach, V., Urlaub, M., Sarkar, S., Masson, D.G., 
Henstock, T.J., Minshull, T.A., Paulatto, M., Le Friant, A., Lebas, E., Berndt, C., Crutchley, G.J., Karstens, 
J., Stinton, A.J., and Maeno, F., 2012. Combinations of volcanic-flank and seafloor-sediment failure offshore 
Montserrat, and their implications for tsunami generation. Earth and Planetary Science Letters, Vol. 319-
320, pp. 228–240. doi:10.1016/j.epsl.2011.11.032.

Recent seafloor mapping around volcanic islands shows that submarine landslide deposits are common and 
widespread. Such landslides may cause devastating tsunamis, but accurate assessment of tsunami hazard 
relies on understanding failure processes and sources. Here we use high-resolution geophysical data offshore 
from Montserrat, in the Lesser Antilles, to show that landslides around volcanic islands may involve two fun-
damentally different sources of sediment (island-flank and larger seafloor-sediment failures), and can occur in 
multiple stages. A combination of these processes produces elongate deposits, with a blocky centre (associated 
with island-flank collapse), surrounded by a smoother-surfaced deposit that is dominated by failed seafloor 
sediment. The failure of seafloor sediment is associated with little marginal accumulation, and involves only 
limited downslope motion. Submarine landslide deposits with similar blocky and smooth surfaced associations 
are observed in several locations worldwide, but the complex emplacement processes implied by this morpho-
logical relationship can only be revealed by high-resolution geophysical data. Such complexity shows that the 
volume of landslide deposits offshore of volcanic islands cannot simply be used in tsunami models to reflect a 
single-stage collapse of primary volcanic material. By applying predictive equations for tsunami amplitude to 
investigate general scenarios of volcanic island landslide generation, we show that the tsunami hazard asso-
ciated with volcanic island collapse remains highly significant. Volcanic flank failures, even if relatively small, 
may generate large local tsunamis, but associated seafloor sediment failures, even if they have a much greater 
volume, have a substantially lower potential for tsunami generation.

WIDESPREAD AND PROGRESSIVE SEAFLOOR-SEDIMENT FAILURE FOLLOWING VOLCANIC 
DEBRIS AVALANCHE EMPLACEMENT: LANDSLIDE DYNAMICS AND TIMING OFFSHORE 
MONTSERRAT, LESSER ANTILLES 

Watt, S.F.L., Talling, P.J., Vardy, M.E., Masson, D.G., Henstock, T.J., Hühnerbach, V., Minshull, T.A., Ur-
laub, M., Lebas, E., Le Friant, A., Berndt, C., Crutchley, G.J., and Karstens, J., 2012. Widespread and 
progressive seafloor-sediment failure following volcanic debris avalanche emplacement: Landslide dynamics 
and timing offshore Montserrat, Lesser Antilles. Marine Geology, v. 323-325, pp. 69-94. doi:10.1016/j.
margeo.2012.08.002.

Landslides associated with flank collapse are volumetrically the most significant sediment transport process 
around volcanic islands. Around Montserrat, in the Lesser Antilles, individual landslide deposits have volumes 
(1 to 20 km3) that are up to two orders of magnitude larger than recent volcanic dome collapses (up to 0.2 
km3). The largest landslide deposits were emplaced in at least two stages, initiated by the emplacement of 
volcanic debris avalanches which then triggered larger-scale failure of seafloor sediment, with deformation 
propagating progressively downslope for up to 30 km on gradients of b1°. An unusually detailed seismic, 
side-scan sonar and bathymetric dataset shows that the largest landslide off Montserrat (forming Deposit 8) 
incorporated ~70 m of in-situ sediment stratigraphy, and comprises ~80% seafloor sediment by volume. Well-
preserved internal bedding and a lack of shortening at the frontally-confined toe of the landslide, shows that 
sediment failure involved only limited downslope transport. We discuss a range of models for progressively-
driven failure of in-situ bedded seafloor sediment. For Deposit 8 and for comparable deposits elsewhere in the 
Lesser Antilles, we suggest that failure was driven by an over-running surface load that generated excess pore 
pressures in a weak and deforming undrained package of underlying stratigraphy. A propagating basal shear 
rupture may have also enhanced the downslope extent of sediment failure. Extensive seafloor-sediment failure 
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may commonly follow debris avalanche emplacement around volcanic islands if the avalanche is emplaced 
onto a fine-grained parallel-bedded substrate. The timing of landslides off Montserrat is clustered, and associa-
ted with the deposition of thick submarine pyroclastic fans. These episodes of enhanced marine volcaniclastic 
input are separated by relatively quiescent periods of several 100 ka, and correspond to periods of volcanic 
edifice maturity when destructive processes dominate over constructive processes.
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A.2 LIST OF PRESENTATIONS DURING MY PHD
Karstens, J., and Berndt, C. 2014. Insights into focused fluid conduit formation from comparing seismic 
chimneys and pipes with field observations of fluid flow manifestations in the Colorado Plateau. AGU Fall 
Meeting, San Francisco, 15-19 December, 2014.

Flach, T., Solomon, S., Cavanagh, A., Schelland, M., Wildenborg, T., Buenz, S., Karstens, J., Ahmed, N., 
Chadwick, A., and Holloway, S., 2014. Evaluating propensity of leakage with Bayesian Belief Nets (BN). In-
ternational Conference on Greenhouse Gas Technology (GHGT), 5 – 9 October 2014.

Karstens, J., and Berndt, C., 2014. Seismic chimneys in the Southern Viking Graben. Gas in Marine Sedi-
ments (GIMS 12), 1 – 4 September 2014.

Vielstädte, L., Karstens, J., Haeckel, M., Schmidt, M., Linke, P., Reimann, S., Liebetrau, V., and Wallmann, 
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much Methane is Leaking into the Ocean and finally into the Atmosphere? Gas in Marine Sediments 
(GIMS 12), 1 – 4 September 2014.
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A.3. APPENDIX OF “QUANTIFICATION OF METHANE EMISSIONS AT 
ABANDONED GAS WELLS IN THE CENTRAL NORTH SEA“
Tab. A.3.1: Quantification of gas emissions from funnel measurements based on video material. .Left columns: gas 
volume estimations; Right columns: funnel volume estimation. The optically derived funnel volume was compared to 
the known funnel volume to calculate a correction factor, Fcorr, and corrected gas flows, Qcorr, The error of the gas 
flows is estimated from the uncertainty in fill time of 1 s.

Gas Volume Funnel Volume
Measures 15/9-13 16/4-2 16/4-2 True funnel 

dimensions
15/9-13 16/4-2 16/4-2

m (mm) 98.30 52.23 15.01 125 120.3 124.471 125.5
rT (mm) 37.70 33.22 85.30 30 37.7 33.224 27.8
rB (mm) 142.66 86.91 96.46 150 166.8 155.620 129.9
h (mm) 83.12 44.80 13.93 109.66 101.5 108.390 114.7
V (L) 0.59 0.14 0.09 0.8 0.9 0.87 0.6
Gas Flow Correction
Start Time 00:00:43 00:01:08 00:00:00 Offset/ L 0.14 0.006 -0.16
End Time 00:05:14 00:01:59 00:00:42 Fcorr 0.88 0.92 1.33
Fill time (s) 331 51 42
Q (L min-1) 0.11 0.16 0.13
Qcorr (L min-1) 0.09 0.15 0.17
Error (cm3 s-1) 0.01 0.05 0.05

   

Fig. A.3.1: Exemplary visualization of optically derived gas flow measurement at well 16/4-2 using the funnel attached 
to the gas sampler. The known dimensions of the funnel are given in black: lateral funnel height, m, and radii of the top 
plane, rT, and bottom plane, rB, respectively. The gas volume was determined by measuring the corresponding kmmm
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A.4. SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS FOR “GREATER FOCUS NEEDED ON 
BIOGENIC METHANE LEAKAGE FROM OIL AND GAS WELLS IN THE NORTH 
SEA“
A.4.1. DATA ANALYSIS IN THE CENTRAL NORTH SEA 
A.4.1.1. DETERMINING THE ORIGIN OF LEAKING GASES

The origin of leaking gases was analyzed by a combination of geochemical- and seismic investigations at 
three leaky abandoned wells, i.e. 15/9-13, 16/4-2, and 16/7-2, in the Norwegian Sector of the CNS 
(Fig. 7.1). During the Celtic Explorer expedition CE12010, surface sediments were collected with ROV- 
(Remotely Operated Vehicle) deployed push-cores (PC). For dissolved gas analysis, 3 ml of wet sediment was 
sub-sampled in 2 cm intervals and filled into 20 ml headspace vials. 6 ml of saturated NaCl solution and an 
additional 1.5 g of NaCl were added and the vials sealed tight with butyl-rubber stoppers. The samples were 
stored refrigerated for onshore analyses. Prior to storage in the cold room, the vials were shaken vigorously 
for half an hour to release dissolved gases into the headspace. 

In addition, free gas was sampled directly in the bubble stream with ROV-operated special gas samplers as 
described by Rehder and Schneider von Deimling (2008) and Pape et al. (2010) . The gas sampler consists 
of a stainless steel cylinder with a PVC funnel attached to it to facilitate gas bubble sampling (Fig. A.4.1). 
Onboard, subsamples of pressurized gas were transferred into pre-evacuated headspace glass vials of 20 and 
100 ml volume until the pressure in the vials was ~1020 mbar. In the GEOMAR home laboratory, methane 
and higher alkane concentrations in the free gas samples and in head-space vials were determined with a 
gas chromatograph GC 8000top (CE instruments) equipped with a FID detector and a capillary column 
(RT-Alumina Bond-KCl, 50 m, 0.53 mm). Stable carbon isotope composition of methane was determined 
by using a continuous flow GC-Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometer combination. Methane was separated from 
other hydrocarbons in a Thermo Trace GC (isotherm at 60°C, He-carrier gas, ShinCarbon 1.5 m packed 
column). The subsequent conversion of methane to carbon dioxide was conducted in a Ni/Pt combustion 
furnace at 1150°C. The 13C/12C-ratios of the produced CO2 were determined by a Thermo MAT253 
isotope ratio mass spectrometer. All isotope ratios are reported in the δ-notation with respect to Vienna Pee 
Dee Belemnite (VPDB). Analytical precision of the reported concentrations and isotopic composition is ± 3% 
and ± 0.3 ‰, respectively. Results of stable carbon isotope- and hydrocarbon composition at the three wells 
are given in Table 7.1 and Figure A.4.2.

Sediment porewater was extracted by squeezing wet sediment at low pressure (<5 bar) through 0.45 µm 
Whatman regenerated cellulose filters. 2 ml aliquots were treated with 10 µL of HgCl to inhibit further 
microbial degradation and stored cool until analysis. Onshore, the stable carbon isotope composition of 
dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), referred to as δ13DIC was determined at the University of Bremen using 
a Finnigan MAT 251 mass spectrometer with an analytical accuracy of <0.07‰. Total alkalinity was 
determined by titration with 0.02 N HCl using a mixture of methyl red and methylene blue as indicator. 
The titration vessel was bubbled with argon to strip any CO2 and H2S produced during the titration. The 
IAPSO seawater standard was used for calibration; analytical precision and accuracy are both ~2 %.

In addition, an industrial 3D seismic data set (ST98M3, Statoil ASA) was analyzed for shallow gas pockets in 
the area around the three wells by mapping high amplitude anomalies (Loeseth et al., 2009) in the upper 
1000 m of sediment using Petrel. The locations of identified gas pockets were assigned to stratigraphic units 
(Karstens and Berndt, 2015) and correlated with the well-paths of the three leaky wells. Two of the wells 
(i.e. 15/9.13 and 16/7-2) have been drilled through shallow gas in Lower Pliocene (LP) and Top Pliocene 
(TP) stratigraphic units (Fig. 1). For well 16/4-2, the seismic data do not reveal prominent bright spots (i.e. 
reverse polarity high amplitude anomalies) in the direct vicinity of the well-path, but the near-surface 
sediments (Fig. 7.1b, 0.1 – 0.4 s two-way-travel time TWT) show seismic turbidity, which might indicate an 
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unfocussed distribution of gas (Judd and Hovland, 1992).

Fig- A.4.1: Gas leakage and gas flow measurements at the investigated wells. Pictures showing a) bacterial mats 
related to CH4 leakage at well 15/9-13, b) the most intense leakage at well 16/7-2, c) gas flow measurement at 
well 16/4-2, and d) exemplary visualization of optically derived gas flow measurement at well 16/4-2 using the 
funnel attached to the gas sampler. The known dimensions of the funnel are given in black: lateral funnel height, m, 
and radii of the top plane, rT, and bottom plane, rB, respectively. The gas volume was determined by measuring the 
corresponding dimensions of the gas filled frustum of a cone and calculating the height, h (red letters).

 Fig. A.4.2: Results of geochemical analysis of 
free seep gases and porewaters at the three 
investigated wells. a) Bernard diagram of 
the molecular and isotopic gas composition 
(after Bernard et al., 1978) indicating the 
gas source of the gas at the abandoned 
wells (red dots: porewater (PW) at well 
15/9-13, orange rectangle: porewater at 
well 16/7-2, triangles: free seep gas (FG) 
at wells 15/9-13, 16/7-2, and 16/4-2) 
and the deep hydrocarbon reservoirs in 
the area (black diamonds; James, 1990). 
(b) Cross-plot of  δ13C of DIC versus δ13C 
of CH4 in the porewater at well 16/7-2 
(orange rectangles), well 15/9-13 (red 
dots), and the deep hydrocarbon reservoirs 
(black diamonds; James, 1990). (c) Cross-
plot of total alkalinity (TA) and δ13C of DIC 
indicating microbial anaerobic oxidation of 
methane.
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A.4.1.2. QUANTIFYING PER-WELL LEAKAGE RATES
The in-situ gas flow was quantified at single bubble streams of well 16/4-2 and well 15/9-13 using the 
ROV-operated gas sampler with attached funnel (Fig. A.4.1). Both, the time, t, to fill the funnel with gas and 
its corresponding volume, VF, were determined based on video footage using the software ImageJ (Farreira 
and Rasband, 2012)38. The gas volume accumulating in the funnel was calculated from the resulting 
volume of the cone frustum, VF = h*π/3*(rB

2 + rB*rT + rT
2), where rB and rT are the radii of the base 

plane and top plane, respectively, and h is the distance between both planes, h=(m2-rT
2+2*rT*rB-rB

2
)0.5 (Fig. 

A.4.1). The lateral height of the funnel had a length of m=12.5 cm and was used as scale in the images. The 
optically-derived gas volume required correction, due to imprecise size measurements of a 3D object in its 
2D projection. The ratio between optically-derived and known funnel volume, Fcorr was used to correct the 
gas volume. The resulting gas flow at a single gas stream, QF is:

QF=VF/t*Fcorr           (Eq. S.1)

The correction factor ranged between 0.88 and 1.33 including optical failures described above and 
uncertainties in pixel accuracy during measurements with ImageJ. The error in determining the time for 
filling the funnel is about 1 s, resulting in an error of the gas flow of  < 2.7 cm3/s, i.e. less than 2.5 %.

At well 16/7-2, the in-situ gas flow was derived from bubble size measurements described in Section 
A.4.1.3. To allow comparison of the gas emissions, measured at different locations (i.e. 58.373° N and 
1.932° E; 58.473° N and 2.033° E; and 58.596° N and 2.028° E) and at variable water-depths (i.e. 81, 83, 
and 93 m at well 15/9-13, 16/7-2, and 16/4-2, respectively), in-situ gas flows measured at 7.8 °C and 5.1 
°C were expressed in standard conditions, referred to as STP (P = 1 bar; T = 298.15 K). The standard gas 
flows, Q, ranged from 0.9 to 1.8 L min-1 (STP) with an average gas flow of 1.4 (±0.4) L min-1 (STP) at the 
sampled bubble streams (Tab. A.4.1). This corresponds to a relative variability of 27 %, which was (due to 
lack of information) also assumed to be equivalent to the spatial variability at a single well. Thus, based on 
the average Q and the number of individual bubble streams at the wells, the total seabed methane gas flow 
was estimated to range between 2.8 L min-1 and 55 L min-1 (STP), corresponding to an annual methane 
release of 1.0 - 19 t yr -1 well-1 assuming no larger variability over prolonged times (Tab. A.4.1). 

Tab. A.4.1. Quantification of seabed- and atmospheric gas emissions (via direct bubble transport and diffusive outgas-
sing of methane from the surface mixed layer) at the investigated abandoned wells in the Central North Sea

Well Seabed Atmosphere

In situ Q per 
vent 

(L min-1)

Q (STP) per 
vent 

(L min-1)

Number of 
vents 

Q per wella (t 
CH4yr -1)

FAtm per 
well (%)

FAtm per well 
(t CH4yr -1)

16/4-2 0.15 /0.17b 1.6/1.8b,e 8 3.8 21 0.8
16/7-2 0.15c 1.4f 39 18.5 36 6.8
15/9-13 0.09 0.9g 2 1 40 0.4
Total 49 24 8
Abs. error (1σ) 0.03 0.4 7d 2d

Rel. error (1σ) 24.74 27.1 121.6
a based on the average gas flow of 1.4 L min-1 at STP 
b based on replicate gas flux measurements at well 16/4-2 
c derived from bubble size, due to  lack of direct funnel  measurements
d based on a spatial variability of 27.1%
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e measured at high tide
f measured at low tide
g measured 2 h after low tide

A.4.1.3. MEASURING INITIAL BUBBLE SIZES 
The image editing software ImageJ (Farreira and Rasband, 2012)was applied to the ROV video sequences, 
which also were used for the funnel measurements, to determine the respective initial (seafloor) gas 
bubble sizes. These size spectra are required to calculate the fate of leaking methane from the seafloor to 
the atmosphere using a numerical bubble dissolution model (Section A.4.1.6). For calibration of bubble 
sizes, the bottom plane of the funnel (diameter = 150 mm) was used as a scale. A video sequence of 5 s, 
corresponding to 125-150 individual frames, was analyzed frame by frame. The video sequence was first 
converted to grayscale and was subsequently processed to enhance the contrast. Unfortunately, contrast and 
pixilation noise remained rather poor making a computer based automatic measurement routine impractical. 
Hence, ellipses were manually overlaid to individual bubbles leaving the seafloor and were marked as 
overlays. The overlays were allocated to individual bubbles to track them and analyze their changes in size 
in subsequent frames. If bubbles had a very irregular shape, they were outlined manually before using the 
ellipse fitting object of ImageJ (i.e. 10 of 71 measurements at well 16/7-2).  For each bubble, the major and 
minor axes, angle, perimeter, area, circularity, as well as frame number were recorded. The corresponding 
bubble volume, V0 = 4/3 × π × req2, was calculated from the equivalent spherical radius, req= (a2× b)1/3 
based on the major, a, and the minor axes, b, of the fitted ellipse. If bubbles were measured in several 
frames, their average radius was used to level out the trajectory and shape oscillations of the bubble during 
its ascent (Clift et al., 1978). All determined bubble volumes were added to calculate the total gas volume 
flow over a period of 5 s. 

The methodological error of bubble size measurements was estimated in two ways: (1) The volume flow 
derived from the bubble size spectra was compared to the flow constrained by the funnel measurements. 
The funnel-derived flow is integrated over a much longer time scale and hence, regarded as more precise. 
Consequently, the bubble size spectra were corrected to match the funnel-derived flow values. (2) Multiple 
bubble measurements in sequential video frames were used to quantify the error caused by oscillation or 
wobbling of the gas bubble in the real 3D space which cannot be correctly represented in a 2D image. The 
video can only provide a snapshot of current bubble shape and size projected onto a plane.

Bubble size measurements at well 15/9-13 and 16/4-2 were combined resulting in a combined bubble 
size distribution (ψ) (Fig. A.4.3). Measurements at well 16/7-2 were excluded for the determination of the 
combined bubble size distribution because bubbles escaped from below a carbonate rock, which expelled 
significantly larger bubbles into the water column than bubbles directly released from the sandy sediments 
(i.e. at well 15/913 and 16/4-2, Fig. A.4.3). Given that the gas flow at individual seeps of the three wells 
was low such that initial bubble formation processes were mainly controlled by the mechanical properties of 
the surface sediments (Dewar et al., 2013), ψ is proposed to be representative for bubbles released from the 
fine to medium-grained clayey sand found at the investigated wells.
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Fig. A.4.3: Results of bubble size measurements. Measured bubble release frequency (F) versus bubble radius (r), and 
Gaussian fits for the bubble size distribution of single streams at the investigated wells (a-c). d) Combined bubble 
size distribution based on measurements at wells 15/9-13 and 16/4-2 which was considered to be representative 
for gas leakage in the North Sea and used for extrapolation. Gaussian functions were fitted to the data using the non-
linear least-squares fitting algorithm “NonlinearModelFit” of Mathematica. The variance, s2, of the fits is 0.53, 0.002, 
0.31, and 0.18 for the bubble size distributions at wells 16/4-2, 16/7-2, 15/9-13, and the combined spectrum, 

respectively.

A.4.1.4. QUANTIFYING DISSOLVED METHANE AND METHANE OXIDATION RATES 
IN THE WATER COLUMN.
During cruise CE12010, seawater samples were taken with Niskin bottles attached to a video-guided CTD 
or operated by ROV Kiel 6000 (Linke et al., 2015). At wells 15/9-13 and 16/7-2 seawater was sampled 
near the seafloor and additionally through the water column at well 15/9-13. No water samples were 
recovered at well 16/4-2. For dissolved gas analysis, subsamples were transferred bubble-free into 100 
ml headspace vials immediately after recovery of the Niskin Water Sampler Rosette. Dissolved gases were 
released from the seawater samples by headspace technique (headspace of 10 ml of Ar 4.5). After adding 
50µl of saturated HgCl2-solution the vials were stored at 4°C. Concentration determination of methane 
released into the headspace was conducted by using onboard gas chromatography (Shimadzu , 2010; for 
results see Tab. 7.1 and Fig. A.4.4). 
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Fig. A.4.4: : Depth profile showing the concentration of dissolved methane in the water column (orange bullets) 
based on measurements during CE12010 CTD7 at well 15/9-13. The dashed line indicates the depth of the 
thermocline and the blue arrow represents the equilibrium concentration of methane in the surface mixed layer (i.e. 
3 nM)21 with respect to the atmospheric partial pressure of methane

To assess methane oxidation rates (rMOx) in the water column, subsamples were transferred bubble-
free into ~23 ml headspace vials and closed with grey bromo-butyl stoppers (Helvoet Pharma, Belgium), 
immediately after recovery of the Niskin bottles. Shortly after sampling, a 6 µl gas bubble of 14C-Ch4:N2 
gas (70 – 250 Bq) was added to the subsamples, which were then incubated for 2 days in the dark at 
in-situ temperature (~8°C). After 2 days, samples were fixed in 4 pellets of NaOH and stored at 4°C until 
rate measurements were performed in the home laboratory. Radioactive substrate and product pools were 
quantified as described by Blees and colleagues (Blees et al. 2014, Treude et al. 2003) to determine the first 
order rate constant. Rates were then calculated according to:

rMOx = k × [Ch4] / t                                                                                           (Eq. S.2)

,where k is the first order rate constant and [Ch4] denotes the concentration of Ch4 at t0 of the incubation, 
and t the incubation time (for results see Tab. 1). All rates were determined in quadruplicates. Killed 
controls (addition of 200 µl saturated HgCl2 at the start of the incubation) were analyzed for each 
incubation period. Recovery of the radioactive tracer was >95 %. The detection limit of the rate depends on 
the amount of radioactive methane added and the initial methane concentration and varied between 0.01 
and 6.45 nM day-1 depending on the sample. Above well 15/9-13, all rates were below detection limit. 
Above well 16/7-2, one out of three sampling location showed rates below detection limit. For the other 
two locations above well 16/7-2, rates were 0.19 ± 0.07 and 1.40 ± 0.83 nM day-1 (σn/SE, n=4).

A.4.1.5 SEISMIC MAPPING OF SHALLOW GAS AND THE PROBABILITY OF WELLS TO 
LEAK
The examination of the probability of wells to leak shallow gas is based on the analysis of the three-
dimensional (3D) seismic data set ST98M3, which is the result of merging seven independently acquired 
and processed sub-datasets. Detailed information regarding processing parameters of the specific subsets 
are not available, while the processing sequence for merging the data included resampling, filtering, phase 
rotation and amplitude adjustments. The final 3D seismic cube shows positive acoustic impedance contrasts 
as positive amplitude (blue) followed by negative amplitude (yellow). The bin-size is 12.5 m and the vertical 
resolution is 10 m (dominant frequency 45Hz, seismic velocity of ~1,800 m/s). The dataset extends 62 km 
from North to South and 46 km East to West covering an area of more than 2,000 km² (Fig. 7.1a). 

The localizations of shallow gas pockets, indicated by high amplitude anomalies (Løseth et al., 2009)35, 
were mapped for the upper 1,000 m of sediment and assigned to stratigraphic units (Karstens and Bernd, 
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2015)36 using the seismic analysis software Petrel. Assuming that leakage of shallow gas can potentially 
occur along any type of well (producing, injecting, or abandoned), as long as there is a shallow gas source 
in its direct vicinity, an increased permeability induced by the drilling operation, and a driving force for gas 
movement, which could be buoyancy or excess pore pressure, we correlated the well paths of 55 operating- 
and non-operating wells in the seismic study area with locations of shallow gas pockets. 50 sidetracked- and 
multilateral wells were excluded for the correlation analysis because they separate from the main well in 
the deeper subsurface, which was not the scope of this study. Further, 55 platform wells were deselected 
because the seismic data set does not cover sediments located directly below platforms. The probability 
of wells to leak shallow gas was then determined by the fraction of wells which penetrate high amplitude 
anomalies in the shallow subsurface (i.e. 18 of 55 selected wells, Fig. 7.1) and is required for further 
extrapolation of methane leakage on a North Sea scale. 

A.4.1.6. MODELING THE FATE OF LEAKING METHANE 
A numerical bubble dissolution model was used to calculate the bubble-mediated methane flow to the 
atmosphere by a single rising gas bubble. The simulation of a single rising bubble seems to be justified 
because only single bubble streams were observed at the investigated wells with very little to no interaction 
between the bubbles, or plume dynamics (upwelling). Assuming that the release of single bubble streams 
is representative for leaky wells in the North Sea, the model simulates the shrinking of a gas bubble due to 
dissolution in the water column, its expansion due to decreasing hydrostatic pressure in the course of its 
ascent and gas stripping, and the final gas transport to the atmosphere. A set of coupled ordinary differential 
equations (ODEs) was solved numerically describing these processes for each of the involved gas species 
(Ch4, N2, and O2; Eq. S3) and the bubble rise velocity (Eq. S4), where time solves as the only independent 
variable. Thermodynamic and transport properties of the gas components, such as molar volume, gas 
compressibility, and gas solubility in seawater, were calculated from respective equations of state (Duan et 
al., 1992; Duan and Mao, 2006; Geng and Duan, 2010; Mao and Duan, 2006)4, and empirical equations 
for diffusion coefficients (Boudreau, 1997), mass transfer coefficients (Zheng and Yapa, 2002), and bubble 
rise velocities (Wüest et al., 1992), taking into account local pressure, temperature and salinity conditions as 
measured by CTD casts. Implemented equations and values are provided in Table A.4.2. The ODE system 
is solved using finite difference methods implemented in the NDSolve object of Mathematica (i.e. LSODA, 
Sofroniou and Knapp, 2008).

The mass exchange of gas components across the bubble surface is generally described as (e.g., Wüest et al., 
1992; McGinnis and Little, 2002; Leifer and Patro, 2002).

dNi/dt = 4πreq
2*KL,i*(Ca,i - Ceq,i)         (Eq. S.3)

, where i is the ith gas species, N, is the amount of gas in the bubble, 4 π req2 is the  surface area of the 
equivalent spherical bubble, KL is the specific mass transfer rate between gas phase and aqueous phase, Ca 
is the dissolved gas concentration, and Ceq is the gas solubility. All of the above variables are functions of 
the water depth, z, i.e. pressure, temperature and salinity (see Tab. A.4.5 for details and references). The 
change of the vertical bubble position is related to the bubble rise velocity, vb (Tab. A.4.5):

dz/dt = vb                                                                                                                 (Eq. S.4)

Model simulations were performed based on boundary conditions obtained in the CNS from Sea-Bird 9 
plus CTD data of August 2012 (Tab. A.4.2) and run for different initial bubble sizes ( ranging between 1.0 
to 4.0 mm radius, in accordance to radii of the combined bubble size distribution, Section 1.1.3), initially 
containing only methane. Simulated water depths ranged between 20 and 150 m in accordance to those 
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important for the methane bubble transport to the SML of the North Sea. Larger water depths were not 
considered because additional model runs revealed that the combined bubble size distribution completely 
loses its initial methane content in the deep layer of the North Sea when released from more than 150 m 
depths, Fig. A.4.6. 

Tab A.4.3. Parameterization of numerical model

Parameterization Range Variance Reference
Diffusion coeff.: Di (m2s-1)

DO2=1.05667*10-9+4.24*10-11*T T: 0-25°C 1.00*10-21 Boudreau, 1997
DN2=8.73762*10-10+3.92857*10-11*T T: 0-25°C 2.94*10-23 Boudreau, 1997
DCH4=7.29762*10-10+3.31657*10-11*T T: 0-25°C 5.70*10-24 Boudreau, 1997
Mass transfer coefficient: KL,i / m s-1

KL = 0.013(vb 102/(0.45+0.4r*102))0.5 Di
0.5 r ≤ 2.5 mm Zheng & Yapa, 2002

KL =0.0694 Di0.5 2.5 < r ≤ 6.5 mm Zheng & Yapa, 2002
KL =0.0694 (2r *10-2)-0.25  Di0.5 R < 6.5 mm Zheng & Yapa, 2002
Fit to CTD data as function of z
T(z)=8+7/(1+e0.375 (-21.7512+z)) Z: 0.100 m 3.99*10-2

S(z)=35.12 - 0.67/(1+e0.4125 (-20.1595+z)) Z: 0-100 m 4.97*10-4

Density of SW: φSW/ kg m-3
φSW(z)=1027.7 - 2.150/(1+e 0.279 (-21.612+z)) Z: 0-100 m 6.8*10-3 Unesco,1981
Bubble rise velocity: vb (m s-1)
vb = 4474 r1.357 r < 0.7 mm Wüest et al., 1992
vb = 0.23 0.7 ≤ r < 5.1 mm Wüest et al., 1992
vb= 4.202 r0.547 r ≥ 5.1 mm Wüest et al., 1992
Gas solubility: ci (mM)
cN2 = 0.622+0.0721*z Z: 0-100m 2.5*10-3 Mao & Duan, 2006
CO2 =1.08+0.1428*z Z: 0-100m 9.8*10-3 Geng & Duan, 2010
cCH4 = 1.44+0.1671*z Z: 0-100 m 2.4*10-2 Duan & Mao, 2006
CH4 molar volume: MVCH4  (L mol-1)

MVCH4=1/(0.0418+0.0044+z) Z: 0-100 m 3.0*10-2 Duan et al., 1992
Hydrostatic Pressure: Phydro (bar)
Phydro = 1.013+φSW*g*z

    

The potential methane emissions from leaky wells to the atmosphere were calculated distinguishing 
between direct emissions via bubble transport and indirect emissions via the diffusive outgassing of methane 
dissolving in the surface mixed layer (SML, i.e. the upper 50 m of the North Sea water column; Thomas et 
al., 2005)29. The direct bubble methane transport to the atmosphere was calculated from the remaining/
residual amount of Ch4 in the bubble, when it reaches the sea surface, NS, i.e. 

       (Eq. S.5)                  

,where N0 is the initial amount of methane in the bubble and tmax is the time required by the gas bubble 
to travel to the sea surface and is determined numerically by the bubble dissolution model. The amount of 
methane dissolving in the SML of the North Sea (NSML) was calculated by integrating the rate of methane 
bubble dissolution over the time which is needed by the bubble to travel through the upper 50 m of the 
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water column (i.e. t50 to tmax, both determined numerically by the bubble dissolution model):

        (Eq. S.6)

Both, the residual methane and the methane dissolving in the SML depend on the bubble size (r) and water 
depth (z) and were normalized to the corresponding N0. The relative amount of methane at the sea surface 
and in the SML with respect to the initial bubble methane content, i.e. ΩS(r,z) = NS(r,z) / N0(r,z) and 
ΩSML(r,z) = NSML(r,z) / N0(r,z), are referred to as the transport efficiencies of a single gas bubble to the 
sea surface and to the SML, respectively. 

A transfer function was fitted to numerical results using the non-linear least-square fit algorithm of Matlab. 
The fit describes the methane transport efficiency of a single bubble to the sea surface as a function of the 
initial bubble size (r) and the leakage depth (z):

ΩS=e(-0.156/r1.26*z)                                                                                           (Eq. S.7)

The variance, s2 of the residuals is better than 0.00013 and the linear correlation coefficient of the fit-curve 
to the numerical data is better than 0.99. The fit function is valid for initial bubble radii ranging between 
1 and 4 mm initially containing only methane and for the given physicochemical properties of the water 
column obtained in the CNS from Sea-Bird 9 plus CTD data of August 2012 (Tab. A.4.2). By applying Eq. 
7, the mass transfer of gases other than Ch4, N2, and O2, as well as the development of upwelling flows are 
considered to be negligible for the methane transport to the sea surface.

Because leaky wells expelled a range of initial bubble sizes, the transport efficiencies ΩS(r,z) and ΩSML(r,z) 
were calculated for each bubble size and weighted by its volumetric contribution, V0, to the total emitted 
gas bubble volume, Vψ. Integrating this weighted bubble transport efficiencies over the entire bubble size 
spectrum (ψ)  gives the total methane transport efficiency to the SML (ΩSML) and to the sea surface (ΩS) with 
respect to the initial methane release at the seafloor, respectively: 

        (Eq. S.8)

       (Eq. S.9)
where, r(min), and r(max) are the minimum and maximum radii of the bubble size spectrum ψ, 
respectively, and  MI is the measurement interval between individual bubble sizes (i.e. 0.1 mm). V0 and Vψ 
refer to optical size measurements at individual gas streams of the investigated wells, which were conducted 
to determine the combined bubble size spectrum. Applying Supplement Eq. 8 and Eq. 9, we assume that 
there is no change in the weighted volumetric contribution of each bubble size to the total emitted bubble 
volume (i.e. V0(r) / Vψ = const.), so that the relative distribution of bubble sizes is considered to be constant, 
although the release frequency of bubbles may change due to a variability of the seabed gas flow. This means 
that at a constant mass flow (i.e. per-well leakage rate) a decrease in the hydrostatic pressure (i.e. leakage 
depth) increases the rate of bubble formation but not their size distribution, as generally validated for seeps 
with a low gas flow (Dewar et al.,2013)30. Transfer functions were fitted to numerical results of Equation 8 
and 9, respectively using the non-linear least-squares fitting algorithm “NonlinearModelFit” of Mathematica 
(Fig. A.4.5). The fit-curves describe the transport efficiency of the bubble size distribution to the sea surface 
(Eq. S10) and to the SML (Eq. S11) with respect to the seabed methane flow and as a function of the 
leakage depth (z), respectively: 

ΩS(ψ,z) = e -0.043× z             (Eq. S.10)
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ΩS(ψ,z) =1/(1+ez-50) × 0.127 ×  z0.5 + 1/(1+e50-z) ×  1/(0.73× 6.1× 10-9× z4.6)   (Eq. S.11)

The variance, s2, of the fits is 0.0001 and 0.0005 for the transport efficiency to the sea surface and to 
the SML, respectively. The numerical accuracy of the model, determined from mass balance errors, was 
overall better than 99.9%. Supplementary equation 10 and 11 are required for the extrapolation analysis to 
calculate the potential methane emissions from the seafloor into the atmosphere (Section 1.2.2).

Fig. A.4.5: Numerical results of the bubble dissolution model. Model results show the methane bubble transport 
efficiency to the surface mixed layer (ΩSML) and to the sea surface (ΩS) of the North Sea, respectively as a function 
of the leakage depth (z) and for initial bubble radii ranging between 1.7 to 3.7 mm (in accordance to bubble 
sizes of the combined bubble size distribution). The methane transport efficiency of the combined bubble size 
distribution (black curve) was determined by fit curves to the data using the non-linear least-squares fitting algorithm 
“NonlinearModelFit” of Mathematica. The variance, s2, of the fit-curves is better than 0.001 and 0.005 for ΩS(ψ,z) and 
ΩSML(ψ,z), respectively.

A.4.2. EXTRAPOLATION ANALYSIS OF LEAKAGE ON A NORTH SEA SCALE
A.4.2.1. DEVELOPMENT OF AN ARCGIS DATABASE (NORTH SEA WELL INVENTORY)
To extrapolate methane leakage on a North Sea scale, about 15,800 offshore wellbore data (including the 
well identification, location, status, and type) were incorporated to an ArcGIS database (10.1; WGS84), 
sourced from online datasets populated by governmental energy departments and regulation agencies in 
2012 to 2013 (Tab. A.4.3). Filters (queries) were applied to categorize and identify the wells for analysis. 
As leakage of shallow gas can potentially occur along any type of well, whether it is being producing 
hydrocarbons, injecting fluid into a reservoir, or has been abandoned, we selected all types of wells (i.e. 
11,122 wells, see Tab. A.4.4), excluding sidetracked and multilateral wells which tend to separate from 
the main well in the deeper subsurface (i.e. < 1,000 m). Sidetracked and multilateral wells were deselected 
manually from the database following the guidelines for designation of wells and wellbores32. In addition, 
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bathymetric metadata with a spatial resolution of 5 minutes were incorporated to the ArcGIS database, 
derived from the EMODnet Bathymetry portal, i.e. http://www.emodnet-bathymetry.eu. Bathymetric data 
were required for the estimation of methane emissions to the atmosphere, which are depth-dependent.

Tab. A.4.3: Source data of the North Sea well inventory 

Country Data Source Description (Date)
Norwaya Norwegian Petroleum Directorate (Sept. 2013)
United Kingdomb Department of Energy and 

Climate Change 
All wells (Aug. 2013)

Germanyc Landesamt für Bergbau, Energie 
und Geologie 

KWBORUNG (Jul. 2013)

Denmarkd Danish Energy Agency DeepWells (Jan. 2012)
Netherlande Netherland Oil and Gas Portal NLOG Boreholes (Jun. 2013)

ahttp://factpages.npd.no/ReportServer?/FactPages/geography/geography_all&rs:Command=Render&rc:To
olbar=fals e&rc:Parameters=f&IpAddress=1&CultureCode=en 
b https://www.gov.uk/oil-and-gas-offshore-maps-and-gis-shapefiles 
c http://nibis.lbeg.de/cardomap3/?TH=BOHRKW 
d http://www.ens.dk/en/oil-gas/oil-gas-related-data/wells 
e http://www.nlog.nl/en/activity/activity.html 

Tab. A.4.4: Classification of the North Sea well inventory and selection of wells used for the extrapolation analysis

Well Status Main Wells/Wellheads Sidetracked & 
Multilateral wells

Offshore wells

Operatinga 1,301 1,365 2,666
Non-operatingb 9,821 3,294 13,115
P&Ac,d 1,847 343 2,190
Total 11,122e 4,659 15,781

a including injection, production, and open wells, and UK wells for which no completion date was specified 
b including plugged and abandoned, plugged, closed, junked, plugged back, plugged back and sidetracked, 
closed-in, completed to well, suspended at TD.,  and suspended wells
c permanently plugged and abandoned wells (P&A)
d excluding wells in the Danish- (DK) and British (UK) Sector because the well status was not specified in 
UK and DK source data
e selected for analysis

A.4.2.2 ESTIMATING POTENTIAL METHANE EMISSIONS FROM LEAKY WELLS IN 
THE NORTH SEA

The potential methane emissions from leaky wells in the North Sea were estimated based on the North Sea 
well inventory (Section 1.2.1) and  the extrapolation of leakage data obtained in the CNS, i.e. leakage rates 
(Section 1.1.2), initial bubble sizes (Section 1.1.3), and the potential fraction of leaky wells (Section 1.2.4), 
using ArcGIS. We distinguished between a conservative- (2.4 ± 1.4 t Ch4 yr -1 well-1) and a maximum (7.8 
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± 7.1 t Ch4 yr -1 well-1) leakage estimate taking the average of available per-well flux data, either excluding 
or including the high emissions from well 16/7-2, respectively. Flow distribution maps (Fig. 3) were 
constructed by subdividing the North Sea into equally-sized polygons of 25 km2 area using the “Cylindrical 
Equal Area Projection” and the “Fishnet” tool of ArcGIS 10.1. Spatial joining of the selected wells and 
bathymetric data gives each polygon a summary of numeric attributes that fall inside it, i.e. the average 
water depth (z) and a count field showing how many points fall inside it, i.e. the number of wells (NW). For 
each polygon the seabed flow (QSF) was calculated multiplying the seismically determined leakage potential 
(LP, i.e. 33%), the number of wells that fall inside each polygon (AF activity factor), and the per-well leakage 
rate (LR), i.e. 2.4 and 7.8 for the conservative and maximum flow estimate, respectively

QSF = AF × LP × LR          (Eq. S.12)

The resultant methane emissions from the North Sea into the atmosphere were estimated using the 
same ArcGIS project, which previously was used to estimate the rate of methane leaky from the seabed. 
Atmospheric emission estimates encompass the direct bubble transport of methane from the seafloor to 
the sea surface and the diffusive emissions of methane bubble dissolution in the SML of the North Sea. 
The latter assumes the complete ventilation of methane dissolving in the upper 50 m of the water column, 
which is generally well-mixed throughout the year (Thomas et al., 2005). For each polygon of the ArcGIS 
project, direct-and indirect emissions to the atmosphere (QAtm) were calculated using best-fit curves to 
numerical results, i.e. Eq. S10 and Eq. S11 describing the methane bubble transport efficiency to the sea 
surface (ΩS (ψ,z)) and to the SML (ΩSML (ψ,z)) with respect to the seabed gas flow (QSF), assuming no variation 
of initial bubble sizes over the extended area of the North Sea:

QAtm,i = QSF,i ×  ΩSML,i/S,i(ψ,z)                                                                            (Eq. S.13)

, where i is the leakage scenario, i.e. the conservative or maximum leakage estimate, and z is the average 
water-depth of the polygon derived from the spatial joining of bathymetric data to each cell of 25 km2 area. 

The flow estimates of individual polygons, both from the seabed and into the atmosphere and each for the 
conservative and maximum leakage estimates, were added to calculate the lower- and upper bounds of the 
total methane release from the seafloor into the North Sea and the atmosphere. All estimates are reported as 
arithmetic means of lower-and upper bounds plus minus the standard deviation (1σ). 

A.4.2.3 SOURCES OF UNCERTAINTY IN OUR ESTIMATES 

The uncertainty ranges on shallow gas leakage in the North Sea are large, as might be expected from the 
current state of knowledge of leaky wells, mainly depending on the representativeness of data obtained 
in the Norwegian CNS. There is a large uncertainty in our estimates related to the temporal and spatial 
variability of per-well leakage rates that might, in addition to sediment properties and tidal pressure 
fluctuations, be driven by overpressure in the shallow gas reservoir, or by differences in the gas supply. 
Further uncertainty is associated to the probability of wells to leak shallow gas. Leakage was only assumed 
to occur where the seismic data revealed prominent bright spots in the direct vicinity of the well, but 
leakage was also found where the presence of free gas was less constrained by the seismic data, either 
because the extent of the gas pocket or the gas saturation where beyond the resolution of the seismic 
method (Fig. 7.1, well 16/4-2). The lower emission estimate is thus definitely conservative, because 
per-well leakage rates and the number of leaky wells might have been underestimated. More data on the 
abundance of leaky wells, their leakage rates, and geochemical and isotopic composition of free seep gases 
including longer time series should be generated in order to better constrain the significance of leaky oil and 
gas wells for the North Sea methane budget.
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Atmospheric emission estimates bear further uncertainty arising from three additional factors: (1) temporal 
and spatial variability of the bubble chain dynamics (upwelling), (2) variability of initial bubble sizes, and 
(3) seasonal changes of seawater conditions. Uncertainties related to inter-annual changes may significantly 
affect the diffusive outgassing of methane due to the seasonal deepening and breakdown of the thermocline 
(Schneider von Deimling et al., 2011; Rehder et al., 1998; Thomas et al., 2005) and the efficient ventilation 
of the entire water column during frequent fall and winter storms (Shakhova et al., 2013), which should aid 
annual diffusive methane emissions. No significant inter-annual variability is expected in the rate of direct 
methane releases to the atmosphere because the bubble methane transport is independent of the water 
column stratification and also nearly temperature-independent. This is because the increase in gas transfer 
velocity (KL) compensates the decrease in gas solubility at elevated temperature. The lower atmospheric 
emission estimate is thus definitely conservative because the gas transport to the atmosphere might have 
been underestimated due to the seasonal increase in the ventilation of the water column or the evidence of 
upwelling flows at high-emitting seeps. Uncertainties related to initial bubble sizes remain, which might, in 
addition to spatial heterogeneities in the sediment properties, be driven by variations in the seabed gas flow 
or bottom current intensity or changes in the hydrostatic pressure (Dewar et al., 2013).  
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